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A zione of lead, zinc and copper mineralisation is developed over a minimum 
I of 4 km of strike of basal Carboniferous cementstone group sediments and 
immediately underlying Birrenswark Lavas atwestwater, near Laqholm in south 
Scotland. Grades so far obtained from sparse rock exposures and from shallow 
boreholes 
a fissure 
sulphides 
are usually O.l-O.j% of combined metals over 1-2 m of thickness, but 
vein of higher grade and a relatively thick zone of disseminated 
were also located. Galena, sphalerite, chalcopyrite andbaryte 
occur mainly in thin dolomite veins but disseminations of galena are also 
present in sandstone units. The mineralisation is of low temperature type 
I 
was emplaced along northeasterly trending normal faults and cross faults 
regarded as late Carboniferous in age. 
and 
Mineralisation has been controlled by faulting, regional facies vaziation 
and local lithological variation as well as by stratigraphic position. These 
controls are applicable in further exploration of Lower Carboniferous rocks in 
both south and central Scotland. The heavy mineral fraction of stream sediment 
is the optimum sampling type in reconnaissance exploration of areas of calcareous 
. 
rocks such as the Lower Carboniferous of south Scotland and basal till sampling 
is the most effective method of follow-up exploration in those areas where 
glacial deposits are widespread and often thick. 
vii 
INTRODUCTION' 
Compared with sediments of 
the Lower Carboniferous of 
similar age in Ireland and the EnglishPennines, 
Scotland contains few metalliferous mineral 
deposits of consequence (Dunham et al., in press). The most important were 
baryte veins such as Gasswater (Scott, 1967) and the ancient lead-silver mine 
of Hilderstone (Wilson and FlettJ921) in central Scotland. The marine 
limestones of the Pennines (Dunham, 1948) and the Waulsortian reefs of Ireland 
(L ees, 1961) are not represented in the lowest strata of the Scottish 
Carboniferous sequences (Lumsden and Wilson, 1977), in which the lowermost 
carbonate rocks are thin dolomitic beds of the cementstone group. In central 
Scotland the cementstones locally overlie red sandstones of Upper Old Red 
Sandstone facies, but in southern Scotland their deposition was preceded by 
the eruption of basalts (Lumsden et al., 1967). 
E@loration interest in the region was prompted by broad similarities in 
stratigraphy and structure with the Lower Carboniferous of east-central 
Ireland where a major lead+inc deposit is known to occur at Navan (Morrissey, 
Davis and Steed, 1971). A small lead trial (Wilson and Flett, 1921) is sited 
at the cementstones-lavas 
trial believed to be near 
in the present survey and 
junction in Mine Sike (Fig. 4), but another lead 
Crawthwaite (Wilson and Flett, 1921) was not relocated 
an exploration adit for copper in the Birrenswark 
lavas at Torbeckhill (Fig. 12) appears to have been unsuccessful. A geochemical 
drainage survey of the post-Silurian unconformity between Hawick and Dumfries 
showed anomalous lead and zinc values in stream sediment from Pokeskine Syke, 
1500 m WSW of We&w&r, and galena was observed in outcrop in the stream 
bed (Haslam, 1972). 
The first results of this exploration are the location of minor lead, %inc 
and copper mineralisation in Lower Carboniferous rocks along 4 km of strike 
in the Westwater district southwest of Langholm (Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. Geology and mineralisation of the Westwater district in south L r 
Scotland based on this investigation. For location see Fig. 12. 
General geolom 
The mineralised Lower Cerboniferous rocks of the area southwest of Langholm 
form part of the northwestern margin of the Northumberland basin. They 
comprise the Birrenswark Lavas, mapped as the 
in the region (Gumsden et al., 1967), and the 
Carboniferous sediments. These sediments are 
lowermost Casboniferous formation 
immediately overlying Lower 
characterised by the presence of 
dolomitic beds lrnown as cementstones. The Northumberland Carboniferous basin is 
considered to have been initiated by eruption of the alkali olivine basalt 
lavas ofBirrenswarkon to the fluv%atile sediments of the Upper Old Red 
Sandstone Scottish Borders basin (Leeder,lg'/~) lying at the southeastern 
mazgin of the Southern Uplands massif. . 
To the south and east of Langholm about 2 ti of Lower Carboniferous 
sediments were deposited, followed by nearly 1.5 km of Hillstone Grit and Coal 
Measures (Lumsden et al., 1967). Southwest of Langholm, the stratigraphy of 
the Carboniferous succession is not lrnown in detail, in part because of heavy 
drift oover, and extrapolation from the adjoining area to the east is made 
difficult by the facies variation and faulting that is known to occur (see 
Fig. 12). In particular, a thick deltaic sandstone (Whita Sandstone) resting 
. 
on the Birre nswark Lavas at Ian&o&n (Lumsden et al., 1967).is absent from the 
mineralised district near Westwater to the southwest, but reappears further 
west as the Anna&ale Sandstone (Nairn, 1956). Around Westwater, the 
Birrenswark Lavas are overlain by cementstones and associated sediments for at 
least 4 km of the regional strike. Thus a restricted zone of carbonate rocks 
developed penecontemporaneously with deltaic sequences which hsve been 
interpreted as the products of river systems flowing southeastwards 
marine gulf (Leeder 197b, Fig. 4~). 
Fig. 12 is based on the original geological survey of the area 
Lq#olm (Peach et al., 1883) in which many of the faults now known 
into a 
west of 
to occur 
in the adjoining eastern area were not recognised. South and east of Lsqholm, 
numerous northeasterly trending faults have been mapped and ascribed to late 
Carboniferous movements prior to deposition of the New Red Sandstone. Downthrow 
is predominantly to the southeast by some tens to a few hundreds of metres, 
a small number of oross-fatits are present, and small-scale folding is common 
mainly in association with the major faults. The faulting has been ascribed to 
reactivation of Caledonian structures underlying the Northumberland basin 
induced either by Armorican orogenesis further south (Lumsden et a%., 1967) or 
to rifting prior to the openin@: of the Rockall trough (Russell, 1976). 
In the area of Carboniferous rocks southwest of Lan&olm, thick and 
stratigraphically complex tills obscure all but sporadic stream outcrops. The 
earliest glaciation is evidenced by deposits of a stiff, clay rich red till 
possibly derived from the New Red Sandstone rocks to the south snd west. A 
second peripd of glaciation deposited a less extensive grey, sandy-clay till 
derived from Silurian greywackes ad shales north of the Carboniferous outorop. 
Morainic gravel ridges and mounds occur in the main valleys where there has 
been considerable reworking of all glacial deposits. Although the presence of 
granite boulders in the area implies glacial transport of tens of kilometres 
. . 
fkom the nearest known Caledonian granitic bodies in southwest Scotland there 
is convincing evidence of local derivation of at least the finer fraction of 
the basal till. 
Present investigation 
Following a brief period of geochemical orientation in 1974 daring which 
several new occurrences of outcropping mineralisation were discovered, surface 
mapping, geochemical surveys snd geophysical surveys were carried out in 1975 
and a small programme of subsurface eqloration completed early in the next year. 
Reconnaissance errploration was based on examination of sparse outcrops, drainage 
geochemistry and an evaluation of available airborne magnetic data. Follow-up 
4. 
, 
investigations icluded pitting to bedrock ai well as 
glacial deposits and soil, geophysical investigations 
topographic surveys on which to base borehole 
were sunk to depths of 20 m to 60 m to sample 
and to test the principal anomalies resulting 
geophysical surveys. 
sites. 
eqosed 
geochemi&l &u@ingof 
in a selected area, and 
Finally 13 boreholes 
mineralisation at depth 
from the geoohemical and 
The geological sequence in the Westwater district of south Scotland CUP be 
-ised as follows: 
Thickness, m 
Pleistocene l-10 
Lower Carboniferous (Dinantian) 
Purplish-coloured sandstone group 
hSll8IltStOW @OUp * 
lOo+~ 
Cl00 
BirrenswarkLavas 90 
Upper Old Red Sandstone c 50 
Silurian (Wenlook) 500+ 
The Silurian rocks are principally steeply-dipping gregwackes and intercalated 
shales of the Southern Uplands block, Quartz snd carbonate veins occur quite 
commonly along late fractures and in places carry small amounts of pyrite, 
chalcopyrite and galena (see Fig. 12). The greywackes are overlain uncon- 
formably by red sandstones and muds-bones originally mapped as Upper Old Red 
Sandstones but recent reappraisal suggests that these sediments may represent 
a reddened facies of the Lower Carboniferous (Lumsden and Wilson, 1977). The 
only exposure of f9Upper Old Red Sandstone" rocks in the sxea is in the Logan 
Water at Cleuchfoot (Fig. 1) but red ssudstones and mudstones intersected in 
borehole 5 (Appendix I, Table V) may represent an upfaulted slice of this 
facies. 
i 1. 
1 
I 
I 
Brief descri@tions ,of the mineralised Lower Csrboniferous rooks follow, 
. 
based on the detailed observations on the available eqosures given in 
Appendix III and the borehole logs in Appendix I, together with an account of 
the new evidence of faulting obtained in this investigation. 
Birrenswarklavas 
Estcept where broken by faulting, the outcrop of the Birrenswark Lavas runs 
east-north-east across the Westwater district, forming a low ridge northwards 
of the basal Carboniferous sediments. When partly exposed in a pipeline trench 
near M-field (Fig. l), at least four flows of moderately altered basalt were 
distinguishable by the presence of slaggy, broken tops, silts-tone inter- 
calations snd variations in vesicle distribution. In this section the lavas 
approach the maximum recorded thictiess of 90 m (Leeder, 19744. Mud&one 
and cementstone intercalations can also occur and thin tuffaceous sediments 
overlie the lavas in some areas (Fig. 2). The observed scarcity of pyroclastics 
is characteristic of other areas of Dinantian alkali basalt ma&matism in
Scotland (MacDonald, 1975). 
Lower Carboniferous sediments 
The basal Csrboniferous sediments of the Westwater district form a highly 
discontinuous cyclic sequence typified by thin cementstone beds (average 
thickness about 30 cm). Junctions with the underlying Birrenswark L&v&s where 
unfaulted sre conformable or nearly so. 
The mineralised cementstone group comprises irregulerly-dipping grey to 
brown beds of sandstone, siltstone, mudstone and cementstone (see Figs. 3-4 and 
borehole'logs in Appendix I). There is no systematic lithological variation in 
the basal part of this sequence over the 3 to 4 km of strike-length investigated 
by drilling (see Fig. 2 and Table 1). 
Overlying or downfaulted against the cementstone moup near Westwater is 
an unmineralised group of purplish-coloured sandstones, silts-tones snd clays 
6. 
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Lithological abundances of basal Carboniferous 
sediments near Westwater 
Borehole No 
(see Fig. 1) 
12 
10 
4 
6 
Sandstone Siltstone mdstone Cementstone 
49 14 19 26 
57 6 l-7 20 
30 16 26 28 
66 4 12 18 
Averages 48 10 
Table 1 
19 23 
Total of measured 
intersections, m 
41 
37 
29 
22 
with root beds which have been called the Fell Sandstone (Nairn, 1956). This 
sandstone group appears to directly overlie the Birrenswark Lavas southwest of 
the area of Fig. 1, Because of lack of exposure, however, the stratfgraphy of 
the Lower Carboniferous sediments near Westwater is indeterminate. Furthermore, 
fossils are scarce and non-diagnostic so that the precise age of the sediments 
is uncertain although they have previously been referred to the Tournaisi~ 
(Leeder, 197423). 
. 
FaUltinq 
New mapping and borehole information, supplemented by geophysical evidence, 
indicates that junctions between the Birrenswark Lavas and cementstone group 
sediments in the Lower Carboniferous near Westwater are largely fault controlled. 
The fault pattern is one of northeasterly trenw normal faults downthrowing 
to the southeast and subsidiary cross faults. 
The northernmost of the two main northeasterlies shown in Fig. 1 was 
intersected in a pipeline trench near Megsfield and in a nearby borehole 
( no. 12 in Fig, 2; Appendix I, Table XII) where sediments are clearly 
downfaulted s@.nst the lavas. The inferred extension of this fault north- 
eastwards accounts for the break in outcrop of the Birrenswark Lavas north of 
Callisterhall. A second northeasterly is exposed in streams north of Westwater 
farm where it occurs at or near the la-sediment contact. Its extension to 
the southwest is based on topographic evidence, in particular the presence of 
a linear section in the valley of Pokeskine Sike which may ma;rk a faulted 
contact between sediments of the cementstone group and the sandstone group 
believed to overlie them. Crossfaults shown in Figs. 1, 3 and k have been 
deduced from tectonic repetition of la-sediment contacts observed in shallow 
boreholes. The incidence and style of faulting in the Westwater district 
would therefore appear to be very different from the picture provided by the 
original geological map (see Fig. 12) and probably accounts, in part at 
least, for the very variable dips observed in cement&one group sediments at 
outcrop. To the east of Westwater, cementstones are down-thrown against the 
Silurian in Wauchope Water (Peach et al., 1883; Nairn, 1956) ami the IW- 
. . _. trending displacement in Logan Water (Fig. 12) is possibly a crossfault between 
the Wauchope Water fault and the Westwater northeasterlies. 
The pattern of faulting now apparent in the Westwater district is closely 
similar to that observed some IO km to the northeast along strike where a 
maximum throw of 30 m has been estimated for the Hermitage fault, one of the 
main northeasterlies affecting Lower Carboniferous rocks in the area (Lumsden 
et al., 1967). Displacement on the main Westwater faults appears to be of 
the same order of magnitude and almost certainly took place in response to the 
same phase of movements. This phase has been shown to post-date the full 
Cerboniferous sequence of the Langholm-Canoribie area but to be earlier than 
formation of (?) Permo-Trias New Red Sandstone "red beds" (Lumsden et al., 
1967). 
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GEOPHYSICS 
rhysioal survey 
Total magnetic field and induced polarisation/resistivity surveys were carried 
out both to assist with revision of the existing geolog'ical map and to indicate 
eny concentrations of sulphide mineralisation. In the first aim, reasonable 
success was achieved and a revised geological map, based on interpretation 
of the geophysical results, has been produced. The seerch for sulphide 
concentrations indicated that economic mineralisation was not present, although 
local minor induced polarisation anomalies were measured. Boreholes drilled 
to investigate areas of interest indicated by these surveys and related 
geochemical and geological studies, were geophysically logged. 
Magnetic field survey 
Geological mapping in the area is greatly hindered by scarcity of qosure. 
The magnetic field survey was'designed to assist revision of the pre-existing 
geological map by delineating the suboutcrop of the magnetic basalt6 of the 
Birrenswark Lavas. 
The total magnetic field was measured with a proton magnetometer over 
the area shown on Fig. 5. Readings were at 10 m intervals alon@raverses 
50-200 m apart. The contoured map is presented as Fig. 6. 
Induced polarisation and resistivity survey 
To investigate the extent of the mineralisation found near Pokeskine Sike, and 
to indicate suitable borehole sites, an induced polarisation (I.P.) survey 
was made over the area indicated on 
resistivity measurements were made, 
of the geological map. 
Fig. 5. As a part 
which it was hoped 
of this survey, 
would aid the revision 
The surveys were made with the expanding colinear dipole-dipole array, in 
the time domain, with chargeability measured over the interval from 240 to 
1140 ma after termina tion of a 2s square polarising pulse. A dipole length of 
30 m and dipole centre to centre separations from 60 to 180 m were usede 
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Figs. 7 and 8 show respectively the apparent resistivity and chargeability at 
60 m separation. 
Results and interpretation 
Fig. 9 shows the modified geological map deduced from an interpretation of tie 
geophysical results obtained. To the east and west, zones of perturbed 
magnetic field accompanied by resistivities typically in the me 120 to 
150 ohm m are indicative of suboutcropping lavas. In the central part, 
gentler magnetic gradients and somewhat lower resistivities indicate that the 
lavas are buried. This is in broad agreement with the map of Peach et al. -- 
0885). In detail, however, several differences can be seen, which will now 
be discussed working from west to east, and which could lead to a significantly 
different interpretation particularly with regard to the pattern of faulting. 
In the southwestern corner, the boundary of the lavas has been adjusted to 
run further south than was deduced by Peach et al. (1885). This boudaq can 
be clearly seen from the magnetic contours and is borne out by exposure in the 
pipeline trench. The likely northern limit of this western lava block is 
indicated by a steep magnetic gradient, and by an increase in resistivity to 
over 300 ohm m. Geological evidence indicates that the rocks to the north are 
Upper Old Red Sandstone sandstones and Silurian greywackes.. They seem to be 
bounded to the east by a fault, indicated by a relatively steep resistivity 
gradient and a narrow band of low resistivity. The pattern of the magnetic 
field contours in this region also suggests a fault. 
In the central region, for reasons given above, the lava is thought to be 
buried. However, the thickness of sediments covering them is not thought to 
be great, varying from a few metres at the edges to perhaps 30-40 m in the 
centre. Resistivities in this zone, although less than those over lava, are 
slightly higher at the surface than those normally encountered over the Lower 
Carboniferous sediments. At depth, values increase to those typical of lavas. 
17. 
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I An approximately linear magnetic gradient can be followed across this zone. 
I 
Its significance is not known, but it could represent a northern limit to the 
buried lavas, or a fault downthrowing them to the north. A line of lower 
I 
resistivities which could result from a fault coincide in part with this 
1 
gradient and with a band of low chargeability values. To the north of this 
possible fault lie rocks of medium resistivity (c. 120-160 ohm m) and rather 
1 
higher chargeability. The magnetic field is almost completely flat, which 
suggests lava is absent or quite deeply buried. 
Moving east, a sone of perturbed magnetic field and resistivities of the 
order of 150-250 ohm m inidcate suboutcmpping or thinly covered lavas. The 
northern margin of this 2;one is the possible fault mentioned above, while its 
E 
I 
I 
I 
southern boundary is marked by magnetic and resistivity gradients. To its 
south lies a I;one of low resistivities (SO-100 ohm m) probably due to the 
presence of more conductive sediments , or of conductive overburden. 
Along the line of Mine Sike, a significant discontinuity occurs. This is 
particularly clear from the magnetic profiles and provides further evidence for 
the fault which has been recognised from geological evidence. To the. east, , 
of this fault, pronounced perturbations in the magnetic field are typical of 
approximately flat-lying basalts, probably representing variations in thickness 
and magnetic properties between individual flows. The southern margin of the 
lavas is again marked by resistivity and magnetic gradients, but these are 
locally poorly defined and parts of the boundary are tentative. 
Considering now the IP results, a correspondence can be seen between 
I 
shallow and suboutcropping lava, and generally higher Ip background values, 
between 5 and 8 ms. Chargeabilities over the sediments are generally in the 
1 range 2-4 ms. However the maximum IP anomalies occur as local features within 
the sediments and have values up to 25 ms. These were interpreted as far as 
1 possible from the pseudosections, to provide suitable sites for boreholes. 
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Recownded borehole sites with notes on the interpretation of IP anomalies 
1. My 2850 8180 (drilled as BE 11): The sparse indications are of a broad 
source at depth, with some contribution nearer surface. A hole inclined steeply 
northward should encounter the source of the IP anomaly at about 40 m. 
2. NY 2880 8178 (drilled as EB 2): Aprominentanomalywitha steep 
northerly dip indicated. A vertical hole should encounter the source of the 
anomaly at 20-30 m. 
3. NY 2902 8172 (not drilled): This is approximately where the source of 
the IPanomalyoutcrops , so a vertical holeshould not need to 
20 m. 
4. NY 2889 8195 (not drilled): A minor anomaly, which could be investigated 
by a vertical hole if any corresponding geochemical anomaly is indicated. 
be more than 
Geyphysical borehole logs 
Induced polarisation and resigtivity logs were run in boreholes 7 to 12, 
measurements being made at discrete intervals of between 0.5 and 3 m. The 
measurements were made in the time domain, over the interval 2400 to 3140 mu 
after switchoff of a 4s primary pulse, using the pole-dipole array with 
C2-Pl and Pl-P2 electrode separation of 0.3 m. Results are presented in Figs. 
10 and 11, with outline lithological logs. 
Some generalisations can be made from a comparison of the two geophysical 
logs end the lithology. In particular, the resistivities observed agree 
generally with those measured at the surface for a given formation. Local 
variations are more pronounced, of course, particularly in the Carboniferous 
sediments, where local high values often correspond to certain siltstone 
horizons. As indicated by surface measurements, the lavas to the east of Mine 
Sike are less resistive than those to the west. All IP highs' coincide with 
occurrences of metallic minerals in moderate abundance in the core, most often 
as veinlets, but in one or two cases in disseminated form. 
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The IP Log of borehole 11, which'was drilled to intersect an IP anomaly, 
has a relatively large IP 'high' (maximum chargeability of over 30 ms) at 
50-60 m depth, corresponding to a zone of enrichment in the lavas. Thisisin 
agreement with the surface survey, which indicated a broad deep zone of high 
chargeability. However, the top 8 m of the hole, which could not be logged 
because of casing, showed pyrite and marcasite in the basal till and the 
uppermost bedrock horizon, aud this would probably affect the surface measurements. 
The best sulphide intersection, at 52 to 55 m in borehole 12 was not 
logged due to collapse of the hole at about 50 m, while in borehole 8 at Mine 
Sike, a pronounced chargeability high was offset by 3 m from the vein, 
corresponding instead with a zone of veinlets and disseminated sulphides. 
Geochemical orientation for drainage sampling 
Orientation studies designed to optimise size fraction and sampling interval 
were initiated in the Largholm area during 1974-75. The geochemical contrast 
of three sample types was investigated: 
1. Heavy mineral concentrates, obtained by panning 2-j kg of wet sediments 
screened through a 1 mm sieve, and yielding 25 
2. Stream sediment (-150 p) collected in the 
(1971). 
g of concentrate on average. 
manner described by Plant 
3* Suspended fines 9 consisting of silt plus clay grade material, sempled in 
the way described by Leake and Smith (1974). 
TO test the response of the three sample types to the different styles 
of base metal mineralisation known in the area west of Langholm, 3ampling was 
conducted at intervals downstreem and near to sources of mineralisation in 
Pokeskine Sike, Green Burn and Mine Sike. These streams erode, respectively, 
coarse sandstone containing disseminated galena and cements-tone with minor 
sphalerite and galena, a faulted contact of Carboniferous sediments against 
Birrenswark Lavas with galena in calcareous sediments, and a fissure vein with 
coarse galena-sphalerite-baryte-minor chalcopyrite in lava. 
All concentrates were sub-sampled to 12 Q and crushed with Elvacite 
2013 resin in a tungsten carbide Tema Mill to minus 300 mesh. After pressing 
samples under a load of 15 tons, analysis of the discs was performed for the 
elements Ba, Sn, Pb, Zn, Cu, Ni, Fe, Mn, on a Phillips 1220C automatic X-ray 
spectrometer as described by Leake and Aucott(l972). The remaining 12-14 g 
of sample was retained for later mineralogical examination. 
In close proximity to mineralisation at Pokeskine Sike, sediment and 
concentrate are both highly anomalous, but Pb and Zn levels in sediment fall 
to almost background concentration only 200 m downstream whereas the concentrate 
remains highly effective (see Table I, Appendix V). The fines sample fails 
1 
completely to detect a Pb anomaly near to or downstream of the source, but 
70 m upstream where the channel intersects a broad zone of metal enriched organic 
soil and till, the fines sample is enhanced in Pb and Zn relative to the sediment. 
The concentrate value is again higher by several orders of magnitude. 
A few metres downstream of the old mine workings at Mine Sike, Pa, Zn 
and Cu levels are hi&y anomalous in concentrate, moderately anomalous in 
the fines and only slightly anomalous in sediment (see Table II, Appendix V). 
. 
An upstream Pb anomaly is detected by the concentrate alone. whereas downstream 
dispersion of all metals is significant over only a short distance (<300 m). 
This may be attributable to a road-stream intersection impeding the natural 
process of elastic dispersion. 
Minor mineralisation in Green Burn was effectively detected by ooncentrates 
in all samples collected within a distance of 150 m downstream of a lava- 
sediment interface (see Table III, Appendix V). Highly anomalous Pb, Pa, Cu 
and Fe values are accounted for by readilyidentifiable pyromorphite, traces 
of galena, baryte, cupriferous pyrite and large amounts of hematite. Stream 
sediments also register small but identifiable anomalies decaying rapidly with 
distance from source. No fines samples were collected at this locality. 
The size distribution of ore minerals and other principal heavy mineral 
phases of specific gravity > 3.3 g/ml was compared in two large panning 
concentrate samples of -2 mm material collected a few metres downstream of 
outcropping mineralisation of Pokeskine Sike and Green Burn. For the total 
sample the pain sizze distribution was obtained by sieving and weight percen- 
tages of magnetic and non magnetic heavy fractions estimated from grain counts 
and corrected for density variations (see Appendix V, Table IV). 
Several important differences are noted between the two sites. In the 
sample derived predominantly from mineralised sandstone with subsidiary 
cementstone the maximum abundance of sphalerite occurs in the middle size range 
(-0.50 mm to +0.25mm) whereas galena tends to concentrate in the coarser 
fractions (+l.O mm and -1.0 to +0.5 mm). These circumstances are reversed in 
the sample derived from the lava-sediment junction where smaller abundances of 
sphalerite are concentrated in the coarser sizes (l-2 mm) and pyromorphite in 
the finer.sizes (+0.5 - 0.125 mm). 
Abundant heavy mineral phases, particularly hematite may cause significant 
dilution of 
relative to 
the routine 
base metal anomalies. For this reason and because hematite 
ore minerals is invariably concentrated in the 4.0 mm fraction, 
collection of panning concentrates was based on the sampling of 
-1.0 mm stream sediment. 
Background variation in drainage sampling 
The efficiency of geochemical anomaly recognition is a function not only of 
the maximum concentrations recorded in the vicinity of mineralisation but also 
of the background metal content of samples derived from unmineralised ’ 
lithologies. 
collection of 
unmineralised 
Estimates of background concentrations are based upon the 
27 concentrate-sediment pairs from streams draining apparently 
Carboniferous sediments and la-pas. Because of the small 
population, statistical parameters in Appendix V, Table V are intended to 
provide only a guide to the differences between the two sample *es. 
Arithmetic means and standard deviations for those elements primarily 
dispersed in relatively insoluble elastic grains are considerably higher in 
the concentrate, eg. Ba, Fe, Pb, and the degree of correlation correspondingly 
low between the two sample types (Appendix V, Table V). The background 
variations of Zn and Ni are similar for concentrate and sediment producing a 
strong but probably fortuitous correlation. Cuhas a low regional background 
and is hardly detectable in the finer fractions of stream sediment. OnlYb 
has a significantly higher mean concentration in the sediments, implying a 
high degree of solubility and the well known enhancement in finer grain sizes 
due to coprecipitation and adsorption. 
Summary statistics (Appendix V, Table VI) of 25 concentrate-sediment pairs 
from drainage affected by mineralisation, including samples described in the 
last section, demonstrate that mean values for concentrates are at least an 
order of magnitude higher in Ba, Pb and Zn, than values in sediments. 
Correlations are predictably high in both sample types for all elements associated 
with the mineralisation except Ba which exhibits no concentration at smaller 
. 
particle sizes , and Mn which reflects a higher mobility and fixation in 
sediments. It is concluded from the results presented here that stream 
sediments adequately detect base metal minetiisation only when collected near 
to a discrete source and with much reduced sensitivity when compared with 
heavy mineral concentrates. 
Chemical weathering rates of bedrock and detrital sulphides are.observed 
to be low at altitudes of less than 230 m and under moderately alkaline surface 
water conditions (mean pH of 740 stream waters in the Langholm area is 7.7). 
Gale-, baryte and to a lesser degree , sphalerite and chalcopyrite tend to 
occur in coarse grain sizes which persist in the stream sediment with only 
26. 
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limited attrition and dissolution. However the overriding factor precluding 
the satisfactory use of stream sediments in this environment is the excessive 
dilution of anomalous material by vast quantities of clay grade glacial sediments. 
A satisfactory compromise in optimising sample interval was found by 
collecting concentrates on average every 400-500 m along stream channels and by 
increasing the sampling frequency over geologically more promising areas or 
where local topographic and hydrologic conditions might result in shorter and 
poorly defined dispersion trains. 
Contamination in &a$nage sediments 
The correct identification of anomalies due to metallic contamination is an 
essential prerequisite to successful geochemical exploration. Abroadspectrum 
of contaminating materials has been detected in stream channels originating 
from agricultural and forestry activities , a disused artillery range, intensive 
game shooting and a relatively dense road network. Appendix V, Table VII 
summarises the results of sample p&s collected Born 14 contaminated sites. 
Tin minera&isation in this area is neither anticipated nor observed and the tin 
content of common rock forming minerals is consistently very low, thereby 
facilitating the use of tin as a contamination monitor. A threshold of 13 pp 
Sn in concentrates is considered to be a reliable level above which contan+ 
ination is implicitly assumed. Associated anomalies in other metals, 
particularly Pb and to a lesser extent Cu, are invariably related to contam- 
inants although, rarely, detrital ore minerals and contamination are concomitant: 
for example in Bigholms Burn (3161 8245) galena occurs with slaggy metallic 
contamination in a concentrate. Stream sediments from the same sites contain 
either negligible or just detectable (>lO ppm) Sn values and do not reveal 
associated false Pb and Cu anomalies. 
Regional distribution of lead in drainage 
Pig. 12 illustrates the distribution of Pb in heavy mineral concentrates derived 
from drainage in the area west of Langholm. The data presented (315 samples 
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Fig. 12. Distribution of lead in heavy miner&. concentrates from drainage 
west of Langholm. 
over an area of 175 km 2 ) is an extract from the regional reconnaissance map 
of the Scottish Border region (in preparation). Class intervals defined by 
%&ural-breaks' in the cumulative frequency curve of the logarithmically 
transformed data are indicated by solid circles of increasing diameter.- 
Coincident anomalies in other metals, where supported by mineral identification, 
are indicated by chemical symbols. 
!l?he statistical distribution of the data is complex and non-homogeneous 
due to a mixture of populations related to (1) mineralisation, (2) differences 
in background composition of the various bedrock lithologies, and (3) the 
presence of contamination. The effect of (3) has been largely removed by 
excluding all samples containing greater than 13 ppm Sn, excepting those in 
which the presence of detrital ore minerals has been established. There is a 
major discontinuity in the cumulative frequency curve at 95 ppm and Pb levels 
exceeding this value can be related to the presence of ore minerals in the 
concentrate. Anomalies related to contamination are distinguished by open 
circles. 
As described under orientation, major lead anomalies occur principally 
in basal Carboniferous sediments at or near 
Birrenswark Lavas between Callisterhall and 
approximately 8 km to the southwest a value 
Stoneybeck [2209 77061 where close interval 
their junction with the 
. 
Westwater. Along strike and 
of 3060 ppm Pb is recorded from 
follow-up sampling has located a 
concealed source of pyromorphite beneath till, some i+OO-500 mupstream of the 
original anomaly. Elsewhere, anomalies of lower magnitude (IOO-400 ppm) are 
explained by the presence of anhedral waxy-grey minerals of the plumbogummite- 
beudantite group in samples derived from a diversity of bedrock lithologies. 
Resampling has in all cases confirmed the anomalies but attempts to identify 
mineralisation have not succeeded due to paucity of outcrop and the probable 
low tenor of mineralisation. Several anomalous catchments in Silurian rocks 
29. 
(Back Burn, 3347 8421; Arresgill Sike, 3068 8473; D&bate 2520 8256) axe 
tentatively ascribed to streams flowing along weakly mineralised faults or 
crush zones. Other elements (Cu, 
are 
low 
attributed to the presence of 
rare chalcopyrite, sphalerite 
magnitude of anomalies, their 
Zn, Ba) show enhancement in these areas and 
optically identifiable cupriferous pyrite 
andbaryte. Because of the relatively 
impersistent nature and unfavourable 
geological environment, detailed follow-up was restricted to rapid examination 
of float and available outcrop. 
Further minor Pb anomalies appear to be due to secondary ore minerals, 
spatially related to the lava-sediment junction between Waterbeck and 
Ecclefechan end also to weakly mineralised calcareous sediments of Carbon- 
iferous age erratically distributed between Set-thorns and Langholm. 
Soil geochemistry 
The dispersion of Pb and En was examined in soils lying above the projected 
strike extension of a galena-bearing sandstone unit exposed in the bed of 
Pokeskine Sike (see Fig. 14). Thin, grey-brown podaolic, and peaty gley 
soils are derived from the clay-rich, water-saturated tills. Impersistent, 
poorly formed B-horizons are apparent from the eluviation of iron and its 
irregular concentration in the top 40-50 cm of soil. 
Close interval (lo-20 m) profile sampling in three orientation Soil pits 
revealed uniformly anomalous Pb end Zn values in the -150 iurn fraction with 
the maximum Pb value (560 ppm) recorded in the deepest semple of the pit, 
1-2 m downslope of the inferred mineralised suboutcrop. Till depths in the 
immediate vicinity are relatively shallow (l-2.5 m), facilitating the groundwater 
redistribution of till-derived heavy metals throughout the profile. 
The 'buffering' effect on soil geochemistry of 
of clay present in the till, is well illustrated by 
distribution of metals at a site 125 m east of Mine 
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Fig. 13. Distribution of metals in different size fractions of 
anomalous 8oil east of Mine Sike (2940 8184). 
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of Pb and Zn are consistently anomalous over-the size range examined (Fig. 13) 
and therefore no improvement in contrast results from screening at finer 
particle sizes (compare the contrasting results of Smith and Galleer, 1975). 
Further routine sampling of C horizon soils at an average depth of 
0.60 m was based upon a 20 m sample interval on north-south traverses with 
a 100 m line separation. A high level of analytical agreement between XRF 
and&U (hot nitric acid attack of -150 ym fraction) analyses for Cu, Pb and 
Zn over a range of concentrations confirmed that the lower cost and more rapid 
MS methodwas an acceptable alternative for this sample type. 
Threshold levels of 65 ppm Pb, 150 ppm Zn and 37 ppm Cu statistically 
calculated for the total population of 260 samples (see Appendix V, Table VIII) 
are somewhat lower than those quoted for similar environments in Ireland 
(Horsnail, 1975; Morrissey and Romer, 1973). However, three coherent areas 
of Pb-Zn anomaly were delineated (Fig. 14). The largest, apparently elongated 
for a distance of 130 m in a north-south direction, is sub-parallel to and 
straddles the headwater drainage of Pokeskine Sike. An intermediate anomaly 
centred some 80-90 m north-north-east of the main anomaly has a coincident 
high Pb-Zn core and trends approximately east-west, whilst a third is a roughly . 
. circular, high Pb-low Zn anomaly situated 350 m east of Pokeskine Sike and 
detectable over a distance of 100-130 m in all directions. 
The relatively low geochemical contrast and the absence of a clearly 
defined source area for the near surface anomalies suggests that post glacial 
dispersion mechanisms are largely responsible for the observed distribution 
of patterns. 
Till sampliq 
Guided by the recognition of limited geochemical dispersion in drainage 
samples and the generally poor contrast provided by shallow soils, an 
orientation programme of deep overburden sampling was initiated in the area 
between Pokeshine Sike and Mine Sike. 
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A power auger was used to penetrate the till to the bedrock interface in 
the manner described by Smith and Gallagher (1975). All material recovered 
from the lowermost 50-60 cm was combined to provide a 2-j kg sample for on- 
site panning of a heavy mineral concentrate. A smaller 20043 sample from the- 
maximum attainable depth was subsequently split to provide material for pH 
determination and the remainder dry sieved to -150 rpn. Both sample types were 
analysed by XRF for the elements Ba, Sb, Cu, Pb, Zn, Ni, Fe and Mn. 
* 
Routine basal till sampling was conducted at 50 m north-south intervals 
along traverses with 100 m east-west spacing and supplemented by detailed 
profile sampling at selected sites on the 0, lOOW, and 200W traverses where 
either mineralised rock fragments or panned concentrate ore minerals were 
observed. Additionally, the profiles of deep tills were sampled to examine 
possible geochemical variations between different stratigraphic layers in the 
drift. , 
In the area investigated (see Fig. 17) the till has an average depth of 
3.3 m with a range of 1.2 to 9.3 m in 180 holes extending over a sampled 
strike-length of 3.5 km. 
The magnitude of errors induced by the sub-sampling of predominantly . 
coarse grained ore minerals are surprisingly small as demonstrated by 
precision calculations (Gazzett,l969) of the analyses for duplicate splits of 
10 anomalous till concentrates. 
Element Precision 
Pb 2,6 
2h 14.3 
CU 1.0 
Ba 9.3 
(96) 
Careful control at the end point of the panning operation helped to minimise 
error due to variable up-grading which, in extreme.cases, could lead to 
unrealistically high concentrations. Heterogeneity of the sampling medium 
34. 
was also shown to be a serious source of error by 
constant depth from several closely spaced holes. 
an initially large sample from at least the basal 
analysis of a large representative sub-sample was 
the problem of in-depth heterogeneity. 
Physical characteristics of tills 
replicate sampling at 
However, the combination of 
50 cm of profile and 
considered to supercede 
Texturally the tills are consistently clay rich exhibiting only minor variation 
between clay-silt and silty-clay except over the gently sloping valley sides 
adjacent to major drainage channels where thick sequences of stratified clay 
and sand rich bands seprtrate up to five distinguishable layers of markedly 
different clast content. 
Stone contents are generally quite small although in the basal 10~20 cm, 
and in shallow overburden over locally steep gradients, abundant angular clasts 
permit easy recognition of bedrock lithology. Further travelled clasta, many 
of which appear to be derived from Silurian shales and greywackes less than 
0.5 km to, the north, occupy the upper 2 m whilst the contribution from more 
local sources increases with depth thereafter. Apart tirn the presence of 
rare boulders erratically distributed in the 
finer till components (CO.5 mm) account for 
glacial sediments. 
upper parts of the profile, the 
. 
at least 9096 by weight of the 
A wide variety of colours are developed laterally over the upper 2 m of 
till profile due to a combination of variable quantities of precipitated iron 
oxide, a fluctuate water table controlling redox reactions and the presence 
of relatively impermeable clay bands which restrict 
groundwaters, However in deeper tills the greater 
in lava than in sedimentary rocks (see Appendix II, 
a dark brown rather than a grey to buff colouration 
the vertical movement of 
abundance of soluble iron 
Table I) ,tends to impart 
to the overburden thus 
providing a reliable monitor of the suboutcropping lake-sediment junction. 
35. 
Till profile Reochemistry 
The extent to which the distribution of selected elements reflects the 
presence of aj,ss eminated lead and zinc mineralisation (at a site at 1sOW SON) 
is illustrated in Fig. Isa. A sharp increase from background to highly 
anomalous concentrations occurs for all base metals associated with the 
mineralisation at depths exceeding 2 m in a manner similar to that described 
by Wilbur and Royal1 (1975) for copper in tills. Relative to bedrock, lead 
and zinc are concentrated in the sieved till by a factor of 2 to 3 and in the 
heavy mineral fraction by factors of 30 and 6 respectively. 
Within the same anomalous area, 70 m downslope to the south west, a 
profile (at 200W ON) exhibits two major anomalous zones separated by a barren 
section of 1.2 m. Bedrock mineralisation undoubtedly suboutcrops beneath the 
metal enriched basal till but higher in the till profile lava derived material 
containing only background metal concentrations may represent a different 
direction of glacial transport. The anomaly higher in the profile shows 
distinct enhancement in the 
to be mainly the product of 
mineralisation at ISOW SON. 
by identical Pb/Zn 
upper till anomaly 
For anomalies 
ratios of 
(200W ON) 
of lesser 
maxima may very considerably 
zinc, copper and nickel show 
leavy mineral fraction and is therefore assumed 
elastic dispersion, probably derived from the 
Further evidence for this mechanism is provided 
. 
1.7 noted in the sieved till fraction in the 
and in the basal till at 1sOW SON. 
magnitude the precise location of concentration 
in the till profile. At OW SON for example lead, 
simultaneous enhancement between 1.0 and 3.8 m 
in depth, enclosed by background levels above and below (see Fig. 15~). 
Over weakly mineralised lavas (200E ON) metal anomalies are detectable in 
the basal 1.0 to 1.5 m of profile with values corresponding to I-3 times 
background (Fig. Gb). A heavy mineral fraction may be advantageous under 
these circumstances where a higher degree of sensitivity may help distinguish 
Fig. 1s.a. Geochemical profile throw coil and till overlyirqg be&o& with 
low grade disseminated gabna mineralisation (ISOW f;ON): 
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agenuine anomaly flrcm enhancement due to ahighbackground. 
The characteristic feature of metal distributions in till profiles unaffected 
by mineralisation is the absence of any discernible trend for Cu, Pb and Zn , 
except within the near surface zone of-weathering where slight depletions may 
be noted. Background metal rsrges are typically Cu 2-45 ppm, Pb $47 ppm, 
Zn 60480 ppm in the -150 )np fraction of till with only very minor variations 
due to till composition. By contrast Ni, Fe, Mn and Ca show small increases 
towazd the base of the profile over sedimentary rocks snd more marked increases 
over the lavas. 
Anomaly patterns of metals in deen tills 
As compared with soil or shallow till ssmpling, anomalies located in deep tills 
are in general more numerous, of higher msgnitude and more restricted in 
extent. The overall pattern in the heavy mineral fraction is one of discon- 
UnuoushighintensityPb and4nanomalies erraticallydistributedinaneast- 
west direction snd spatially related to the conformable or faulted contacts of 
basal Carboniferous sediments with underlying lavas (Fig. 17a). In outline, 
individual maJor anomaly groups, defined by the 850 ppm inflections at Pb and 
760 ppm Zn in the cumulatfve frequency plots may be highly irregular, bearing 
no obvious relationship to dip or strike directions in the underlying rock. 
Identification of mineralised rock fragments in the profile of two holes 
on the 200W traverse (see Fig. 16) led to higher density sampling snd 
subsequent definition of a narrow elongate zone of coincident high lead, sine 
and m&nor copper values trending north-north-east for adistance' of-300 IL 
Biasem%nated galena snd minor sphalerite mineralisation in sandstone was 
discovered by shallow drilling near the centre of the southern lobe of the 
anomaly (borehole 9, see Fig. I). 
At upper Pokeskine Sike the lead 
enclosed by a somewhat larger area of 
anomaly centred on the SCOW traverse is 
anomalous sine (Fig. 17a). Both metals 
. 
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axe however in lower abundance relative to sites 300 PI east and aubsiequent 
drilling on this target (borehole IO) produced only minor amounts of galena 
and sphalerite in a sandstone-cements-tone sequence, 
Elsewhere, coincident high lead-ainc values occur at points on the 200E 
and 1000W lines dispersed over only limited distances of a few tens of metres. 
Because of the recognition of abundant coarse galena and baryte grains in 
the heavy mineral fraction these anomalies are attributed to narrow vein 
type mineralisation similer to that intersected by borehole 8. 
Copper anomalies in basal till concentrates are of low magnitude 
(threshold 60 ppm), small in area and generally related to faulted laveti 
sediment junctions (see rig, 17~) where ohalcopyrite and pyrite may be locally 
disseminated in altered lava and in the adjacent fractured cementstones as 
exemplified by boreholes II and I2 (Appendix 1,Tables Xl-XlI). Nickel is not 
observed to form an importent,constituent of any sulphide phases and its 
abundance in the heavy mineral &action of the basal tills has been related to 
the mafic mineral component. Selection of a high threshold value of 110 ppm 
Ni reduces the effect of mechanical dispersion especially over locally steep 
gradients and is considered to delineate the lava suboutcrop (Fig. 17~). 
Geophysical, borehole and topographic evidence largely substantiate this 
conclusion but small discrepancies are possible because of the absence of 
geochemical information between traverse lines. 
Comparison of anomalies in Danned till and -150 nm till fractions 
Essentially bimodal distributions characterise elements in the heavy mineral 
sample reflecting the improved anomaly resolution 
whereas more complex si8moidal 
distributions complicate recognition of meaningful thresholds for the sieved 
till fraction. Accordingly analysis of the sigmoidal curves was attempted 
using the method of Paxslow (1975) and low anomaly thresholds selected from 
-44 . 
the.upper limits of the b8ckground population appear in the table below. 
Both the geochemical contrast and the number of identifiable anomalies are ’ 
significantly greater for lead and barium in panned tills, whereas a larger 
number of zinc anomalies are observed in the sieved till fraction, but with 
reduced contrast. Summary statistics for all metals associated with the ore 
minerals and based on the total sample population appear in Appendix V, Table IX. 
Till concentrate Till -150 )un fraction 
Element Number of anomalies Threshold Number of anomalies (expressed as 96 of (expressed as % of Threshold 
total population)* PPm total population)* PPm . . 
Pb 20 110 16 60 
zn 12 250 19 150 
t 
* based on 140 sample pairs. 
At twelve sites a significant Pb or Zn anomaly in the -150 )un fraction 
-_. _ 
coincides with only background values in the concentrate. Examination of the 
till depths reveals that in every instance the sample originated from within . 
the zone of chemical weathering (1.4 - 2.0 m). Higher mobility of trace 
elements within this zone would be expected to facilitate hydromorphic 
dispersion and simultaneously reduce the possibility of detecting detrital ore 
minerals. The partially coincident Zn-Pb anomaly detected only by the fine 
till fraction centred on 500 W in upper Pokeskine Sike is associated with 
shallow overburden of less than I.5 m depth and considered to reflect this 
type of dispersion mechanism (see Fig. d7b). 
In the deeper tills (>3 m) encountered 200 m due north, detrital galena 
and sphalerite are preserved resulting in a highly anomalous concentrate but 
only background metal levels in the -19 ym material. 
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A comparison of the spatial relationship between anomalies represented by 
the two sample types show broad similarity of pattern for z;inct although the 
position of major anomaly centres may be displaced downslope for distances up 
to 150 m in the sieved till fraction. At the low anomaly threshold levels 
(150 ppm Zn and 60 ppm Pb in the -150 p fraction) a continuous but irregular 
E4 trending zone suggests minor hydromorphic dispersion from bedrock sources 
and sulphide grains concentrated toward the base of the till (FigJD). 
nH variation in till 
As a guide to the expected mobility of metal ions dissolved from primary ore 
minerals in the till, pH measurements were made on untreated till-distilled 
water slurries at regular intervals along orientation profiles and routinely 
at the maximum sample depth. Typical variations are illustrated in Fig. 15 
showing moderately acid conditions (pH 4.0 - 5.5) prevailing over the top 
O-2 m zone of maximum eluviation, increasing markedly below 2 m to a constant 
neutral to mildly alkaline value, pH 7.4 - 8.0. 
Statistical summaries of 130 pH determinations on tills classified by 
major parental lithology are shown in Tables X and X& Appendix V. Sandstone 
derived tills have the highest mean pH and lowest correlation between pH and 
depth. By excluding measurements on till samples shallower than 2 m this 
result is unchanged for sandstone whilst for other lithologies the depth 
dependance of pH decreases beneath the surface weathering zone. In highly 
anomalous profiles reflecting underlying mineralisation there is a suggestion 
of a positive pH control with depth throughout the overburden. 
The calcareous composition of the tills is a direct response to the high 
abundance of carbonate rocks in all basal Carboniferous lithologies, thus 
providing 5n inexhaustable reserve of bicarbonate anionson reaction with 
groundwater. Sulphide grains existing beneath the aone of eluviation and 
oxidation are therefore preserved to a large extent under the neutral to 
46. 
1 mildly alkaline and invariably waterlogged reducing conditions. 
Till mineralogy 
Mineralogical observations based on heavy mineral separations (specific gravity 
I 73.3 g/ml) supplemented by XRF and XRD confirmations have identified variable 
proportions of galena (often with cerussitic overgrowths), fresh sphalerite, 
1 chalcopyrite, tarnished cupriferous pyrite, andpyriteinvaryingstages of 
oxidation. The presence of significant concentrations of zinc, and less 
commonly lead, associated with coarse grained secondary iron oxides replacing 
ferromagnesian minerals is particularly evident in semples from the a~~omalous 
areas on the 1OOOW and 200E traverses. Faulting near to lava-sediment junctions 
is thought to have accelerated oxidation of sulphides and primary iron 
minerals prior to glaciation at these localities. Dispersion in the tills is 
limited to a small area and unlikely to have been modified to an appreciable 
extent by post-glacial processes. 
Mineralogical comparison of the light and heavy fractions of till proved 
1 useful inindicating the genetic associations between fine grained galena and 
I 
minor sphalerite in sandstone (SOOW OS), coarse galena-sphalerite-baryte- 
. minor chalcopyrite in mixed lava and sedimentary lithologies (1sQW SON and 
200E SOS) and minor amounts of fine grained galena-sphalerite in fine grained 
calcareous and mixed mudstone-siltstone lithologies (179 SON, SOOW SON, 
i 
Interelement correlations in tills 
Improved anomaly contrast of till concentrates is reflected by stronger 
positive correlations between the ore elements compared with the sieved till 
fraction, but interelement associations are essentially very similar (see 
1 Appendix V,Table XII). Zinc is somewhat exceptional, exhibiting a close and 
sympathetic relationship with iron and nickel which are presumably related to 
the heavy minerals derived from mineralised lams. Barium has an unexpectedly 
I low correlation with zinc in both sample types whereas copper and lead are 
I 47 . 
associated with barium throu&out therepresented particle size range. . 
Most correlations are easily understood by 
bedrock geochemistry summarised in Appendix II, 
of solution and manganese with the more soluble 
reference to the data on 
Tables I-VII. The effects 
trace elements, typical in 
acidic ground water conditions, are not apparent in the finer particle 
sises of these calcereous tills. 
Tillenomalies east of Glentenmont Burn 
The eastern limit of mechanical auger sampling coincides with St. Brides Hill 
[3130 82071 which forms a flat topped NW-SE ridge, approximately midway 
between Glentenmont Burn and Logan Water. Two isolated lava outcrops 
50 m northwest of the end of a 530 m traverse provide the only evidence of 
bedrock lithology. Overburden depths in the vicinity of these outcrops 
axe relatively shallow (~2 m) increasing southeastwards (4-6 m) in the 
assumed down-ice direction. The 100 m sampling interval was decreased 
towards the northwest end of the traverse where examination of till clasts 
indicated the close proximity of the lava-sediment junction. 
A major Zn-Fb anomaly extends throughout till profiles (A, B 
and laterally for a distance of some 30 m (Fig. 18). The marked 
concentration with depth inprofiles A and B was considered to be 
and C) 
,increase in 
a favourable 
indication of underlying bedrock mineralisation. An extensive Zn anomaly in 
shallow soils sampled by hand auger can be traced for a total traverse length 
of 130 m, enclosed to the northwest and indicating a higher degree of hydro- 
morphic dispersion compared with tills of the Callisterhall area. The profile 
variation of Bb is similar, but this metal has a more restricted dispersion 
train (80 m) in shaUow tills, and is subsidiary to Zn in all samples. 
From the available information, the geochemical anomaly probably 
originates from a bedrock source of limited subsurface outcrop located 
beneath site A. In cross section, the major anomaly outlined by the 
1000 ppm Zn end 250 ppm Pb contours shows a predominant dispersal in a 
48. 
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Fig. 18. Section throw till 8nd bedrock, St Brides Hill, ahowing relationship 
between lead and zinc in till and &ascalieation in borehole NO. 4. (346 8249)e 
down-ice direction end a displacement of approximately 40 m to the south east 
as reflected by the shallow tills. 
Borehole 6 intersected Pb-Zn mineralisation in a cementstone-sandstone 
sequence immediately overlying smgdaloidal lava. The overburden anomaly 
is considered to represent the projected suboutcrop of this zone of 
mineralisation and the Zn enrichment is associated with the highly altered 
(oxidised) top 3.0 m of lava. It is significant to note that mineralogic&L 
comparison of light and heavy (+3.3 g/ml) fractions of the panned tills 
revealed a hi.& proportion of zinc in association with finely dispersed 
hematite (after ferromegnesian minerals) in lava frments and only a minor 
contribution from detrital sulphides. Fault movements along the lava-sediment 
junction similar to that noted in Glentenmont Burn (Appendix III, Table IX) 
where Zn and minor Pb are also concentrated, may have induced localised 
weathering followed by scavenging of metals by secondary iron oxide phases. 
A major copper anomaly (up to 1300 ppm) is present in the penned 
concentrates of a basal grey clay-rich till occurring at two adjacent sites 
[3083 82291 50 m apart, 300 m due east of Westwater farm. The anomely is not 
reproduced in the fine fraction. A sharp cut-off in copper values is not&d 
at the boundary between the basal till unit and a thick (up to 5.5 m) stony 
brown till considered to be a reworked ablation deposit. 
investigated 
75 x 100 m. 
chalcopyrite 
by deep sempling on a 25 m rectangular grid 
Abundant fresh pyrite, marcasite and small 
were observed in panned concentrates from a 
The anomaLy was 
over an area 
quantities of 
zone 25-50 m wide 
coincident with a shallow topographic depression trending N 6OoE. The light 
mineral assemblage of the mineralised samples consist of abundant angular quartz 
grains implying derivation from a sandstone lithology. Because of the small 
scale of the enomaly, its probable relationship with afeultaud the 
predominance of iron sulphides no further evaluation was undertaken. 
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Reconnaissance overburden sampling southwest of Callisterhall 
To the south-west of the area of detailed follow-up, deep overburden sampling 
was undertaken at a reconnaissence level using the mechanical auger or Cobra 
percussion drill to recover basal tills. The results for five traverses 
separated by distances of 1 to 1.5 km end orientated at right angles to the 
strike of the Birrenswark lavas, are s -ised in Appendix IV, Tables II 
and III. 
Uniformly low concentrations of Cu, Fb and Zn were recorded for all 
except traverse C (Appendix IV, Table III) located 100 m west and sub-parallel 
to Stoney Beck where drainage concentrates contain up to 3400 ppm pb snd 
significant amounts of pyromorphite. Moderately anomalous Zn and low anomalous 
Pb values occur both in the till concentrate and the -150 )an fraction of till 
at three adjacent sites near to the northwest end of the traverse. A further 
investigation based on a 50 m iquare grid was carried out at a late stage in 
the investigation but analyticsl results are not yet available. Optical 
exemination of selected concentrates did not detect eny ore minerals, the 
main concentration of Zn being associated with hematite. 
Geochemistry of tills collected from the Frigg gas pipeline trench 
. 
The &igg pipeline trench provides a continuous section throu& overburden in 
the southwest part of the area of Fig. 1. Samples were taken at intervals 
over 2700 m of trench southeastwards of the ~7068 road crossing at Megsfield 
[2765' 81121. Basal tills were snmpled from the trench wells close to the 
bedrock surface or, where bedrock was not exposed, from the bottom of the 
trench. 
Appendix 
Low 
Cu, Pb, !Zn analyses of the -1sO um fraction are reported in 
IV, Table I. 
anomalous Zn (maximum 220 ppm) and isolated high Pb (620 ppm) and 
cu (80 ppm) values occur over the first 200 m of trench and are ascribed to 
minor galena sphaleritepyrite mineralisation in cementstone blocks close to 
9 l 
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I the lava-sediment 
extends for 520 m 
and appears to be 
purplish coloured 
junction: A zone of enhanced Cu values (maximum 35Q Ppm) 
in shallow overburden at the southern extremity of sampling 
related to suboutcropping red-brown mudstones in the 
sandstone group of the Lower Carboniferous. 
The geochemistry of overburden and bedrock from the trench section 
provides convincing evidence that the type of mineralisation investigated in 
upper Pokeskine Sike and Nine Sike is confined to an east-west zone in the 
close vicinity of the Birrenswark lavas, at the margin of the Northumberland 
basin and does not extend southwsrds in erenaceous rocks exposed in the 
pipeline trench. 
Geochemical variation in bedrock 
Background trace element abundances were compared in the verious lithologies 
of the Westwater district by selecting small numbers of unmineralised semplee 
. 
from the borehole cores (Appendix II, Table I end Fig. 19). Leadand zinc 
show minor enhancements in lava end cementstone relative to the remaining 
Copper and nickel are also significantly enriched in lava except 
the very highly altered specimens where depletions are apparent. 
sediments. 
in some of 
It is feasible therefore to associate chelcopyrite mineralisationrepresented 
in boreholes 11 end 12 with a process of copper lea&ing by late hydrothermal 
solutions circulating in the lavas. 
Major element variations excluding manganese re consistent with 
petrographical obse'rvation end the order of abundance of mineral phases. 
The strong positive correlation and high absolute abundance of manganese and 
celcium in cementstone is indicative of co-precipitation of manganese oxide 
with carbonates in a brackish shallow water environment. The relatively high 
calcium content of sandstones undoubtedly represents carbonate cement 
commonly observedin this lithology and the high iron of 
attributed to precipitation of microscopic pyrite grains 
colloidal iron oxides deposited simultaneously with clay 
mudstones may be 
or the fixation of 
grade sediment. The 
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Fig. 19. Comparative metal content of borehole core samples from the Callisterhall-Westwater 
district, based on XRF analysis of 96.8 m of core. The average metal contents of 
mineralised and non-mineralised samples of each lithological type are indicated 
by cross marks. 
possibility that the erosional products of lavas have been incorporated into 
siltstone end mudstone is evident from the enhanced titenium end nickel velues 
compared with coarser g-rained sendstone and the chemically precipitated 
cementstones. Alternatively this geochemical similaritymsy erise from 
tuffaceous material indistinguishable in the fine grained detrital sediments. 
'phe degree of association between different elements within lithologies 
is compared by means of correlation coefficients. For the majority of 
elements, correlations simply reflect high elemental atidances associated 
with sulphide mineralisation. Copper is unusual in showingno significant 
positive correlations at the 99.996 level thus copper mineralisation end lead- 
zinc-barium mineralisation are unlikely to be genetically associated despite 
the presence of smell amounts of chalcopyrite in the mineral vein intersected 
in borehole 8. 
Conclusions I 
As a result of glacial dispersion over short distances and post-glacial mass 
movement over locally steep gradients, the interpretation of geochemical 
patterns L shallow till end soils (X2 m deep) is complicated, but at greater 
depths the distribution of ore metals as defined by the heav mineral fraotion 
is closely related to suboutcropping mineralisation. !i!he correct interpretation 
of till geochemistry leading to identification of drilling tergets reqtires a 
knowledge of metal distribution down profile end of the partitioning of metals 
between heavy end light fractions of till, as well as the collection of a 
routine semple from the till-bedrock interface. Identificition and It 
classification of clasts 1-6 mm irr size provides a rapid and simple method of 
studying dispersion parameters in the vicinity of known bedrock lithology . 
changes. 
54. 
Preamble 
In the mineralised area base metal sulphides and associated minerals occur 
in bedded sediments of a variety of lithologiee and in the underlying basalt 
lavae. Borehole evidence shows that although sandstones and siltstones 
together form the greater part of the sediments, muds-tones and cementstones 
are generally significant. Intercalations of siltstone, mudstone and oement- 
atone occur within the lava sequence. 
GaAena and sphalerite are the most common ore minerals present. Chalco- 
pyrite and baryte axe found in some parts of the area. Other ore minerals in 
the area include cerueeite, smitheonite, graphite, gyp-, pyromorpute and 
malachite. 
Dolomite, ferroan dolomite, pyrite and marcasite axe the principle gaague 
minerals, accompanied by vzry$ng but generally small amounts of quartz and 
calcite. Mineralisation occurs mostly in or adjaent to breccia zones or 
networks of veins. Disseminated mineralisation occurs in 
first is the presence in most of the cementstones of fine 
The second is the presence of dispersed, relatively large 
two situations. The 
disseminated pyrite. 
crystals of galena 
. 
often accompanied by sphalerite in certain beds of sandstone. 
Despite the dominant role played by veining in controlling the mineral- 
isation locally, it is evident that other structural factors guided its 
location and overall development. 
The following account is a synthesis of mineralogical data compiled in 
Appendices I and III. The information presented incorporates results reported 
in I.G.S. Mineralogy Unit reports, notably those by Easterbrook (1976) and 
Fortey (1975; 1976). 
Lithological control of mineralisation 
The degree of local control by wall rock lithologiee over the mineralisation 
was investigated by measuring the drill-core intersections of mineralised and 
barren rocks of different lithologies. Results given in Table 2 suggest that 
no lithology shows a consistent tendency to be mineralised more than the 
others. 
TARLIF: 2
Mineralisation expressed as proportions of the different lithologies which 
_ show significant levels of mineralisation. 
The results were obtained by measuring drill-core logs on which lithological 
variations are recorded alongside data recording the extents of geochemioally 
anomalous core-samples. Owing to the limited availability of suitable 
information this approach could be applied only to certain drill-holes. 
Drill-holes 6 7 8 9 11 12 
Cementstone 
Sandstone 
Siltstone 
Mudstone 
Lava 
, 
17.6 47.7 16.6 29.9 76.8 38,7 
63.3 9.0 32.8 62.5 9.7 33.3 
71.2 0 0 0 90.4 0 
36a4 0 0 0 23.7 5.8 
8.7 9.5 37.1 20.9 8.2 42.1 
Mineraloticalsanu>liq 
Samples were collected primarily to investigate occurrences of mineralised 
rock rather than the full range of rock types present. In the case of the 
surface rock ssmples described in Appendix III this bias is enhanced by the 
restricted outcrop in the Westwater area. Rard cementstones account for more 
than half of the surface collection. The bias has made it impossible to give 
petrographic details of the muds-tones and there is very little information on 
the siltstones. 
J6. 
In the following sections the lavas, cementstones, and sandstones are 
described. Petrographic data on which these passages are based are summarised 
in Appendices I and III. 
LaVaS 
Basalt and dolerite lava form a compact sequence containing 
of red siltstone, mudstone and cementstone (Fig. 2). These 
small intercalations 
formapartof the 
Lower Carboniferous Birrenswark lavas described by Pallister (1952), Elliott 
(9960) and Lumsden et al. (1967). The flows are alkali basalts similar to 
the Lower Carboniferous basalts of the Midland Valley of Scotland (MacDonald, 
1975). West of Langholm they are dominantly microporphyritic feldspar-rich 
Jedburgh types. The rocks are vesicular and rich in amygdales. Chloritisation 
and calcitisation are widespread. Lumsden et al. (1967) noted that breccia- 
veins in which lava fragments are set in a carbonate matrix break across flows 
in outcrops on Arkleton Hill north northeast of Lan&olm, and it is possible 
that this phenomenon is similar to the mineralised brecciated lavas in the 
area under investigation. 
In all, 51 lava samples were examined, of which 13 consisted of brecciated 
lava set in a carbonate cement and all but two show moderate to strong 
. 
alteration (see Appendices I and III). The rocks are mostly sparsely porphyritic 
Jedburgh and IGrkle types in which phenocrysts are labradorites and a small 
number of olivines. Two samples are of aphyric basalt. 
Chloritic alteration of mafic silicates accompanied by calcite and minor 
sericitic feldspar alteration is normal. Hematite is commonly present, but 
pyrite is rare and magnetite has not been located. Amygdales usually consist of 
calcite with lesser amounts of chlorite and clay minerals. Zeolites are not 
common, but do occur in amygdales in certain specimens. Advanced illite-rich 
alteration in sample BFB 3606 (AppendixIII, Table XI) is comparable with 
bole-type deep weathering.(D J Morgan, pers. comm& 
The breccia ltones consist of lava fragments set in dolomite and ferroan 
dolomite, and are frequently mineralised (see below). 
Partial analyses of core samples of the Birrenswark Lavas that are 
relatively free of alteration and mineralisation are shown in Table 3. 
X-ray fluorescence analysis of core samples 
fromthe BirrenswarkLavas 
Ca 
Ti 
Mn 
Fe 
Ni 110 
Cu 33 
Zn 66 
Ba 295 
Pb 19 
No of samples 
A 
7.6 
1.0 
0.1 
693 
11 
B 
% 
7.1 
0.9 
0.1 
6.7 
Pm 
105 
135 
283 
1750 
78 . 
23 
A basalt relatively free of alteration and mineralisation 
B mineralised basalt 
Cementstones 
Beds of fine to medium-grained carbonate rock occur throughout the mineralised 
area. Thicknesses rarely exceed one metre and are generally closer to 
0,2 metres. The most common lithology is that of a yellowish microcrystalline 
lutitic deposit containing darker intraclasts and detrital quart%, microcline 
and fine quartaite grains. Minute crystalsof hematite and geothite are 
common, and it is likely that the general colouration is due to iron staining. 
Fine disseminated pyrite is often present. 
Macrofossils are uncommon. Where present they are usually small lamelli- 
branch valves (fragmented or entire) or plant debris. No investigations of 
microfauna have been attempted. 
Local lithological variations are considerable. Banding expressed by the 
detrital fractions is not uncommon, and the proportion of detritus varies 
considerably. One sample (BFR 3598; Appendix III, Table VI) consists in part of 
approximately equal amounts of detritus and matrix, in which the detrital 
grains are dispersed so as to form a non-self-supporting fabric. 
A small number of cementstones are peloidal. In rare cases sparry peloids 
(spheroidal microsparite clasts derived by erosion of intraclasts according to 
Leeder, 1975) and ooids of dolomite occur in a sparry dolomite matrix. In one 
sample (BFH 3533; Appendix III, Table III) sphalerite apparently of syngenetic 
or allogenetic origin occurs as angular anhedra within peloids, while minute 
blebs of pyrite are a trace constituent confined to the sparry matrix (Fig.20). . 
A similar occurence of sphalerite has been noted in sparry calcareous dolomite 
(BFH 4947) from outcrops in Hog Gill east of Langholm (NGR 4624 8938; report 
in preparation). 
Sparry cementstones are subordinate to the lutitic lithology. In all cases 
the sparry rocks were found to be dolomites. Most contain detritus and trace 
amounts of fine disseminated pyrite. Some contain macrofossils. Sample 
BFR 3593 (Appendix III, Table XI) shows partial conversion has caused the 
development of a sinuous boundary between 
rich in small spheroidal bodies of coarse 
Cementstone in outcrops in Pokeskine 
59. 
the lithologies in this rack. 
Sike (Appendix III, Table IV) are 
dolomite, often having cavities at 
Dolomite peloids and detritaJ qyzta grains set in spazzy 
dolomite cement. Note the presence of an angular crystal 
of sphaLerfte in one of the peloida. 
BFR 3533 (Appendix III, ?able III). 
f W 
Fi@ 21 
Zoned sulphide-bearing vein in dolomitic cementstone (cm-t). b (a) gal- 
Was deposited before the lwer of colofom silica: in (b) chalcopyrite is seen 
to have been deposited at a later stage. 
BRD 3647 (Appendix I, Table I), 60. 
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their centres. Similer material was collected from borehole 2 (Appendix I, 
Table II, 25.52-26.12 m) and from a boulder in the bed of Wauchope Water 
(Appendix III, Table XI). The origin of the spheroidal bodies is not clear. 
Their distribution in outcrops shows some bedding control and is not related 
to the later veining. Adjacent ones tend to be separated by a thin wall of 
host sediment. Although coarse dolomite is the usual infilling, central 
zones of calcite are sometimes present. Where a central vug is present 
euhedral crystals of sphalerite (sample BFR 1049; Appendix III, Table IV) or 
gypsum (sample BFR 3400; Appendix III, Table IV) may be present. 
It is suggested that the spheroids developed in original cavities formed 
before lithification by the trapping; of bubbles of gas. The gas may have been 
methane of biogenic origin or have originated within the underlying lavas. 
StaLning of the cementstones produced in all cases a mauve colouration 
indicative of ferroan dolomite or ankerite (Allman and Lawrence, 1972). This 
is confirmed by XRD examination of crushed material (D Atkin) and by sluggish 
reactions with cold s HCl solution. Partial analyses of eight specimens of 
cementstone selected from the&ill cores provided further confirmation. The 
results (see Table 4) show that the rocks are made up largely of fercoan 
. 
dolomite, calcite and quartz. Estimates of the dolomite and calcite proportions 
assume that all 
that all the Ca 
this gives only 
the Fe and Mg occur in dolomites in which Ca/lFe + Mg 5: lr and 
is partitioned between such dolomite and pure CaCO 
3 
. Obviously 
a simplified indication of the true make-up of the rocks. 
Deer, Howie and Zussman (1962) cite an Mg:Fe ratio of 4:l as the critical 
divide between dolomite and ankerite. On this basis five of the eight 
specimens appear to contain ankerite rather than dolomite. However, the 
presence of pyrite and Fe-oxide minerals must lead to an over-estimate of 
FeC03 in this simple treatment. It is probable that in BFD*s 3734, 3780 and 
3781 ankerite occurs, while in all the others a ferroan dolomite is present. 
61. 
TABLIZ 4 
Semi-quantitative XRF analyses of cementstones 
Results for Fe, Ca and Mg expressed as carbonates, Si as oxide 
Drill hole 10 10 11 12 12 6 6 6 
Sample number 
(BPD) 
Depth (m) 
3705 3706 3726 3731 3734 - 3774 3780 3781 
28.06. 29.929 i&35- 48.75. 51.62- 22.40- 32.350 34.07- 
29.92 30.38 45.75 49.99 51.90 23.04 32.80 34.79 
SiO2l 
FeCO3l 
CacO32 
w03l 
Total 
Ca ‘1.78 1.94 2.23 1.86 1.04 1.78 1.33 1.08 
Fe + IQ 
&z/Fe 
% Calcite 
20.2 26*3 5.3 10.5 53.7 17.1 24.7 24.4 
7.1 6.3 7.0 4.2 9.0 6.5 9.0 9.0 
39*7 37.7 58.7 '60.6 15.0 42.2 31.9 23.9 . 
24.1 21.1 29.7 34.1 10.9 27.6 23.0 22.8 
91.1 91.4 10017 99.4 88.6 93.4 88.6 80.1 
3.50 3.90 4.17 7.75 1.45 5.00 2.31 2.69 
28.9 33.0 39.3 31.4 2.0 29.0 14.5 3.9 
Total carb. 
1 - Analyses by D J Bland; 2 - analyses by T Ic Smith. 
Leeder (1974b) noted that dolomite is widespread in cement&ones of 
the Lower Border Group, but in a Zater paper (Leeder, 1975) records dolomite 
contents no greater than 15%. The cementstones in the Westwater area thus 
appear to be anomalously rich in magnesium. preservation of primery lutitic 
textures end the independence of conversion to spsrry carbonate from mineral 
veining imply a syngenetic and digenetic ori& for much of the dolomite. 
62. 
Belt, eeshney and Read (1967) observed that dolomite is widespread in 
Carboniferous cements-tones but found negative correlation between pyrite and 
oazbonate in interbedded sandstone-cementstone sequences. However, Mossier 
(1971) describes pyrite formed before dolomite during diagenesis of limestones 
of the Swope Formation of Kansas. It is considered that in the cementstones 
of the Westwater district dolomitisation occurred in carbonate muds possibly 
already rich in primmy dolomite. 
Sandstones 
The sandstones examin ed are poorly sorted rocks containing sub-angular graina . 
in which quartz, as monocrystalline unstrained gmins, is the major constituent. 
Also present are grains of strained qua&z, quartz grains showing intergrown 
%ydrothemaS textures, fine quartaite, microcline, albite and orthoolase. 
Heavy minerals are rare, zircon being the one most f2equentl.y encountered. 
!&is lithology resembles thatwhich is characteristic of sandstones of the 
whita Formation (&irn, 1958) and is thus typical of the Whita fluvio-deltaio 
system (Imder, 1974). 
certain samples contain intraclasts of carbonate mud. Beds closely 
overlying lava flows often contain lava fragments and amygdales. A sample 
from borehole 6 (BED 3801; Appendix I, Table VI) which possesses a green 
clay-rich cement and grains of basaltic pyroxene is considered to be tuffaceous 
(see also basal 
Thenormal 
fmm beds close 
where oxidation 
sediments in borehole 4; Appendix I, Table IV). 
sandstones have a white, ganister-like appearance. Specimens 
to the lavas axe reddened. A red colouration is also developed 
has produced secondary limonite ad goethite 2com sulphides. 
A large number of samples have a sparry cement of calcite or dolomite. In 
many cases minute blebs of pnite occur dispersed thinly through the cement. 
Pyrite contents in these rocks are, however, generally very low. 
Mineralisation in the sandstones is chszacterised by rocks in which 
63. 
crystals of galena larger then the detrital quartz grains occur singly or in 
clusters dispersed evenly or in planar groupings through the rock. Sphalerite ’ 
mey accompany the @lena. 
occur in a like fashion. 
In rare instances chslcopyrite has been seen to 
Where present in this dispersed fashion the sulphides formporous crystals 
enclosing detrital grains. In some cases they have formed by replacement of 
carbonate cement, but they occur also in carbonate-free sandstones (possibly due 
to solution of cement by ground waters after sulphide deposition). 
Vein-controlled occ urrences of sulphides are much less common i the 
sandstone than the dispersed type. Of 46 samples seventeen contained dispersed 
sulphides and five had vein-controlled mineralisation. This distribution is in 
contrast to the predominantly vein controlled mineralisation observed in the 
cementstones (see below). 
. Ore mineralom and parmenesis 
With the exception of very rare attenuated veinlets of chalcopy&te, all the 
mineral veins observed contain gangue minerals in great excess over metalliferous 
phases. ti the cementstones mineralisation occurs where networks of veins of 
dolomite are developed. tidividual veins are thin, rarely exceeding 5 mm in . 
width. The networks indicate disruption of the strata followed by minor 
deformation. Evidence of shearing is rare, yet it is possible that the vein- 
formation was a result of deformation which accompanied faulting in the area. 
In borehole 12 a mineralised fault breccia was intercepted at a lava-sediment 
boundary. At Mine Sike mineralisation occurs in a vein about 0.7 m thick 
developed on a fault in lavas. 
Many specimens show evidence of up to four episodes of dilation and vein 
formation. !l?he arliest is represented by rare occ urrences of barren quartz 
veins in lavas and sandstones (BFR 3569, BFR 3470; Appendix III, 
64. 
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Table XI; and others). The next two episodes me represented by sets of 
dolomite veins, of which the earlier is- barren and is distinct only in 
cementstones (e.g. BlWs 1005, 1009, 1013, 3623 and others - see Appendices 
. I and III). The later set carries sulphides and is common i  all the 
lithologies. Its development was episodic as evidenoed by: growth zones of 
carbonate rich in minute inclusions of goethitic material; Bones of colloform 
silica; siting of sulphides in certain aones; ooc-es of late-formed 
calcite. The last set of veins aze post-mineralisation calcite veins which, 
though not common, are widespread through the sediments, Core-sample 
BE0 3647 (Appendix I, Table I) is notable for dolomitic veins in which two 
late stages of growth are marked by a zone of colloform silica and later 'eyes* 
of calcite and qua&a. Galena, sphalerite and mazcasite occur in the ea;rly 
dolomite ?JOIW, and later-formed chalcopyrite occurs at the ian- E!UrfaC8 Of 
the colloform zone (Fig. 21).* 
Stating indicates that the vein dolomite is somewhat vaziable in composition, 
some being of a fez-roan variety. Siderite has been identified in three core 
specimens (BFD 3811 and 3817 from drill hole 8, and BED 3850 thorn drill hole 12; 
Appendix I). Baxy%e occurs in veins and irregular replacem8nt pockets in 
cementstones and brecciated lavas f'rom the IMgg pipeline trench (Appendix III, 
Tables I and II). It was also reported in lavas,'oementstones, sandstones and 
siltstones in certain boreholes (Appendix I, Tables IV, V, VI, IX and XII) and 
is clearly widespread though of lesser importance than the sulphides (see below). 
In the sandstones veins are less common than in the cenrentstones. This 
may reflect differences between the mechanical responses to stress of the rock. 
types. Mineralisation is mostly of the dispersed type described above. Only 
ten of the sandstone samples show carbonate veining, of which seven carry vein- 
controlled mineralisation. 
In the lavas disseminated sulphide was observed in only one specimen, and 
. I ..^U --.A I ._,i A ___ -___-. _ _.___ __ __ __ . - _  __ 
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in this it ooours in fragments set in a sparry dolomite (BEa 3649; Appendix I, 
Table I). In all other cases sulphide mineralisation occurs within msrgins of 
veins of breccia-cement areas. There is no indication that the pervasive 
alteration of the lavas is other than a deuteric phenomenon which predates. 
the veining and mineralisation. 
Remobilisation of the base metals by groundwater circulation appears to 
have been very restricted. 
faults in Green Burn panned 
galena (Appendix V), and it 
Secondaxy phases sre very minor. In the vicinity of - 
concentrates yielded pyromorphite far in excess over 
seems likely that the mineral originated in post- 
mineralisation fault gouges. In highly weathered lava from a site on St Brides. 
Hill (BXR 3569; Appendix XIII, Table XI) significant concentrations of Pb and 
2.n occur in clay a,nd limonite. Waces of malachite were observed in three 
samples (sandstone BFD 3816, Appendix I, Table VIII; cementstone BFR 3593, 
Appendix III, Table XI; lava BFR 3513, Appendix III, Table II). 
Galena, sphalerite, marcasite, pyrite, snd chalcopyrite are the commonest 
metalliferous minerals. The distributions of the first three are very similar. 
Chalcopyrite was deposited later and has a more restricted distribution. 
Pyrite is widespread in the srea* 
Galena occurs as isolated subhedral of euhedral crystals sited on mineral 
veins, or as tpoikiloblastic' crystals in sandstones such as BFR 1003 (Appendix 
III, Table IV; illustrated in Fig. 22) as described above. In cementstone 
BFR 1001 (Appendix III, Table IV) it forms thin plate-like *blooms* within 
veinlets. In all cases the mineral has been found to be free of inclusions. 
XRF examination of a galena concentrate from one specimen (Appendix III, 
Table IV, BFR 1003) gave the following data: Ag - 230 ppm; Sb between 50 and 
100 ppm; As and Bi not detected (equivalent figures are 8.24 08 Ag and 
2.69 02, sb per ton). These figures compare with levels of about 10 08 Ag per 
ton of pig lead recorded for a number of the Lake District lead-zinc deposits 
66. 
0 03mm 
Gallena 
fabric 
fig.22 
(ga) grown in the interstices of the prima;ry 
of sandstone. _ 
BFEl 1003 (Appendix III, Table m). 
0 03mm 
Fig. 23 
Sphalerite crystals show- fine, repeating, polygonti 
growth zoning, BFR 1008 (Appendix III, Table V). 
(Eastwood, 1959) and at least 5.8 01; Ag per ton of lead ore in the Wanlookhead- 
Leadhills deposits (Maokay, lgsg), but considerably exceed that of 
approximately 3 08 Ag per 
(Morrissey end Whitehead, 
Sphalerite occurs as 
usually sited in veins or 
ton of sulphide ore in the Tynagh deposits 
1969). 
anhedral crystals or as small groups of anhedra 
in wall rock adjacent to veins, though dispersed 
sphalerite accompanying alena in sandstone has been observed (BFB 1000, 
Appendix III, Table IV). The crystals are usually red to yellow in colour. 
Growth zoning is present in rare examples, the most notable being crystals in 
a loose block of cementstone in lower Pokeskine Sike (Appendix III, Table V, 
Bm 1008) which contain concentric sets of thin zones of dark (violet to indigo 
in thin section) material (Pig. 23). 
Maroasite occurs as patches of irregular or radiatw bladed crystals 
sited on veins, and usually accompanies galena and sphalerite. 
Pyrite occurs with galena and sphalerite as irregular grains and patches 
in veins or in the adjacent wall rock. In some cases it is overpown by 
meroasite while in others it forms overgrowths on sphalerite or galena crystals. 
In BE7R 1008 patches of massive pyrite enclose sphalerites and rare cuboidal 
galenas. Pyrite also occurs with the later formed chalcopyrite. 
Chalcopyrite occurs as irregular veins and patches sited on veinlets or 
in the mergins of veins. It also occurs as dispersed grains in a few samples of 
sandstone. In a number of semples it can be shown to have formed later than 
galena and sphalerite (BFR 3647 described above; BIER 3576, Appendix III, 
Table VI; BPR 2592, Appendix III, Table XI; and others). 
Baryte is a minor though widespread constituent (see above). Gypsum was 
observed in vuggy cavities in one sample of cementstone (BFR 3400, Appendix 
III,.Table IV). 
Accessory smithsonite closely associated with sphalerite occurs in BFR 1001 
68. 
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(Appendix III, Table I). Cerussite was observed in BFR 1009 (Appti III, 
Table V) and has been located in stream sediments from Green Burn. 
In sauqle BE13 650 (Appendix I, Table I) graphite occurs as cores to 
minute hollow spheres of radiating marcasite. 
General levels of mineralisation are low to very low. EXceptions are 
very localised. Levels exceew 1000 ppm are found in drill holes 1, 4, 6, 
8, 9 and 12 and very locally in others. Levels exceeding 1% are uncommon. 
ECONOHIC GZOIQGY 
Lead, sfnc and copper sulphides have been located over 4 km of Dower Carboniferous 
strike in the Westwater district and traces of chalcopyrite found for a 
further 2 lsn (see Figs.1 and 12). Grades obtained in shallow boreholes are 
usually 0.1-O.% total metal over 1-2 m but one fissure 
borehole 8 is of substantially higher grade and a thick 
mineralisation in present in borehole 1. The principal 
summarised in Table 5 together 
mineralised eqosures. Galena 
and rmrch of the mineralisation 
with analyses of channel 
vein intersected in 
zone of weak galena 
intersections are 
samples from 
and sphalerite are more common than chalcopyrite 
is in the form of narrow veins where dolomite 
is the dominant gangue mineral. 
Sulphide mineralisation extends from lava contacts for at least 20 m into 
the sediments in narrow dolomite veins and as disseminations whereas in the 
lavas it is chiefly restricted to veins at or near faulted junctions against 
the sediments. Disseminated galena occurs only in sandstones together with 
minor amounts of disseminated sphalerite and chalcopyrite-(see Append 1, 
Tables I snd IX). Baryte is normally found in veins and br80cias9 especially 
in the Birrenswark Lavas (Table V) but also occurs with sulphides in the vein 
at Westwater trial (Table VIII). 
Controls of the lead, zinc and copper mineralisation 
Westwater are: 
69. 
observed nesr 
Grade and thickness of mineralised zones in the Lower Carboniferous rocks of the Westwater district 
Lithology 
Channel length True width, PPm 
Ore minerals or intersection, m m (approx) Cu Zn Pb Location (see Figs 2-3) 
Green Burn adjacent to BHS Galena 11.8 3.5 30 200 1270 
Not observed 1.6 1.6 70 3970 340 
1. Cementstone, sandstone, 
clay, faulted and weathered 
above Birrenswark lavas 
2. Glentenmont Burn adjacent to B& Basalt lava, faulted and 
rotten against Lower Carbon- 
iferous sediments 
3* Glentenmont Burn near Westwater Cementstones 
4* Borehole, 0.00-7.00 m Sandstone and cementstone 
10.3 2,3 17 290 670 I 
7.00 7 40 27 1260 
Galena, sphalerite 
Galena (diss- 
eminated in 
sandstone) 
Galena, sphal- 
erite, chalco- 
pyrite 
Sphalerite, 
galena 
210 310 2500 1.49 I.5 Borehole 1, 14.&15.g4 m Basalt lavas 
20 2560 280 1.27 1 
17.80 17 
2.16 1.7 
I.09 0.7 
6. Borehole 2, 18.43-19.70 m 
7* Borehole 3, 0.00-17.80 m 
8. Borehole 6, 35.35-37.51 m 
9. Borehole 8, 15.83~16.92 m 
Cementstone and siltstone 
16 530 80 b Cementstone, siltstone, 
mudstone, sandstone 
Sandstone 
Galena 
11 540 2220 Galena, 
sphalerite 
560 7820 l.ols/o Fissure vein 
Borehole 9, 3.91-5.52 m Sandstone 
Galena, sphal- 
erite, chalco- 
pyrite 
Galena (dissem- 
inated) 
Fault rzIone (sediment and Chalcopyrite, 
lava) galena 
-17 ggo 2300 1.!57 
3.20 
1 
1-2 
10. 
11. 1860 55 1330 :’ Borehole 12, 50.36-53.56 m 
NB For fuller details see Appendix III, Tables VIII-X for localities 1-3, and Appendix I, Tables I - XII for localities 4-11 
. _ . 
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1. Stratigraphic position - sulphides occur only in rocks at or near the 
base of the Dinantian succession. 
2. l%cies variation - mineralisation is restricted to a zione where basalt 
eruption was succeeded by lagoonal carbonate sediments rather than deltaic 
sequences. 
3. Faulting- sulphides were mainly deposited in fractures related to 
northeasterly normal faults and crossfaults. 
4. I&thological variation - sulphides crystallised with dolomite in 
fkactures in hard, compact cementstones but in some porous sandstones they 
axe disseminated. 
These controls are 
errploration of the 
quite well defined and could be applicable in further 
Northumberland basin and also the Midland Valley of 
Scotland. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Although the sulphide concentrations found in basal Carboniferous rocks of the 
Westwater district are not of economic significance in themselves, it should 
be noted that the 4 to 6 km of strike over which they occur is largely 
obscured by glacial deposits and only a limited amount of subsurface -loration 
has been carried out. Down dip extension of the mineralisation is likely but 
concealed faults would hamper exploration at depth. The absence of base metal 
anomalies from drainage sampled over a large tract of the higher Carboniferous 
rocks in the Northumberland basin (Fig. 12) is not unexpected in view of the 
extent and thiclrness of glacial deposits observed in pipeline trenches 
crossing the basin. 
careful sampling of 
method of detecting 
The results obtained in this investigation indicate that 
the basal section of the overburden profile is the best 
suboutcropping mineralisation. 
Certain factors suggest that a part of the mineralisation is of syngenetic 
or diagenetic origin. These are: 
_ _ 
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1. The 
dolomite 
2. The 
presence of apparently pre-diagenetic sphalerite in the peloidal 
sample Bl% 3580. 
presence of small amounts of fine,. evenly disseminated pyrite in 
many of the cementstone samples. 
3. Disseminated mineralisation is at least as common as vein-controlled 
mineralisation in the sandstones. 
4. !l%e dolomitic gangue of the sulphide-bearing veins resembles in composition 
the dolomitic cementstones of the area. 
While admitting the probable diagenetic origin of the disseminated p@.te 
and the possibly pre-diagenetic origin of sphalerite in sample BFR 3580, the 
last two points remain equivocal. It may be argued that the dolomitic wall- 
rocks could have affected the compositions of the vein carbonates at times 
long after diagenesis. With regard to the dispersed mineralisation, it was 
observed that in certain samples (e.g. BFR 3529, Appendix III, Table II) the 
sulphide grains occur in planar groupings suggesting development on otherwise 
cryptic fissures. Furthermore, the similarity between the sulphide assemblages 
in the dispersed and vein-controlled types of occurrence suggests a genetic 
relationship between them. The balance of evidence favours a post-diagenetic 
origin for most of the metalliferous minerals. 
Small lead-zinc baryte deposits with subsidiary copper are common in 
certain parts of Britain. In the main they are vein deposits controlled by 
faulting. Where the wall-rock is Carboniferous limestone joint-controlled 
mineralisation'and replacement flats and pipes may develop (Smith, F&ys and 
Eden, 1967). The Westwater mineralisation resembles this type of occurrence 
in many ways, although replacements have been observed only on a very small, 
local scale (e.g. massive pyrite with sphalerite and galena in mineralised 
cementstone boulder BFR 1008, Appendix III, Table V). The degree to which 
mineralised faults such as those encountered at Mine Sike and in drill hole 
72. 
12 controlled mineralisation in the sediments remains somewhat uncertain, and 
it could be that mineralisation on these structures developed by redistribution 
Of metals already present as disseminated-dispersed and joint controlled 
sulphides. Such a model carries the additional complication of requiring 
separate origins for the networks of minor veins and the more substantial 
veins and faults, and an early (possibly diagenetic) origin for the sulphides, 
for which there is only limited evidence (see above). 
Fluid inclusions observed in a reconnaissance of the polished sections 
were found to be very small, infrequent and suggestive of low temperature 
conditions of the order of 100°C or less (T J Shepherd, pers.comm.)i Such 
temperatures are easily reconciled with a Lower Carboniferous age of mineral- 
isation in which the overburden was thin and the fluids were brines originating 
in the Northumberland basin. However, they may equally apply to telethermal 
epigenetic mineralisation at a later time if the source of the fluids was 
remote and the depth of burial not great (as may have been the case on the lip 
of the basin durin,gPermiantimes). 
It is regretted that no isotopic age determinations have been made for 
the Westwater deposits. The faults in the area, including that at Mine Sike, 
belong to the intense'fault system in the Northumberland basin which cuts the 
Coal Measures (Lumsden et al.,1967) in the Northumberland basin. A Permian 
age is thus a possibility for the mineralisation, and a comparison with 
deposits in the baryte-zone of the North Pennines orefield (Dunham, 1959) may 
be suggested. 
On grounds of mineralogy the Westwater deposits may equally be compared 
with deposits in the northern Lake District (Eastwood, 1959) and the 
Wanlockhead-Leadhills district (Temple, 1956; Mackay, 1959). In these areas 
s 
chalcopyrite is a minor constituent and the lead-ores carry amounts of silver 
comparable with that recorded for sample Bl% 1003 (see above). In none of 
these deposits including those of the North Pennines is dolomite or ankerite 
73. 
the dominant gangue mineral, although they are often present in minor amounts. 
It is thus unwise to draw a strong comparison with the North Pennines deposits 
alone on the basis of the comparable ages of the wall-rocks. 
Ineson and Mitchell (197b and b) record a great variety of ages for 
hydrothermal clays associated with base-metal deposits. For the Newlands 
area the dominant ages are 360 m.y. (very low Carboniferous) with some 
rejuvenation SO m.y. later. For the Greenside, Threlkeld and Brundholme mines 
they give ages close to 325 m.y, (middle Carboniferous). For the Wanlockhead- 
~eadhills district their ages range from 353 m.y. to 265 m.y. Their ages for 
the Caldbeck mine range into the Jurassic. For the Derbyshire orefield ages 
range from Permian to Jurassic (Ineson and Mitchell, 1972). For the North 
Pennines orefield Ineson (1976) favours an episodic history with the first 
phases in the Permian. Provided the Westwater mineralisation is of similar 
age to the Pennine deposits then a Permian epigenetic interpretation would seem 
to apply, but middle and Lower Carboniferous ages have been obtained for 
other mineralogically similar deposits and so the possibility remains that 
the Westwater deposits originated before the main phase of fault development, 
and the brines giving rise to them were. of local derivation. 
RFCOMMENDATIONS 
1. Further work in the Westwater mineralised zone is not justifiable on 
the basis of the lead, zinc and copper values obtained in this investigation. 
2. Reconnaissance geochemical exploration already in hand of the basal 
Carboniferous rocks of south Scotland, northeastwards along strike from 
Westwater, should be completed and anomaly patterns assessed in the light of 
the results obtained around Westwater. 
3* &tension of the Westwater mineralisation down-dip to the south is 
probable but drilling to much greater depths than in the present study will 
be required in any exploration. 
_ _ 
I I. - _ _- __-_ .___^ -_, _- --_ ._-_. --- - .I - -_ 
4. Mineralisation controls recognised atwestwater should be utilised 
in further exploration of the Lower Cazboniferous of south and central 
Scotland. 
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la.30 1.46 Mudatone, silty and dark grey 
19.7L 
20.25 
21.ia 
Cementstone, grey and hard with limonitic band8 
Mudstone, carbonaceous, micaceou8 and dark grey 
Cementstone, grey and hard with a few limonitic 
fracture8 
21.42 
l.4lb 
0.51 
0.03 
0.34 
Siltstone, iinely micaceous and dark grey with 
mud&one rib8 
21.52 3.10 
21.68 2.16 
21.88 0.20 
tidstone, dark grey and crahed 
22.08 
__ 
22.L2 
22.39 
0.20 
3.34 
3.57 
Cementstone, gre- and hard 
Mudstone, dark grey with a crushed top 
Cementetone, grey and hard with some limonite 
stained fracturea 
Sandstone, grey with silty mudatone rib8 and 
some irregular bedding 
Siltstone, grey, hard and cementy with silty 
mudatone laminae at base. Dip c. 15o 
5
Six-iaoh ~pr Shoot ~~382~ 
45' to 312O 
300 p1 N of Wehater hm and aopu 6 h WSW of Laa@olm 
Minuliutloa 
A few oblolte vein8 
Cbloitcfilled amity 20 m 
dlemeter nam ba8e 
Cubmk ~01xm up to 5 mthiok 3 217 120 
CUbOMk V&l8 Md p8tCh.8 
vlth t-8 of grlena 
Cilclte veinletr 
cd.Cit4 -Inninlet With tlYMX8 Of 
galena at 11.54 m 
Thincrrborn~ 
v0inletr 
PItchofpmti4nmi.n 
diameterat 
13.82 I 
Veins contain black 8phalerite 
and le88er galens with (?) 
dthonite at 14.67 a 
patcher in central 
Irregular carbonate veinlets 
containing galena at ~8.74 I 
Qua&z veinleta 
sphalerite 
Thin quartz vein8 with traces 
of galena 
Some quartz veina 
Zaryte reinlete with (') 
sphalerite 
CU T Pb 
1 210 67 
4 568 116 
5 518 268 
23 665 1680 
23.22 0.23 
24.37 1.15 
25.36 6.99 
27.01 
27.36 
28.27 
28.90 
29.70 
30.05 
1.68 
0.32 
0.91 
0.63 
0.80 
0.35 
0.62 
Mudrtolu, dark grey end aoft 
WtoZn, grey with bands of silty mudstone 
Hudstone, silty aad dark grey 
%nd8tone, grey to white end fine grained with 
darkerlaminae (dip 15°)andcar~~w 
plant fra@mnt8 
Mu&tone, darkgrey and carbonaoeous 
Saad8tOne with silty mudstone ribs sh0vi.q slu9iag 
Cement8tone, silty and hard 
mton4, darL grey, soft 
Silty mudetone 
30.67 
Sand8tone,greyaadhrrd,finetO~~ 
grained, withcaloueOWb8nd8 
30.93 
31.07 
31.16 
3l*P 
0.26 
0.14 
0.09 
0.14 
0.31 
Silty WtOae* grey 
31.61 
31.96 O*?S 
33.01 1.05 
33.14 0.13 
33.37 0.23 
33.55 0.18 
C~t8tOm, Uaonitio ti WlyrotkrdthqrW 
bed8 'j-15- thioko0x~i8t~of8 ti fxaOtiotI 
deOr8uingin putiol* 8i8oUp=rdm. aall roak 
wt. (?8ltorodbu8lt)~80 oealr 
silt8tomand 8il~Nd@toswviul radfb8d.8, 
8t&ndroddi8hbIwnbelOY 32.52r-d inolUdW 
probable tuff8Mou8mt~ 
siltstom dtb -rib* ad proLmb-4 tuff8mou 
yolloubrorarib8 
Silt8tQZH, m ti Id- vith88al&rib8aad 
33.89 0.34 
0.4J.J 
SiltstOn8, ZWHQ with tuff *tohe 
l?uff, fairlycoerseandlayereddithmughb~ 
ofalteredmar to sub-rounded froe#wt8of (?) 
b&t up to 20ma0r088 8etinay8~ObJishbrO~ 
matrix,moderately oaloereou8 and1UOnitio 
34.33 
Silt8tOIM withmud8tOne and 
with EUJW l'ed-.%iDedb=d8 
tuffoceOU8 
34.39 0.06 
Bult, rotten, rddidt- Contact withmud- 
8tO#H rbon dip8 0. So but i8 ffieeulu while th8 
oOMeotwith1e88alteredbwltb~th dip8 
0. loo 
34.73 
344.75 
0.34 
0.02 
Bult*hQhlyBltawdbutbmdwith8bJnat 
8my@a.lnpn8modini??onorid8rad8.tfn~ 
dU8ky yellou m8tria 
M w of br8aciatiom 
35.33 0.58 
Bamlt, probably wm flova8bnaltabove but with 
OOn8piOUOtU "8tr08k8d-oUtn dtti ee8 in X8dr 
yellow and brown iron OXidO8 
35.72 
36.05 
36.85 
altered ferru&now and further 
sone o. 20 P thiok 
Ba8alt, highly ferxu&notu, and rubbly core 
BuA.twith fewrelsy@dale8,maxillNadiameter 20 PI 
37.60 
BnMlt, weekly 
soft at ba88 
to moderately aprysdrloitil, 
37.72 
(?) Bole, reddishbrom, fine-,yW.ned and xmther 
soft with 8peck8 of yellowieh (?) limonite 
38.40 
0.39 
o-33 
0.80 
0.75 
0.08 
0.68 
B8mlt with irrmgulu veinlet of 
chlorite, beo&.n#paler oolourod 
40.33 1.93 
Bu8.lt %hite trsp” 
mn mygd8loidal 
y8llowi8h 
41.01 0.78 
%~t,~tOX'OdbUt hU+uith~lPeedamy~O8 
mioamow at m.60 - 40.85 m: below thi8 depth, 
the entire OOIW i8 reddi8h brown and p988ibly 
atodvith baryte 
41.60 0.59 
IWalt, altered with ebmdant yellow to brown 
iron oridn pmbrbly developed on zmmmont 
8WfW.8; -8.8 do- fat0 @TWUi8h (?) 
mudston which displays an approxwtely horizontal 
conformable contact against rook beneath 
42.76 ?.15 MUDSXNE, brick-red, soft with green reduction spots 
$2.79 
43.25 
43.27 
3.03 
0.46 
0.02 
aasalt, rotten, amygdaloidal; 
overlying mudstone apparently 
at c. 150 
jmction against 
conformable, dipping 
Basalt, variably 
up to 15 mm 
anygdaloidal with calcite patches 
Dense grey rock in vertical band marks fault Calcite and (?) baryte cement 
43.46 
43.46 
0.19 
Basalt, highly amygdaloidal and altered. Iron 
oxides abundant in amygdales and in anastomosing 
veinlete 
hazyto veinlet at 26.7- 
26.86 m with treoe8 of 
galen 
Granular blebs of mite 
Blab8 of maroo8ite 9 to 10 II 
Buyte ti @em veinlet 
17 983 126 
14 1810 
79 
36 
: 
2 8& 
741 
4 
7 
8 
C8xbOmtb@em veinlet 
in ca:JareOu8 bands 
Thin veinlot of roddie- 
bra#r arboaat. (?8iderit.) 
oontaia 8ulpbide at 31.7 = 
Veinleto of qUU't8 
and bUyto (0.54% B8 
in 889le) 
Buyte imprqn8ti0n 
vertical fraoture 
011 Imae 
-- 
(?) bmyte veinlets 
Baryte veinlet 
(?) Baryte veinlet 
-nit0 W&l.l8t8 t0 5 mm 
thiok 
B&w-to veina to 6 tmn thick 
CormDoll in %sygdaloi&l 
sane 
! 35 49 2 
Bottw of bore 
c- 
Iewtionr 
9.60 
10.30 
10.60 
10.44 
IO.71 
lOb& 
11.06 
qt.16 
1t.y 
11.61 
12.18 
12.50 
13.33 
14.00 
14.16 
17-m 
18.22 
18.42 
18.64 
18.88 
19.92 
20.10 
20.70 
20.88 
20.93 
- 
21.68 0.75 
22.66 
23.40 
24.40 1.30 
24.75 0.35 
24.97 
25.32 
25.70 
25.98 
25.98 
in oodforau 
Intmeotiw 
P 
8.14 
3.46 
0.70 
0-P 
O.ob 
0.07 
0.09 
0.26 
0.10 
0.36 
0.29 
0.37 
0-P 
0.83 
0.67 
0.46 
0.66 
0.46 
A:$ 
0.66 
0.06 
0.33 
0.20 
0.22 
0.24 
1.04 
0.18 
0.68 
0.10 
0-0s 
0.98 
0.74 
0.22 
0.35 
0.38 
0.28 
Ed. i]MUmd 4s" ta 281' 
UtholosJl 
azporf%oia depwitr 
smi8to?n,fol~~o, buffudlndilacpnipwl 
With- ctowmebada,bmds0fmud#tollomd~ 
bald of rvumhi parts pmbblea m the base 
suvktaw, ;utr, -ah @e.y a& zwher 
fdablo 
Mudstone, greenieb grey top becoming deep red 
brown neez baae with anal1 (1 cm) irony nodules, 
base undulatine 
Sand&one, grey to buff, fine grained, fairly 
hard 
Xudetone, deep red 
Sandstone, green to grey, red stained, fairly 
Mu&tone, deep red 
Mu&tone, deep red, some green to grey 
sand&one ribe 
Snndetone grey to buff, fine to medium grained, 
fairly eoft 
Bore completed 
22 1% 
8 
2 
7 51 3 
7 36 17 
3 0 4 
_ 
__, -.^ 
LppratDuI TABLE VI MB06 
ma 35.31068249 Oocimhmap Shoot10 six-iaahln8p shmtm3BSV 
Collar elsmt.ioR 188.0 1 Hole imlined 50' to 000' 
Imotion: 6bO m Pago% of Wemtuter fam rad about 5.5 h VW of qh 
Drilling b7 Bock ml Co Ltd Diameu 250 drill. Open-ho10 drillin& to 19.95 P 
Inclillod 
depth, m 
19.95 
F- 20.23 
20.44 
20. 88 
21.59 0.71 
21.79 0.20 
22.06 0.27 
22.09 
22.35 
22.40 
22.45 
23.04 0.59 
23.55 0.51 
24.46 
24.54 
24.81 
25.74 
25.89 
26.24 
-. 
- 
- 
26.44 
26.66 
26.73 
27.40 0.67 
27.59 0.19 
27.64 0.05 
27.91 0.27 h8Ult8tOlWt 8ilt7, m 8& hUd 
28.Ok 0.13 
29.38 1.34 
29.50 0.12 
29.53 0.03 
Imtermwtion, 
m 
0.28 
0.11 .I 
0.44 
0.03 
0.26 
0.05 
0.05 
0.91 
0.08 
0.27 
0.93 
0.15 
0.35 
0.20 
0.22 
0.07 
0.23 
0.30 
Utholaq 
IDwmcABmlmmIouSSEDIumrS 
Mizmmli8etion Ppm Sactioa 
cu zll Pb PTS No Dspth, m 
&d8tOlIO, d8l'k grill utd 8Oft with 8i1ty 
bUId8&8Ukd8tCUWhr(l#ot8 
Smdstono, mdium grrlrwd, @ey to 
white with 8i1ktorw b8d 
Ch8lcopyrfte grain8 
caloit* veinlet 
in 
Clwter of riacgrianl 
&uYm. 2raero.a 
Muohaarbormkvoining 
GaloM joint coating; 
yellow (?) @lalorite 
in VOidl8t and pyrite 
prtchr 14 120 320 
hryte, chiloop7rit* 
uad@alamindiscoQ- 
timU8 Vi-7 tdd8t8 8 670 210 
Minor p-it., 8phalerite \ 
%ZI&tOtH, h&X$ 8i1iC-, w ud in quarta vein8; galem 
b%WBi8h~WithC-~~-8 on joint 4 640 205 
i 
--,fkr~,-tol!mvr 
8pOtteddu%~gruUgintobmkma 
8ilt8tOXU With 8 8tq ud inugilu 
junction a&x& th8 undem csm.nt 
8tOW 
C-t8-, 8ilt7, -with d1 
Ciloitblined CaVitie8 coamon 
CO#B@Elt8tOIM, thin beddedwith 8andy 
laminaocmn 
19 210 480 
galena associated with 
carbonatsveina 
30.32 0.26 
30.62 
30.94 
31.47 
31.78 
31.94 
32.09 
32.14 
32.29 
32.35 
32.65 
32.80 
32.91 
34.07 
0.30 
o-32 
o-53 
0.31 
0.16 
0.15 
0.05 
0.15 
0.06 
0.30 
0.15 
0.11 
1.16 
34.49 
34.79 
35.03 
35.35 
36.24 
36.84 
0.08 
0.34 
0.30 
0.24 
0.32 
0-M 
0.60 
37.51 0.67 
38.24 
:;*z 
?9: 85 
39.90 
ho. 30 
L&o. ga- 
41.40 
41.55 
0.73 
0.60 
0.78 
0.23 
0.05 
0.40 
0.60 
0.50 
0.1s 
42.38 0.83 
L3* 58 1.20 
U.b.51 
35.14 
Lb.30 
h7.35 
ii9.m 
50. sa 
;0.7!, 
-; ? . .;& 
?.03 
0.53 
1.16 
1.35 
2.05 
2.68 
0.66 
C8m8&8taM, irm&ulu 
lentiaubr silty rib8, 
s8lmbton8, grey with 
etaru rib8, braken 
samd8tarw,brourtagrey,M 
SIlYktOSU, 8.ilty, Uith Pi1tJ lSU&tO- biUfi8 _ 
/ 
Sphalerite in 
quPrtrvei?u 
oxn of q 1 1 2980 150 
C~t8tORW,bXQUBtO~tith8I'8thU 
br#aiatedtap( 8om8 1-t. 8hini4f 
8ptnlerite I 3 00 520 
1 Suuiotabw. brownam3m.le buffuith darker 
J arrboruc& hmi~8 -in&i 18ntiCUhU rLb8 
I 
Sond8tOW, fiWtOkUdiW @&De& &8 
brown 8nd rWty 8t8hd, C- b&d8, 
bUui8 with dUk &L'Oy nicoCOOU8 8i1t8tOlle carbaMteveiA8inharder 
l~~iwi=mN= 8Skd#ww C3vtbUld8 
CWlkt8t.eCW, 8ilty. ruftj 8- e ‘&?Ut8 V&U With 
I--- eulpNde8,tr8cebaryte 
I 
&m&stem, grey and pPle brown, fine to 
!+mdibm cprinod vith dark grey silt8tazw s8mombomkveinm 
rib 
Cement8tune, grey and hard with limonite 
St8iM 
groined, wle GaleM cmn at to, mntaet 
Mwith een I S8h8lerite and 4mlena 
15 90 3970 
milt- rib8 1 ;8Oai;rted vei&et8 10 590 430 
Smdotone (part ofunitabave), medium 
gminedcampo8edofan@lu qwtland 
perthitio feldsp8r. Gmin bollladrrie8 
undulo8eyi8ldingamartar texture. 
Secon&ry rilica rim8 soate qurrta gr8ix.u 
in optiaal continuity. He8h-like net- 
work8 Of YOiW eXElO @U frrgMnt8 
of the 88nd8tone giring a brecci8ted 
appme 
S8ZId8taW,gmPf8h~,fiWtolndiW 
grminedwithruty petahesazdlmrada. 
Corpo8ed of bath 8n@ul&r and well rounded 
C-tic 6&.ZI8 Of qtIUt8 UId perthitio 
f81w (8hattor.d r;lang clum$e8) Dot 
in a gromirh bxmm ohlaritia matrix 
coarw euhedral (phl8 
and mhar marauite 
inteWoly altered to 
hemtlte occur in the 
bUff-OO~OU.ZUd Veia8 Of 
8iderite, brrJrt8 8nd 
mimr calaite 8 logo 1500 2779 37.20 
Calenainqurrtnvein 
at 37.93 D 2780 38.16 
Galens 8nd eph8lorite in 
linmnite-buyte (0.296Ba) 3 560 2930 
Sndatane 
s8&8tOae, 
unit above) 
white, hmd 8XMi 8ili- 
ceou8withm8tybr0wa 8taiWd fr8cturee _ vein8 
and jOfnt8; fine to medium gmined Calcite-pyrite veinletr 
&d&&W, raft, onmhed, 8trUCtUM1e88, 
greed8h-y m w dphid88 
Sand8tam and rilty e8nd8ton8 with 8ame 
ratten (?) tuff8CeaW rib8, iW8tly 
nuty brown etrfned 
SPnd8tOW. 8ilty, @Otich @'er 
BIRRENSWARX LAYAS 
%88ltlaV& rotten, grOeni8h e8y and 
nuty brown, 8mygdaloidrl with p8taher O.&x & in 88mpl8 
ofplnkbaryte 2.5% Ba in 8&r&8 
l90 
10 520 24 
:; ::; 
140 
52 
Altered 8i1+7 mudrtav 0&8-r bath rounded 
snd uyilrr, 88t in ti ioteEI88ly 8lt8r8d, 
fin8 @&.I&, greenirh brawn matrix which 
inaluder wme 8~1811 wnto of q-t% 8nd 
f81d8pW. Th. Clr8t8 -8 Oft8n aaRQlOt8ly 
altered to reaondrry ferruginoW material. 
Same iino &rain& lav8 fmnt8, 1088 
altered quarts Mtr and on8 of 
dolomite alea oaour. The rock l ppeer8 
to be l edlmentary 12 290 15 2781 44.46 
84 1310 147 
i 
tib8bly altered br8rlt lav8, greenieh 
grey and ptarplieh brown, meetly 0.346 Ba in maple 
8mygdaloidal but with some compact Pyrite grcrim aoimoa 
noavericular bandr tow8rd8 baee O.& 38 in umple 
Bore complete 
17 126 33 
b 5 0 
APPEXXXI TABLE VII 3HBo7 
Nc;R 35.2492 8182 One-iaoh q Sheet 10 Six-innhmq Shoet28S 
couu hmion 230.6 a Ho10 iwlined 60' to 327’ 
titiom mat of !dine Sika, 520 m ~68% of Callieterhall croft and mme 7 h wsu of mh 
Drlll~ bJr Rook IWl Co Ltd Dimea 250 bill 
Inolaed 
depth, 9 
Intersection, 
m TLithology Minmlintion cu --in 
0.00 
3.94 3.94 Superficial depoeita 
5.78 1.84 
7.~8 
14.75 
15.88 
16.65 
17.51 
18.30 
20.98 
21.48 
1.70 
7.27 
1.13 
0.77 
0.86 
0.79 
1.68 
0.50 
22.13 0.65 
24.3' 2.18 
24.61 0.9 
24.91 0.30 
25.80 0.89 
26.32 0.52 
26.73 0.41 
26.83 3. i0 
27.29 0.46 
27.30 '3.Cl 
27.a5 0.S 
27.93 0.08 
'r&S6 0.63 
29.23 3.32 
9.16 
3.'L 
2.93 
3.29 
3.2s 
Lsvm,psytogre8n,ughlyalt~tith !Jlinor mllphi& in 56 72 12 
pelmmive1imonito sa, caloft+ brecciated zone 
liaonite veinlete 15.70-15.88 m 
Ima, darkpurple, alteredwith a rtrongly 
MFMr galena 
Mrouiterinrsveine 
Klnoroerbonateveina 
‘3 58 i 
ooloured Minor mite, and 
&em at 2h.62 m 0 51 134 
I--, rddi8h 
broka s~apl8 00dd.~ Il.36 Fe 44 430 132 
lava, mbrobe 
Smxhtone, very fine gmined, leme and 
!nrd with 8 little calcareoue cement 
s.nndatone, 
broken 
!+ludotone, 
frag!mmt8 
soft and crushed with aandetone 
sand.8tone, grey and 
eilty rlbe, broken 
micaoeoua with 
Some gale= in 
maatomooingcarbonate 
Mine \ 
I 
1 Cementatone, grey to bmon stained, lower 
1 
half iimonitic, baeal 5 UI broken ti 
breaciated 
Sand8tone, cementy, and dark grey aid&one. i 3 T/ill 212 
broken 1 
sezxietone, grey WI*& ooft tmldetoar, and ,i 
silty ribe, mioaoeous, dip probabb I 
&allow %.rbon8te veine 
Zementatone _vtten, limonitic with clay ( , 
patchem Fine grained sIptide ( ;'9 71s +6d 
Clay, grey and soft, ~IXI &wk grey 
sudstone 
30.50 
30.62 
31.22 
31.3 
31.77 
33.28 
34.48 
34.51 
34.85 
34.YE 
35.20 
35.52 
35.65 
35.B 
30. a2 
39.32 
0.17 
0.12 
0.60 
0.20 
0.35 
1.51 
1.20 
0.03 
0.3L 
0.13 
3.22 
3.32 
0.13 
0.23 
2.74 
0.50 
0.47 
3.2h 
3.66 
O-irk 
a. 08 
3.25 
3.48 
C-trtone, grey sad hard 
Sand&me, grey with silty banda and a 
hwxier eiliceous or cementy band 
Cementatone or suxietom ailiceoua, grey 
and :hard; lowermost 15 cm bmkan and 
brecciated 
Pat&em ald 
carbolute 
Pot&em and veins of 
carbotlate 
Ivlrrcuite abundmt in 
numerous out OiLOte 
VeiM 
Send&one, grey and soft 
Cement&me, yellov to brown, limxU.tio 
Samietone, pale buff and brown, mmlim 
jointed with a ooft, ri1ty top 10 cm 
Smdmtone, &rey ard bard vith rilty rib., 
mia&xoue la&me and a broken softer 
baud 34.13-34.2s ID 
Cxfboxnte veinlet 
sandatom, grey and hard, flM to nllKLbm 
grained, top 5 cn lhoni:o etabed 
Sandetone, grey vlth ooareer white eand- 
stone ribe and lamixse 
%.rld*t0ne, fine grained, m, hard and 
IdliOHlIU 
Calexm and (?) baryte 
in carbonate veinlate 
Carbonate veina 
-tone, pale buff and grey, mloaoeous 
Suuietone, pele buff, fine gm.i.ned, hu=d Cerborxate veina 
1 Sand&one, buff and pale brown, medium gmined with a few duker silty mioaoeoue ribe and lmlnae 
Sandstone, dam grey and carbonaoeow with a 
few ribe of mud&one and paler grey eandntone 
1amina.e and rib.. The motioned core f!ra@kent 
oomuirtr of layered aandy m&tone with !Gnor ephalerlto and galem 
coaree and fine-groined layerm of an&m are dieeemixnted in the 
quartz and perthitio feldepar. A few grinme coamer laminae; altered 
1 
of macovlte occur orientated ptilel to pyr1t.e and hematite 
1 ‘9 520 363 
bedding planee observed in aeotion 2783 39.60 
Sandetone (part of ‘unit below) 
veinm of 
6 155 190 
suld*t.one, grey 4x&d rilloeow, fine 
groined with oementy patcher, very ~UYI md 
oallpaot. some jmtohy umonite rtainillg same thin, irregular 
ad (?) docdcltirod petchee serborute veins 
suldetme, medium to ooaree gmirml ud 
.Crlablo vi’& l f~ darkar silty ribe 
Sandetone, grey, fine grained, with 
miceowua lmin8e 
R&tone, grey vith come bluirh sey 
patoher, rather soft; some rllty ribe a& 
greenirh smdy bmdn 
Sandatone, m, medium to ooarse grained 
Boor* complete 
I 20 58 5 
.APPEtum I TABIJZ VIII 3Hk8 
NGR 35.2925 8188 Oncinch zup Sheet10 Sir-inch map Sheet Ny28SE 
Collar elevation 232.9 m Bole inolined 60° to 0403 
Loation: west bank of Mine Sike, 400 m N51'E of Callieterhrll croft and .qoa~ 7 ti X:SW of iylghob 
Drill~byEookNlCoLtd Diamec 250 drill 
Inclined 
depth, m 
3.00 
5.02 
5.17 
s.3a 
5.47 
6.21 
6.68 
6.86 
7.35 
7.61 
7.78 
3.61 
9.74 
3.38 
10.21 
10.68 
11.59 
!1.95 
il.33 
12.03 
13.28 
'3.36 
'5.Jj 
:6.32 
-S.-l 7 
'3 ^_ /* I> 
23. :7 
Interu~tioa 
m Lithology Mineralis8tion 
5.02 Superficial depoeite 
0.15 
3.21 
0.09 
.Mudatone, dark grey and aoft 
Sand&one, ailiceoue, grey, reddish etUng 
preeent, brecciated 
Cetbentatone, pale brown to grey, 
hard 
0.74 
0.27 
0.18 
0.49 
0.26 
0.17 
Zandatone, grey with a soft reddish top 
incorporating darker micaceous laminae, and 
a ailiceoue hard lower part 
Mudstone, dark grey and soft with cementy 
Cementatone, grey, hard and compact 
Ikdstom, darkgreyandxutbareoft 
CePentatone, grey, hprd a& coPpret with a 
eiliam bee 
0.83 1 
1.13 
J.14 
a.33 
3.47 
2.91 
0.36 
C.S3 
0.05 
1.25 
3.08 
2.47 
: . 3y 
fSuxbta!ne,~wy,redotoinodandmediInll 
gr&ned vith dark grey siltetone ribs and 
lnrairur, mu&tone and cementy ribs, .acmne 
bmkenbrecciated ribe and deep red iror+ 
stained patchem 
Ceamtntetone, grey, red stained, broken, 
ailiceou8 bands and patchee, deep red 
hgpetite a- co11py)n 
Sandstone, red stained and rotten 
:ementstone, 1ilnoniti0 
siliceous banda 
c-tetom, rotten, limonitia vith patchy 
hmtite staining 
Caaentstone.or chart fragnenta [core loat] 
Sendstone f-ta, brovn, hard and fine to 
!aedium grained; much broken with m 
rotten patches 
3roken (?) chart in reddish coloured crushed 
rock 
Fault 
BIZBEHSWm LAVAS 
Baaalt lava, rotten, red stained rubble at 
top, purple coloured alteration to 12.66 m, 
then greenish to 13.08 m where a 12 mm 
vein of maelrive quartz ia 2reaent. With 
the quartz ere associated water-clear 
calcite and duaty euhedral rhombs of 
siderite and dolomite. The vein is fraot- the quartz vein rather than 
ured in placee and fra+pnent.s of crushed where only quartz is 
carbonate have been ma& into these present; 3.24% Be in 
fiseuree sample 9 232 23 2784 lj.id 
Cherty reorystalliaed eandatone fr+pnentr 
Lava, amygdaloidal m5 altered with a 'Quartz vein at 14.4& 
crushed top, becoming increasingly 14.73 rn with &rusy quartz- 
calcofeoua twarda Saee calcite infillinga 
Dolomite vein with @ena, sphslerik, cmcopyrite, pyrite and baryte. 
The dolomite occur8 ae euhedral rhti vith zoned ferroan rim. Pirx 
byte infills muggy cavities. Pyrite, ,qalena and sphalerite are 
euhedral and 8ome dolomite euhedra are enclosed by aphalerite. A 
eecond section throu& the veins Rhous that -Small fragx+nta of Lnteneely 
aitered lava are present. Sphalerite occurs ae small euhetial clusters 
and :he py-ri?e rs fine mined and disseminated. The *lena is quite 
strongly deformed irith spai; microfolds sllggeatinq post-mlneralisatlon 
defomtion out 3phalerit.e ;e lesa nffected. ‘he analysed sample 
sontalna 5.5% % and 77 ppn Sb 
Calcite veina; 2.1546 24~ 
Calcite-lined cavitie8 
abundent 
Rare calcite veinleto 
A f~thin oarbonate veins 
ChMeopyrib invefxm 
PP %Cti0Kl 
cu .a Pb PTS Depth, 
30 m 
1 
i 
12 153 17 
1179 4 :8 
5 '88 17 
Carbonate 
patches 
in veim and 
Carbonate veba 
ir9 204 38 
Pyrite and spherulitic 
marcaeite occur in the 
carbonate-rich parts of 
69 "92C '. 
c 
*l% 1 
‘kYa , pale Teen with thin calcite and baryte %matite, ohalcopyrite mar- 
: 1: ) 7;;a;y.yd,~regnatione; crusned from -asIte and ?yriie ;n r-T $9 L69 !.la 
, J.0 car'bonate ve!_ns 
TLava. brecclated and :') silicified with ?yr:te, -Lrsseminated and 
3.22 s?ringers of cwDOM:e in ?he strlmrs 
20.93 3.76 
22.?17 1.54 
22.67 3.20 
22.97 0.30 
23.25 0.28 
23.55 
23.75 
23.31 
24.16 
24.29 
0.20 
0.20 
0.:6 
25.07 
25.62 
26.22 
3.25 
3.13 
0.78 
9.55 
3.60 
26.36 
26.62 
0.14 
0.26 
26.92 
26.96 
27.24 
27.36 
28.65 
0.30 
0.36 
0.26 
0.12 
1.29 
29.58 3.33 
29.91 0.33 
30.17 0.26 
?O. 39 
3o.a 
0.22 
0.35 
jo 60 o. 16 
30.72 3.12 
31.x 
37.25 
z.23 
a.25 
32.76 1.:1 
!L.lO '.!2 
, - i. c 3 
‘Lava, greyish green, altered, veslicular and 
porphyritic. Plagioclaee phenocryats are 
set in an intensely alterea fine pined to 
cryptc-cryetalline matrix. The rock is 
brecoiated and veined by m cmati- 
forp overgrowthe of &l&to with minor 
calcite, succeeded by radiating, spheru- 
litio overgrovthe of ankerite or ferroan 
dolozaite. Thin ankerite veins with fine 
grr&md pyrite cut the lava. 
(') Fault 
Relatively coarse grained 
pyrite and sphalerite 
OCCUI' in the veins of 
euhedral doiomite. Sphal- 
erite occure at vein 
mar- weting cryetall- 
ieation before the pnite 
stringera nearer the 
centre of the 
veina 2 
SaAdetine, grey, milloeoue, very hard end MLnor sulphide and (?) 
baked with a few diffUe cewnr;y ribe mlachite on fractures 
veined by carbonate surfaces 
Sand&one, medium grained and grey with 
darker grey miceceoue ailtetone lammae 
Sandstone, grey, fine grained, hard, 
compact 
Cmntetone, grey and silty with silicwue 
patches & deep red stained joints 
Sandetm,my, finegrrinrd,huda=i 
8iliCMHls. In saction, ths rook contaizm 
abundaatclaete of q&s andperthitic 
feldepar, relatively unaltered and 
Wletrsirud, eetina fine grained qua&e- 
rioh matrix together with airror mOvite 
ftietme, dmk grey and eilty with soft ribe 
Sandetone, grey, fine graimdead 1minated 
Cemerltetolle, grey, hard, 1iBQAite rtained 
jointe and siliceoue patches 
Sandetone, eiliceuue, m sod hard 
Sendetone,thULy beddad, fh@- 
d&-Y 
Sow carbonate veinlets 
Chaloopyrite in +bln 
veinlets of calcite is 
altered to green 
secondary on weathered 
eurfecee at 
23.35 m 
carbonate In.Sgul~ 
veins 
c~trtom, grey, hard ukd compact with 
redatainedpatcheeandveine 
Wetone, key vith darker silty and 
!nicaceoue leainae 
Pyrite cube in quartz 
vein: carbonate veins! 
Ceemtetone, grey, h.x.rd aad um3eive. 
Pa&bee of green illite 6re eet in a 
fine gained dolomitio netrix 
Siltstone with ear&tone ribs, grey, a 
fewvavymiCeceoue 1aLuinae 
calcite &laetomoeing 
veine 
Cewntstone , pale grey, red stained, fairly 
aoft 
Sandetone, ffne to nedium grnl-d, 
and ,friable with hsmstite flaker 
QliCWWllS 
Cementstone, eilty, grey and red etained 
%.xietone, 8ilty, mfcaceoue, greenieh grey 
Sandetone. red to brown and 
grained vith darker bands. 
fine to med.i*m 
Siltstone, dark grey with paler grey eand- 
etone ribs and Lminas showing slight wavy 
bdnq 
Jementrtone, aflty, grey and hrrd vith 
lalcaceoue l&rut.ed ssndetorm pexticg 
Mudstone, grey with eilty lminae 
Cewntrtone, ollty, grey 
limonits stained joints 
.%xiatone, clerk grey 
and hard with 
Sandstone, grey, calcareoue and fine gained, 
silty leminee dip 5-loo. Sane coaxer pined 
layer@ oontain angular fragmentr of quartz, 
perthftio feldepar end altered lave. The 
mrtrh is wry fine greined, altored and 
dexkbrown 
Hudo*%me, black and eoft 
sandetone, 6-y to 
vi?h l iity la2niMe 
grairad 
tidetone, grey to blaok wi?h silty hrnhar 
Sandstone, grey, 1-d with darker 
paier and 72ore naeeive below 
lminae, 
Sandrtone, grey, fine to aedium grained 
with da.m grey eilty Laminae and some 
+Ln :&.rder ribs 
Sandstone, 
?srd 
:ine greiced, p810 grey, silioeoue 
Sandstone buff, fine gralned, ailiceoue, hard 
Sandetone, gale brom and ~ed.ii;m grained 
Siitrtone, grey ad ti~tieou8 
1787 20.63 
34 177 28 
14 
2788 23.34 
2789 26.2 5 
Carbonate ;tein.letr 
Sandetone, 
SUff 
fine to medium ,jiaed, grey azd 
3orr somplete 
3iil2opyrfte ?OCiliy fiaeem- 
inamd in greenirh eandetone : 
2790 30.55 
11 '3 
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Driliing by Rocr Poll Co Ltd Diamec 250 drill 
Inclined 
depth. m 
0.00 
3.56 
3.32 
s.3a 
4 - 
?.A 
5.9: 
6.39 
6.$ 
6.7 5 
7.31 
3.16 
9.13 
10.38 
Il.53 
'2.84 
15.30 
‘6.75 
17.75 
17.52 
'9.90 
2c.07 
21.30 
22.:!I 
22 .:k 
Intersection 
n LithQlogy 
3.56 Superficial depoaita 
1.36 
0.94 
3.63 
O.kl 
0.17 
Sandatone, greyxukd finegrained,na.rd Galenx grrin at 
with cesenty prtchea some pink bazyte 
0.30 
0.30 
&r&tone frsgmenta in aoft clay 
SandatOneaedi~mgrainedandpale brown 
vitha fwharder fiae @uiaedbanda 
mdatoln, ao,Ptud&rq 
Cawntatmm. silty, pale brwniah grey, 
hard, 1-k atdnixhgon joint. 
Siltatme, grey and aicaceoua vith pale 
grey aaadatona riba uxl lrnlw 
0.26 Bmalt la*. grey to gram, ve8ioUlar 
1.15 -La=za, grey to su1Va. veeiculrr 
3.9 7 
1.25 
Iam, altered, f8irly co6ree med rrd 
amy@3aloidal. Plagioclw phenooryata oaaur 
inanrltered, fi.mgrainedastri-xvith 
a.imr xuscovite and very finely dia8eted 
ilntenite prima. Beaiclea an rimed with 
green fibrws chlorite end illite, and the 
centrea filled vith coarsely cryatollW 
apherrlitic ankerite and water cl= c&Cite 
Levaaaaboxe 
1.j5 
Lxva, grey to @Teen, non-veeiculiu, inkp- 
aely aheared and altered, and thickly 
veined br turbid, fine w ankerite 
Or dolorito end by pinkish coloured 
We. SCW of the oarborrte grain8 have 
curred crystal faoee with zoned ferxw.n rib8 
1.31 
Lava, dmk my, leae altered, non 
waimllu,~rYeining 
2.G 
hva,gmytommweandcou-ue~r 
ccumiating of plAgioahoe phmocrrsta 
inan rltered,&rkgrey,finegreinrrd 
mrtrir. &ygdalu~colepoeedofaacrust- 
ina fibrous green chlorite, illite, brown 
limmite, firm a4 comae grained c&kite 
and turbid werite 
1.45 
Lava, no*veaiculer with a denae, grey 
aitered mtrix 
3.kO 
CIMMFSTU%E, grey and ambaire. The contact 
with the Underlying lavs, wxn?. in section, 
ia very irregular and "intruoive" rather 
than structural. Carbonatea in the 
cementatone shov the characteristic zoned 
rhombic outlines of dolomite vhich ia 
mkeritic in composition 
The lava in contact with tha cementatone Thin quexta-caloite 
conaiata of plagioclaae phenocryata, -inleta cut both 
intensely altered to a browa isotropic caumltatone and 
?.67 
2.38 
aeterisl, set in an altered dark 5r0un matrix. lava. mite 
Fine grained priamatic ilmenite ia common. c.ccu.ra with 
Amy&ales conaiat of fibrous green chlorite, dolomite in 
illite and zoned dolomite, or ary be entirely anygdplea. 
filled by fibmua, apheralitic encruat- Analysed aample 
ationa of chlorite contains 3.2% Ba 
Lava. 5ark py and reaicular 
2.1: 
1.2: 
2.34 
XGXS?ONE, grey 
pale qre~, chlorite apota, non-mmcular 
:hin CZXEXTSTONE intercalation 
km, pale s-v, chlorite ;atchee, veaicuhr 
Bore zomplrte 
Minsraliaation JU ?b FTS Depth, 
NO PI 
3.92 =, 
22 1170 1020 
Disseminated, fine 
galens 5.20-S. 32 a 
grained 9 723' 4200 
Cxlcite 
veins 
in 
33 33 
-grl- in carbormte 
vaiM; 0.d Ba in auple 57 650 150 
mite at 
CU-bOMh 
edges of 
vain 
qurts- 
miterixu aoumthin 
quaztx-calcite -inlet.; 
aimr aaumxaite in the 
centril corea of aaxe pay% 
&lea. 0.3% B8 i.a ae=ple 22 80 16 2791 8.22 
COUSS gminedmrcuite 
endIeasercowaegrair4 
g8len8, aphalerite and 
chlcapy-rite ooc~r in 
the carbonate veina 27922 10.52 
Pine grxined dolomite 
with altered pvite in 
veins 2793 
2lr 137 
&artz vein with drusy 
oavitiea at 16.90-17.iU 
Pinely diaxeminated pyrite, 
probably authiganic, is 
the mly ailphide preaent 
in the cementatone 56 LO 39 2791 
Ppite 
veirs. 
rims carbonate 
1,% ?e m sample 25 112 9 
%&all ohalcopyrite graina l&2 ?77 413 
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~01la.r elevation 2L8.7 m Hole inclined 50' to OCC" 
'dcation:on hillaide north of the head of Pokeakine Sike 370 m Njs"'n' of Callisterhall croft and about 7.5 km *iSW of *Ianghol.n 
Drilling by Rock Fall Co Ltd Diamec 250 driil 
Znclined 
depth, m 
Intereection, 
n 
Z.00 
2.25 2.25 Superficial deposits 
'.Tl 0.76 
?.79 
3.97 
LA.19 
4.60 
4.37 
0.78 
3.18 
0.22 
0.41 
0.37 
5.69 0.72 
5.9; 3.21, 
6.29 
5.113 
6.56 
3.36 
1.1‘4 
2.1: 
6.73 
6.17 
2 *-I . 
?.34 
5.92 
6.97 
)*'C / 
3.35 
7.22 
7.31, 
7.57 
7.86 
9.16 
3.21 
2.36 
3.25 
_ '2 
;:23 
3.29 
0.30 
3.05 
0.15 
3.24 
9.h 
'0.56 
.O.i% 
'1.41 
'!.61 
ll.yl 
'2.d 
'2.& 
:2.72 
‘2.3C , 
I?.;’ 
1j.u; 
* > '7 ,*- 
';.i2 
1 .A. :5 
_.I2 
2.98 
3.2 0 
3.62 
3.20 
1.15 
0.20 
0.23 Mud&one, silty, grey, sandy top 10 cm 
3.50 Swmentstone, grey, hard, compact 
2.2l.4 
3.1; 
3.27 
? r -2 -., 
?.'C 
.^ 
..L 3 
9.25 
. 4. 
J. 3 
^ .-9 
2. 
Lithology ?lineralisation 
mm Section 
7U Zn Pb PI'S 3epth 
90 3 
LWERcARBoNIFzRousSEDlIMEXrs 
San&tone, grey, fine gained, .?srd, 
compact, eilicwcua, carbonaceous plant 
fragslents 
broken core, fragmonta of mudstone, 
cement&one and aandatone 
3?isentstone, silty in prrtn, calcite 
Pyrite disseminated 
along bedding 
I5 
290 520 
filled cavitiee, broken, carbonate veins Alena and yellow sphalerite 
: 
0 330 60 
COBmOIl in cavities 
Yudstone, duk grey, soft, broken 
(20 cm) 
Sandstone, grey, fine grained, hard, 
compact, siliceous 
Cement&one, dark grey, Ftchy carbonate Galena velnlets up to 
vwinCng 9.j sn thick 6 300 1850 
Siltstone, dark grey, paler grey aand- 
stone ribs showing Eli&t ravy bedding 
and sluinping 
:ementstone, pal0 grey, bard, compact 
Siltstone, 3ark grey, pale grey sandstone 
wrsps and ribe 
Cementstone, grey, hard, compaot, li!nonitic 
stained Joints 
Siltatone, dark grey 
<enentstone, grey, bara, compact limonitic 
st;ained joints 
Siltstone, dark Fey 
Cementstone, grey, mottled darker grey, 
some limomtic stairung 
Siltstone, sandy, gavy bedding 
Kudstone, silty, dark 
dip probably shallow 
+3=Y9 broken 
Spnerulitic pyrite 1.5 6L 3-l 
Cementetone, 
lower part 
5w, hard, 
tidetone, dark grey, soft 
(Cementstone, silty, grey, hard 
tidetone, g~wy, silty top, sandy lower 
IQ cm, rather rough bedding, micaceoua, 
few ir'r83u1~ sandstone laminoe and 
wisps 
,:ementstone, grey and nard 
Sandstone, dark grey, silty 
beddiw 
benda, rough 
Cementstone, grey, hard, xmpact Carbonate veins 
Wdstone, grey, pale grey harder 
rlbS and ‘rends showing slumped and 
irregular bedding 
Sandetone, fine grained, hard _ Jarbonate veins 
Xrbonate velnlete 
Siltstone, grey, 
rits and laminae 
pale grey 
dark grey, hard, compact, Cementstone, 
splintery 
%dstonw, *ark grey finely ticaccoua 
Cementstone, grey, nard, compact, calcite 
lined cavifiea, 3398 siight brecciarlon 
rough spwckied 
gralnea 
7;rbonate veina 
Zements:on9, qwy !lard, _'olcintic matrix 
3‘.lf 3y a %izv orystailine vein of 
dolomite, ankerifw and caicrte 
Carbonate vein8 wi?b 
&ena, dissesinated 
%ds?one, 
micaceous 
*lc 5ey, 
Cementstone, 
splintery 
Sands tone fine-rcedium 
contorted ;eidlrg 
gained, sl.qed, 
14.51 3.29 
2.96 
16.32 O.91 
16.34 0.12 
17.02 0.08 
17.u 0.42 
17.69 0.25 
17.86 0.17 
17.97 3.11 
18.24 3.27 
19.31 
'3.66 
1.07 
0.35 
27.27 1.61 
21.L7 5.20 
21.91 3.31.1 
22.33 2.52 
22.33 3.50 
23.33 
23.60 
A C6 _I./ 
J.21 
25.x 
25.65 
25.86 
25.99 
26.38 
26.59 
26.64 
26.97 
27.32 
28.06 
29.56 
28.3s 
23.39 
l.l$O 
3.65 
0.2' 
S.O! 
O.L9 
3.21 
s.s5 
D-33 
3.35 
3.TL 
3.53 
3.33 
- '0 i. 
- '6 A. 
3.5k 
1.21 
- Yj v._ 
Cementatone, dark and fine med with 
a coarser quartz-rich sendatone band. 
The dolomitic matrfx im veined by a 
thick complex vein of ooareely cryatall- 
ine dolomite, ankerite and calcite. Some Galena and le~oer 
w are clear,othm turbid (particu- sphalerite in the veti; 
?arly enkerite). Minor quartz is also fine grained diiseeminated 
present pyrite in the Unt 
sandstone, grey and pale grey, -vy 
bedding, darker silty riba, dip probably 
shallov, finely mic&ceoLxa throughout 
Cementstone, grey, hard and compact vlth 
carbonate veina Calena in vein8 
Sandatone, grey, fine grained, darker 8flty 
ribs, dip probebly shallow; 8ome wavy bedding, 
harder ailiceoua bends 
Cswntatone, grey, lixaonitio rtained jointr, 
hard,capaot 
Siltatone, dark arey 
Ceaentmtone, pale grey, hprd, coapoct 
car-to vein andpatohea 
Siltmtone, my, mioaoeoua, well bedded 
cement&one, 01ight1y silty, grey, !?ard 
andculrpaot 
kumhed broken mu&tone, silt&one 
fra&een+A 
Sand&one, grey, hrrd, compact, siliceous 
fine-medium grained, very splintery, dark 
I 
grey siltstone at top, few hematite 
stained joints 
Cement&one, grey, hard, compact 
carbornte patchee and vein8 
Sandetone, fine to medium grained, card, 
compact, splintery, some calcite-iined 
cavities with limonite etaining, siliceous 
Cscllentatone, grey, fine, hard, compaot, 
SpiintOry 
smdstone, fine-mined, hmd, compact, 
eiliceous cement, fev cementy 2atches 
with carbonate veiru 
Sandstone, medium grained, grey to *white, 
micaceoue, silty laminae 
Xudstone, dark grey, very finely micaceoum, 
irregtiar 8andylaminae 
"%&stone, grey to buff, fine grained, hard 
cementy ribs, limonitic lover j cm 
53mentoton0, grey, hard, compaot 
Sand&one, grey and buff, fine to medium 
Gained, carbonaoeoua or mioaceoua ribe, 
some slumped bedding 
Mudetone, dark grey, dip probably &allow, 
silty baee 
) 
Sandrtone, grey and fine grained with darker 
silty ribs. Zand cf mauve sandatone at 
5 25.36 n ccmpored cf lngrl1a.r clastio qaartz, 
i 
pnthitio feldspar and plater meoovite in 
an altered brotieh matrix 
Mudatone, dark grey 
Sandrtone, grey, mioaceous 
Cementstone, faintly red stained, grey, 
'hard, compact, splintery, irregular 
patchy and anartomosw carbonate veinletr 
Sandstone, fine to aodium grained, rather 
broken, micaceoour 
tidetone, dark grey, contorted, crushed 
'o 2T.36 n 
Sandetone, grey, Tedium grained, fairly 
:mrd, compact, sone steep Joints and 
aalar zakareous bands 
Cementatone, grey, card, compact 
Fadstone, grey, red stained, soft 
~eaentrtone, grey, elight red staining, 
nard, 20ZltpSCt 
Sandstone, 
mot:led, 
fine gained, grey and red 
cementy ;atches \?; brecciated 
Sroicm sandatone and mudstone 
Sandstone, fine grained, grey, hard, 
slliceour 
Pyrite rime 
patchee 
carbonate 
Carbonate veine 
2795 14.46 
21 b3 6 
?linor pyrite and 
chalcopyrite at lq.jh n 
Pflite patchee 
Lminae 
in sandy 
Chalcopyrite and altered 
pyrite diieeeminated in Md- 
atone matrix at 25.36 m 523 95 3 2'96 25.36 
Chalcopyrite in 
calcite vetiete 
Anartomeing caloite- 
hematite vrlnletb 
Fine pained py-rlte 
In calcareoua bande 
Zarbonate VPinS 
3emati:e veinlets 
iarbona+e veiny 
Some carbcnatb veins 
30.70 0.32 
:‘;’ ;: 
37: 17 
3.68 1 11, 
1.65 
37.57 0.40 
g.20 1.71 
39.60 3.32 
38.67 3.67 
?9.3L 3.67 
LO. 14 0.80 
46.72 6.50 
h7.07 0.35 
j1.72 
51.72 
4.65 
Sambtono, rllty and grey with ephaerooidoritr 
patcher 
%ndrtone,wdiuagrained,hrcd~oarPprotl 
rome coaree bend., gny bandr, -, red a 
rod brown roftor bands, and o-ty bti 
F'ludetone, eilty vith 8 red brown to#, 
M below, eoft, m -WI- 
Siltetono, grwnirn grey, pal0 grey l ndrtona 
ribe and laminae, showing come enull rlunrpe 
end wavy bedding 
Cemmtrtono, pale brown grey, patohy rf+bhu~ 
Fluct~to~, silty, d-p rod brown, l omo raft 
bandr beooming i~rruingly grey to& 
I lava junction. 
Confowblr iunotion with 1~8, dip probably 
OhdlOV 
XRRENSWARK LAVA9 
Srult lava, uuygdaloidal, greonirh grry, 
rotten with red brown top and patohee; fine hrcr of &on4 in 
eediment vith lava olutr at bO.01r m emygdalr at 39.lr m 
I 
Le=, grey-, unyudeloidal, paler 
1 
Pyrite end ohloopyrit* in 
belov, 1.n anygdrloid8.l at depth. Corru orrbcnatr -qUxts vein 
grainad with altered plrgioolen phenoorymte network at &.72-ir7.37 m 
and ilmenite lothr in an inteneely altored 
dark brown matrti. Amy*lsr of illite and 
green ohloritic material. Veined by 
euhedral, zoned rhombs of dolomite with 
1 ceeooiated turbid epherulitic overgrowthe of mite and marcaafte at 
) ankerite and minor quartz I the edges of some veins 
3ore oomplete 
BH so 11 
llr 7 61 ‘43 
0 36 a 
3 36 18 
2 ~8 11 
ma 35.26538189 o?n-inah Imp sbet 10 ti-inohnrp%eetxrza~ 
Collar elevation 2U.7 m Sole inclined 60° to 21P 
Iooation: went of the heed of Pokeskizn Syke, 450 m %3% of Cellieterhall croft and some 7.5 km WSW of Inngholm 
1.zril1i.n~ by Rock %ll Co Ltd Dluaeo 250 drill 
depth, m m 
0.00 
2.98 2.98 
5.98 3.m 
6.33 0.35 
79.30 _. 12 
;5.3_ ^, 7. - 
26.3 6 ;.:2 
27.27 ^ -1 ,*i 
Superfioial deposits 
~UWEB cARBoHIFExous SEzxBxrs 
Sandetone, pale grey, fine to medium 
grained, fairly h&, with angular 
fregments of grey mudstone and siltatone 
in tcp 20 cm, pele brown lower half 
Nudetone, dark gey and broken with 
rtringerr, clusters and dieeeminatione 
of pyrite 
.%detone, dark grey with a cexboneceoue 
top, broken, eilty ribs and candy ribe 
with sulphides 
Siltstone, greenish grey, %.irly hard, 
broken 
Saealt lava, grey green, calcareoua 
apysdiloidal 
Lava, fewer smygdales, grey, broken 
Ln plaoee 
Lava, medium @ad, epareely amyad- 
aloidal, relatively unaltered. TWiMd 
plagioclacle phenocrysts and abundant 
large ilinenite prisms are set in a 
light coloured shlori:lc zatrix, 3oms 
ti?ies x2 Teired "ziats" with patcny 
carbonate 
;ava, locail;r my&aloidal, al:ered and 
tale grey below 26.31 TI, brecciated and 
x-Jsfied iron 2E.>7 3 -0 25.A n 
zraiyseci smple) 
2797 ir9.28 
MLnemlirtfon 
?P Seotion 
Cu zn Pb PI3 No Dt3pth.m 
Pyrite 
Pyrite in cubo~eouo 
mterial. Pine grain+i 
ephalerlte, ge.lena and 
chalcopyrite in a 15 m 
thok sandatone rib 
2:haico 
5m 
yr~:e in basal 
37 1140 660 
260 h2 7 
Pyrite and limonite at edges 
of calcite veine to%im think 77 61 5 
Carbonate on Afraoturea 
Intense carbonate vea 
at '4.18-16.27 9 and 16.6s 
'8.99 a (analysed sample) 
with assoclate4 Tyrite '7 1c7 / 3 23;s <5.jl 
20 XL0 37 
Siltstame, dark .&may, roughly bedded, 
di~aceous, some silty madstone ribs 
at top 27.45 
27.611 
20.16 
28.56 
28.68 
28.a8 
0.38 
5.19 
0.52 %aloopyrite at 27.93 m 
c&rbonate veins 
Cauuent8ton0, pal8 grey, bud, liaonftia 
:oints 
sey, micacelou8, a Siltstone, dark 
-=Vl- 
Cementetone, 
silty layers 
grsy, silty top, 
o.llo 
0.12 
0.20 
Cement8ton0, 
c-P-t 
An88tolao8ing 
veinlet 
carbonate 
Madstone, rilty, grey, i..rremlnr 
cunentstone fregmnts, hip probably 
fairly shallow 
m&w, silty, grey with siltstorw ribs 
c-totom, grey, silty lqrper Mf, 
frFrlyhfLrd,Yeryfi.negJ=i-d- 
lower halfuithaud.8tonelamiJ=e 
.%uoh carbonat. voini~ 29.17 2.29 
29.63 3.46 
29.74 0.11 
30.27 0.53 cartmnate veizs 
\ 
\ 
with 
\ 
3 48 380 si1trtone, &my, o-ty 
mud8toneputing8 
riba, 
30.62 0.35 
30.97 0.35 
31.a 0.07 
Ceaalt8tone,grey,hmd,lsaIinatedMd Galenau%ipyrite in i 2816 30.86 
qwtzose vith brokenbranchingoarbonste 
velns (f8ultlot8) 
dolomite-crlcite veins, 
quudveku 
\ 
Mudstorm, silty with riltetone sxld 
adstone ribs, finely aicaceous 
1 ceenntetone, grey, fairly hard, L-regular madstone ladme in lover 10 am 
Galen in wboMt.e 
veinlots 
i 7 '178 1290 
Galma 
aaro88 
gn-t03- 1 
5.n carbonat. veins 
jl.LO 
;r*:: . 
32.&o 
32.62 
32.31 
0.S 
0.33 
0.10 
Mrbtono, ai1ty, finely udoaceous with a 
few c-omenty ribs, dip probably shdlou 0.57 
0.22 Carbo~to -8d.M Ceanent8toxm, brown to grq, silty, hu-d 
l’hxistone, dark 
lnainu 
5-Y, 8iltY, 
a.19 GaleM rtrlngus 
Gal- in 2 am thick 
oaloite Yein 
Siltatone, pal. 
BludstQnebuads 
18dL!8ted, 
32.86 0.05 
si1totone, @my, Iaintlygreenieh, broken 
iith contorted and possibly vorticd 
-inP=-ts 
(?) Fault 
Siltstone, grey with paler cataenty ribs, 
mxly ribr and darker grey rilty 
ato- riba, dip probably ahallow 
vith 
33.02 0.16 
j3.15 0.13 
33.78 0.63 
33.39 0.20 
34.20 
34.35 
0.22 
0.15 
34-A u.09 
Probable grlenr in 
corbomte Yeinletr 
perpendiculartobedding 
Irregulm carbonate veins 
Traceofbi8euLinated 
chalcopyrlt8 
Carbonate veinlets 
Cementstone, pale browngrey andhud 
Silt8tone. grey miweous 
Cementatcme,drapandhud 
!8icaoaou8, aandy si1tlltone. 
Ce!SleBtS?tOlIO, p?3le brO%lIl &Fey, hard, 
compacf, linonite stained :otita, aom 
irregular mudrtone patche8 :L&.34 3.U Carbonat. veinleta 
?L+. 96 
26.57 
26.7' 
36.69 
j7.33h 
3.10 Siltetone, grey and broken 
SPnd8tolm, grey, 
e1:gnt1y cementy 
fine grained, 
top 10 cm Ce-bonate veinlete l.bl 
Siltatone, 
laminae 
grsy, thin bedded, 
2. lk 
Cementatom 
andhard 
grey, very fine grained 
Carbonate veinlate 
(') S@aerooideritic 
0.18 
9.15 Siltrta#, aandy, g- grey 
Cement&one, silty, green grey, much 
broken and fraotured, some :wsmti-e 
staining 
Sandstone, deep red purple stained 
Minor sulphide ln 
c&Donate vainleta 3.13 
3.22 
37.:; 
37.29 
?7 .5? 
2:. “9 
Zementetor,e, silty, grey, red atamed 
with veins and veinlete, some broken %rbolute vein8 176 di !' 7.20 
eilty matrix, brovn red 
ihalcopyrite stringers 3.23 
Siltstone and silty sandstone, green 
grey top '0 3m, 
1 _ dark grey oelaw ~1% h
some -_axboraeous parring 
%datone, grey md green grey, Sadly 
;roKen and ;rutir,ed with some rotten 
lava ?atcnea at :op ;s. ‘j :.,2 
j3.39 0.16 
j9.;2 3.13 
39.36 3.3fJ 
39.32 
39.65 
bJ.18 
S.26 
0.33 
0.53 
0.25 
0.06 
3.15 
3.30 
Ll.3lb 0.40 
b1.67 0.33 
41.73 0.06 
Lz.lL 
43.23 
O.&l 
1.09 
LA.16 
L&. 30 
S.37 
ir5.35 
2.33 
j.6ii 
3.27 
3.20 
i5.75 0.40 
44.2, ?.L9 
ir6.30 5.06 
L6.50 0.20 
16.71 0.21 
47.26 0.55 
L47.29 0.02 
h7.4 0.17 
L7.65 0.20 
;O. 25 2.59 
jq.47 1.23 
53. :6 1.69 
53.G 
53.58 
3.28 
2.5 
0.aa 
3.61 
5. ?7 
Fluit 
3 Sandetone, fine grained, green grey and some red brown, patchee, rather broken 
j 
Cementetone, brovn my, hard with 
enaetomoeing 
veinlets of carbonate and patches of 
carbonate 
Dieeemineted chalcopyrite 
Carbonate vein8 
Crushed grey muletone, (?) fault 
San&tone, silty and gey with patches 
and rether broken vein8 of carbonat. Cprbonete vein8 
1 Mu&tone, silty, crushed and broken 
i 
Silteton., cemnty, grey, thinly bedded 
Mudstone, cruehed and broken, grey, 
caarnty 5qmBntr 
Ce.rbonate veine 
Ceemtetone, eilty parte, breooiated 
veine and patohee of oarbonate, 
Lrregulat dark mudeton. laminae 
Slltetone, grey, miceoeow, emdy laminae 
atad rib8 ehoww irregulw end wavy 
bedding, come Emil eoale slumping 
I 
Cemntetone, my and pale gmy, rather 
Frregularly bedd& top 30 011 with 
irregular dark grey madetone wine end 
veinlets 
sea&tcem, grey, fine to me&w @eLnad 
silty l&yere 
3ose dieeemiMted 
pyrite patches 
carbonat. velne with 
gel&m u&d pyrite 
%ndetone, brovnLeh m, firn grained, 
oementy ~tchee, irre&pc dark grey 
ioudetone petchee and vel.ne 
Slltetone, grey, e&z& ribs a& lamicu, 
red etaining 
chaloopyrite iA 
carbonate nine 
In-e&u carbonate veixu 
Wetone, silty, igq, lrthez broken 
Siltstone, grey and hard with cementy 
rlbe end l ilty mudetono rib8 
Cementstone, brown grey, hwd end comprot 
uFth eulphidee in or at edges of veine, 
and ioorlly dieemninatrd 
i 
Siltstone, @my md green grey with dark 
grey atudetone ribs at top, oementy ribs 
below 
3ome oubonate veining 
@halerite pad gelen4 
in veine, gelene ememd 
on joint eurfedm 
Werm ami ephalerite in 
veinletr, pyrita on :oint 
!%ldototm, silty,, drtk &rey 
Cementetono, silty, emdy in parts 
%lph.ido disseminated 
“%lene end ephnierite in i 
veiniet, coexeo pyrite in )ial 158 311( 
l ~tu.r*, ohB.loopyrite on 
Joint 
Siitetaw, ee&y, purple l t*irud, grr~r 
Cemeatetonet brovn grey, hard and cocnprct 3roken cubonrte vehe 
Suxdetow, silty, grey with purple over- 
toaee, roughly bedded appearix!g oonfor- 
amble on underlying lam 
3IHREHSWA.RX LAVA3 
3ault lma, cyuve, amyg&LoidAl, 
hematite-outed Joints, pale &zey zone, 
brecciated tone 
Pyrite Ueeeminated and 
in oarbonate veirJet8 
(‘) Feult 
LI(R, rlightly altored, matrix red $0 54Y, 
finely cmtrlllne and eillolfled. Feld- 
spar ~ri&e fairly fkwh, nom ohlori-.io 
l iteration of artrix repeoially at vein 
contaote and patahJ replacement by 
oubotnte and qxrta. Irregular veizia 
oaruist of quarts, dolomite, enkerite, 
buyto and crioite. 2aryte oomre 
j srinly a8 owfity infillinge 
‘Lma, alterad 
kematite 
aAd sheared vith abundant 
1 Lam, amygbioidal tcp, firu grained, 
i 
-duve with aitered pale grey bends, 
hematite frecture fillfngm md patcher 
of slay miner81 
Zavr, gale grey to white (“vhi*.e trip”) 
with sriginai +,extza deetroved. 
ime&uly :‘ractxred 
\ I”.ineralmed wzccia 9s above 
3ore coqle*.e 
1 al0 &I 17 
3 20 270 
Fvrite oocure be fbtchu \ 
dieeeuutioo in- the irm 
uad in the veinlete eepeoially 
at their 0OAtadt.r; 26 39 6 
0.396 jk ?n eemple 
?yrite looally abundmt - 7 
either dieeemi~ted, in 
ceinlete cr vith i 
henu~ire )61 % L4l4 
:yrlte and cthsr fine 
Qaxed B,+hide diaeem- 
z,a?e.i ar.d :n zlzaterr i2lA ?27 "5 
?ccasicm: gmizie 
and looa; iiioee&zlatiorii 
:f meicopyrlze and 
leeear @alerite, galen 
arid >.,rrite. ~&pr~dee 
accent :‘roo: C,h!_n arose 
c.JLt:_%q Cdl?Cite reins 
:arbon@ts vei..m vixh 
snalcopyrise 
2817 52.d 
:ala ^C 56.q 
AFT!lXDIXi TARLE XII 3H !Jo. 12 
NGR 35.2010813Lb Cne-inoh nap: Sheet 10 Six-inoh map: Sheet XY'%SR 
Collar elevationr 217.5 Hole inclined 70' to 330" 
hation: at edge of contfemue plmtotion 350 m S73oW of Callieterhall croft .snd nearly 3 b GW of Wolm 
Drillillg by Rook Fall Co Ltd Dismeo 250 drill 
Inolined 
depth, m 
Interaect~on 
0 
0.00 9.15 
9.33 3.13 
9.45 3.12 
3.65 3.20 
12.39 2.71; 
12.69 0.30 
13.X 1.31 
'3.22 3.22 
13.38 3.16 
13.51 0.13 
14.00 0.49 
lh.24 3.24 
15.33 1.09 
16.38 a.75 
'6.25 0.20 
16.91 3.63 
17.13 0.22 
'7.72 2.59 
17.32 
lJ.06 
,-‘ '7 .Lr 
1-.zi: 
:s.jo 
3.2C 
s. .4 
3.'L 
Z.'c) 
1.20 
.,^.u' 
30.-3 
71.27 
T'.':, 
22.26 
22.54 
23.31 
23. 2 
'3.92 
.I '?r.i -k 
ili.j7 
, _U.S3 
-c -. -3 
ZG. j; 
15.15 
* , 
3.91 
3.42 
0.2tr 
0.77 
a.3 
2.23 
3.7: 
1.2 '1 
;:3 
'>.32 
3.73 
,S.'6 
:.56 
'.2' 
:.i; 
. ‘Q 
l’.G 
‘3.32 
29.26 
rq.,+s 
. -_ ..3- 
2.26 
;.:!J 
Y .I -. II 
;'.-) 
Lit:1010gy 
Superficial depoeits 
iwERCdRsoNIFRRoussEDIMExrs 
Yudstone, grey 
Cemontrtone, grey 
sunbtom 
Mudatom, ellty mudatone aud smdetone 
Cementatona, rotten, limonitic 
suty mudst.ona 
c1Qenteltori0, rotten, umonitic 
Mudatone 
C-tstono, muty, Ivtten,1&lonitic 
tide-9 grar 
Cementetone, rotten, lhonitic 
Mudatone, grey, mwsive bedded 
Cploareoue siltstone, grey, htwd 
Sandstone, silty with limonitic partinge 
Ceaentstone, limonitic 
Sandstone, silty, -,alcareoue virh a fw 
(pp) rhynohonalllde 
Xudstone, silty 
Cementetone vith a rotten IimonlYic top 
pacured with rhynchonnelli-l irs&ments 
Ywistone, silty 
Calcareoue siltstone, gny, hard 
Cementetone, grey, hard 
Siltstone and silty mudstone, fairly 
flat bedded 
Cementstone, grey, very .hard 
~Calcareous siltstone, grey 
gCeBentetone 
Siltstone, srey, flat bedded 
Sandstone, nedium-grained, pale brown 
Yineralisation 
Galem, calcite on joint 
Galem in calcite veinlet 
Calcite vein-lets 
‘,, Pyri'e and nematite 
/ 
i ;n calcite veinlets 
Calci>e veinlets 
?Pm Sect,on A. 
:u Zn Pb pte x0 -?eptn 
Cementstone, grey, limonite-stained joints Calcite veinle:a 
Sandstone, buff fine , ‘.o nediwn-grained 
Zementstgne, brovnish-grey, hard Carbonate velnleta 
Siity Yandstone 
Cementstone, my Carbmate veinlets 
%uds*Qxw, da* Frey 
Cqmentstone, speckled grey Carbona+% patches 
Yudstone, dark qrey 
Siltstone, grey with sandy laminae i Chalcopyritc smear 
snoving biotarbation uld rlona furrows i Chaicopyrl+~, galena, 
[ pyfrit& strFngtr0 116 2tG 350 
Yicritic cementstone containirq a fev 
elastic fxagwnts of quarts and perthitic 
fa?dsDar in a rib%triX ?f Zinc-grained 
ankerrtic dolomite 
‘?udstone, dark qrey, flat bedded 
Siltstone, 3ark qey, bioturbated 
Y<uastcne 
Cementstone, sreamy-:grey, bati 
Sanastone, xpure, ;ae nrey t3 b*row 
YXZJtOZ-M? 
Chalcopyrite and pyrite 
_n lolomite4llerite 
vein 
2319 24.t&;, 
:alcrte Ve:det3 Wll.?, 
2nalcopyrl:e 
Zalclte Veins, ;yri-e 3pe3KS 
?yrlte and :.nalcopvrrte 
speclrs 
:aracnate veinlets 
'.I5 
3.jO 
Silrstone, grey with some wavy bedding 
Cementstano, gr8y, hard Carbonate V8ltiLLe tS 
Siltetone, grey, flat bedded with same 
sandy ribs and harder cementy bands 
Cementstone, silty, grey 
Siltetone, gr8y 
Small lenses of pyre te 
and (') chalcopyrlte 
Ctinate or baryte veins 
Calcite vein0 cormnon 
Cementstone, -3 with some mudston Carbonate Mine, chdCOpyrit8 
partings inirregularfractur8 
Xudstone, dark gr8y and soft 
Siltetone, fine-gained, grey with 
larmr elastic grains of quartx snd 
perthitic feldspar and some patches 
of dolomite 
Coa.rse-+Srainsd chalcopyrite 
enclosing sphalerlts 1.n 
dolomite; disseminated 
pyrite: late calcrte 
V8fnie ta 
Sanda~ono, fine-grained, hard with 
lrr8gAlar carbonaceous laminae shoving 
SillsipS 
Siltstone, dark grey with sandy ribs 
showing slumping and bioturbrtion 
Cementstone, pale grey, sandy in puts 
Sandstone, fine-grained 
Siltstom with as&atone '&iv8 
Sandetone,buff with miceceoue iaminae 
Cementatone, pale bmun-gre~ 
sandstone, grsy titb si1t;l bemds -xl 
and bioturbabd bPnde with worm burmve 
Pyrite or chalcopyrit.8 
inrozhgrnina 
Carbonat -inlet with galena 
%aCeS of galena 1x1 ieolated patch 
Galena smear on joint 
;5.22 
25.62 
37.31 
?_.i2 
2.07 
?.LAO 
2.19 
2.3 
32. ?5 1.33 
jC.‘f* i. ‘9 2020 39.m 
3.39 4G.Zj 
1 7, 1.48 
2. ‘3 2.39 
'2.5: 5 .q;? 
12.92 c.34 
a3.42 3.56 
L3.51 0.13 
w1.30 
h-39 
IA. ;3 
%.I. ?S 
C.69 
O.C9 ! ,Cemsntotorbs, silty top Galeras -arm 
veinlets 
m calcite 
2. L “7 
25 "2 232 
Siltstone, grey uith sandy 1am.Q~~ 
Cementstone, silty, grey and nard Carbonata vsinlets 
Silts-, grey with &Y bands 
Ceantstone, silty 
Siltstone, finely banded with elastic Alena in dolomite 
quartz graine and orientated mruco~ib veins and late calcite 
plater veinlets '6 0.22 
l.llb 
0.13 
Siltstune, gr8y with somt sandston bar& 
Xuds tone, soft 
Cementstone, grey to brownieh 
cpley 
Siltstom, my with randstc~ bande 
‘) Ceennte+kme, pale brcun-grey, silty in 
J part8 with a few da* mudstone partings 
Calcite veinlets with 
chalcopyritemcluatem 
3 920 
to irum ‘020 3.30 
4J.55 
ti.75 
i9.99 
3.37 
3.25 
0.20 
1.2h 
Carbonate and baryte 
With COM8 &CM 
ve in.9 
FACLT ZOl?E 
50.2L 5.25 
9.36 0.12 
Siltetone, my, and fmmnta of sandstone kiena in veinlcte 
FA~~ll~iiFr~rY 
Galena nd laseer sphalcrlk 
in abundant carbonate veins 17 
CemwitStone, 
mud8+ane ‘53 572’, 0.67 
Fyrito and (9)galena ;n 
hezder bandm / 
.?udstone, broken with 
sandstone frrgrPsnte 
ccm8ntetone and 
51.1;9 
51.62 
5’.90 
O.&i 
0.13 
0.23 
\ , Cemmtrtone, fnr(ppntr, indicating posrible 
) fault 30 
tilomit.5 veine ifitii 
marcasite, pyrite; son0 
disseminated pyrita; :LdCO- LGSZ 
gyrits common with pyrite 
in ?at8 calcite veina : 
il 
Altered fra,gmnte of su‘.dotxme,mdmtone sad 
lava xa a dark brcvn, inteneely altered 
natrlx, bncciated and slightly 
dolomitired. Tha lava is ffn+grainrd 
i and ~rphyritic with twinned plagioclaee 
\ +Hmoryete 
Breccf~tad rook with intensely oltrrrd 
lava fvntr in a dco?cmitic umtrlx 
52.5L4 3.64 
Chslcopyrtte striwrs 
in nine of ankeritic 
dolomtte 
5L 3 ub ‘27 2’25 57.73 3.50 
c‘. 52 3reccia with lava fra#mente Xalcop-rite atrinqers :120 7 ‘? 
Jhalzoppite in oaici:e 
pelns :'Y 
Coarse euhedral xarcasite 
In doiomltr '2 
jk. 28 -2 -. _ 
3recci.a 3f altered Lava f-ante 
30arm8 iolcmiter zalcfte rbrent 
?n 
’ Altered, grey, emygdaiotia: Lava ui 
IF a ihlO?l.ttiC zone at 15.75-55.32 m 
th 3’-ialzopyrite, pyrite, saryta 2’1 
?yrite cotmon in 7alnle?e :a 
\ 
Zcrroded pyrite and 
nucarita 3omcn 3 \ 4-4 
replaced patcnee, :uprFlemei 
where ilterstion ?r lntenee 
/ i? 
3 1: 
A’ 'ered r'ne to medium-grained porphy- _” ,.A 
: ritic lava 41th aeeh-like networks and 
i 2atAy replacements of dolomite with 
i tierite 
5’.32 ‘.53 
22 22 
j6 25 
21 67 
/ 
Lava, Urd but altered, i 
some piruc hryte pale brcvn to grey 
3ore coapiete ,:3.:9 
I 
APPEBDIX I TABLt XIII F!s Bo 13 
= 35.33238229 One-imhmapSheet10 Six-inohmpsbeotIrr38su 
Collar elevation 121 8 OD Bole inclined 70' to 090' 
Location: in field 011 south at& of We- W8W 1770 8 !?2&% of Blob fUn rpd S- 3 km SW of Laqholm 
Drilling by Rook Fall Co Ltd Dhwa 250 drill 
InClilMd 
drpth, m 
0.00 
8.25 
Intamection, 
m 
a.25 
12.07 
12.a4 
13.54 
14.16 
14.66 
15.90 
16.04 
16.33 
3.82 
0.77 
0.70 
0.62 
O.sO 
1.24 
O.ll) 
0.29 
17.38 1.55 
18.22 0.34 
19p3 0.31 
G$J s. 38 
3l.l3 11.72 
31.96 0.83 
33.06 
33*45 
1.10 
0.39 
?9.14 
39.74 
5.69 
IIlClined 
depth, m 
12.57 
13.54 
75.93 
19.50 
Intermotion, 
m 
0.67 
32.40 
33.06 
35.74 
0.57 
0.66 
Smdetone, pale buff and gellov bra=, mostly odium gra5ned pod 
mtbor Wable. SWe nlety epeokled band&l and steep jointe. 
Smsll, reumi (?) lam pebblee in upper pert. J@netite-rich 
brd at 9.27 I 
sl1tetoae, 
-tome 
m Bad eoft vith 
riboin1ovmrpart; 
Cuant8tone. rotta and 1imonit1o 
smmmse,rod-brmmrtained,fineto 
1iwrlitio a& orsaty 
Mdi~r top 18 
Sand&am, buff, fin+gd.ned with rod-dained jointe 
and silty mud&one, aoft, grey urd micamoue vith 
lemimm~osr?mtlaa6oueormicrceou.elamiiVh 
Carzrktono,palobrormandlimonitio 
-ta of broken, eoft, grey mud&one 
Cmentetone, liponitic, yellov-brown and euxdJ; lover half 
ia mottled purple and pale brown and oontaise 90~7 sandy 
pebble8 
ww. purple bmm, fina grained, very soft and ummmnted 
nl.nualiBation 
Hematite-calcite veinlete 
C-tatom, irmguhr, w, lfmonltio aad yellov Srovn 
Sa&&xme, pale brovnand fine to mediuu+grsined, wforn 
eraept for occaeional irre&ar patches of limonitio 
emdy count&one, slightly purple bands and carbonate blebe; 
hertitic jointe in lover part and cabmaceou or m.iceceo?rs 
hmime 0-r the baml 30 01 
N&dune, silty, gey and soft vith freqmnte of cmmntetone 
at 31.34 - 31.44 Ip and &SDd8tarS fl%@EUlt#; @!MZ-tdly V8q 
broken belov 31.k IQ 
.Xinor pyrite and chrlco~~yrite in part2 
Sandstow, grag, krd and ccqact; ceslenty in places with vein at j2.59 m: (') eiderite vein with 
red-brom etainingalong joiflte pyrite at 32.74 n 
Rlaamtaars, eoft, crushe& smkenandgreenieh g7.-ey 
%&stone, grey top, buff belov, fine to sediun grained, dip 
apparently very oteep: broken band at j5.a - 35.97 s; 
milg broken and cruehed eandetone with mudstone f-ta 
from 38.3 m r,o baoe danotir4 poeeible fault 
&ore 0oPrpiete 
Lithology 
Cementetone, minor &tone 
San&tone 
36.01 0.27 Sandstone, broken, limonitio epeoka sod joint coatings 
PP= 
cu2l Pb 
4 5 0 
0 0 0 
7 9 0 
540 9 1 
iUTFlND= I TABU XII Ba Bo 13 
.- 35.33238229 Oneinoh asp Sheet 10 six-imh mp sheet m38sw 
Collar elevation 121 m OD Elole inclined 7o" to 090° 
boation: in field on couth aide of Vamhvpe titer 1170 a HZk% of Blwh fern and eom 3 h SW of L~@oln 
Drilling by Rook %ll Co Ltd m 250 drill 
Inclined 
MW m 
0.00 
8.25 
xnteunecticn, 
m 
8.25 sqmrficialdapoeita 
12.07 
12.a4 
13.54 
lb.16 
14.66 
15.90 
16.ok 
16.33 
3.82 
0.77 
0.70 
0.62 
0.50 
1.a 
O.ll+ 
0.29 
17.38 '*Es 
la.22 Q.34 
VW3 0.91 
1941 sJ.38 
31.33 11.72 
31.36 0.83 
33.06 
33.45 
1.10 
s-39 
?9.14 
39. :4 
5.69 
Inclined 
depth, PL 
12.87 
13.54 
15.93 
19.50 
Intereeotioa, 
m 
0.67 &!eKIntetCXM h s 9 
0.57 
32.4C 
33.06 
35.74 
36.01 
0.66 
0.27 "&tone. broken. limonitic meoks and $oint coatinem 
Litholo(v mmralieation 
LOwmc~~usm~ 
Metme, pale buf2 and yellov browx, meetly m.dLum grained a& 
ather friable. some rwty ispeckled tua!h and rteep jointa. 
-1, mum3 (?) l.avs pebblee in upper pext. wtite-rich 
bead at 9.27 m 
silt8toLm, grey md eoft vith wt* of pale N emd8torbe; 
aadmtorm ribm in lover part; dip o. 55-&P 
Cmt&om. mttaudlimonitio 
SMdetome,rod-brewartalnod,firvtomdi~, topie 
limmitia rsd omenty 
Sandatolu, buff, fincgrdaod with rod-etabed jointa 
Siltatom md silty mudatone, eoft, gny uad micamoue vith 
MlA8tAWWlWud ou%on&Jeoueoraioaoeow1azriinee 
Carmkbaw,palobnxmendlimonitio 
hrqrcPkofblwkul, eoft, greyluudllw 
Cenentstone, linonitic, yollov-brovn and em&y; lovor half 
ir mottled purple and pale brown and oontai?u vaq saady 
pmbblu 
5hd&arm. purple brouu, fine grainod, very soft and uncemented 
Sad&one, finetowdiuegm.lned, palebrovnaudunifona 
C-t8tum, Frpegular, undy, limonitio and yellov brown 
E&&&mm, pale brovnend fine to mediuwgrrined, uufona 
meopt for occaaiond irregular patohee of limnitio 
emdy cemmtetona, slightly purple bande and carboruto blobe; 
hertitic jointo in lover part and carbonaoeoue or niceceoua 
lemime over the baml 30 om 
FW&one, silSy, grey and eoft with wts of cwtstone 
at 31.34 - 31.44 111 and enndetone fraigmnte; -rally very 
broken bolov 31.u IQ 
Sandetoas, grey, -hard a& compact; csarc0t.y in plaoee with 
red-brow etainingalong jointe 
T4albtaw, ecm, cnmhed,simkenmdgreeniah!Jrey 
Sndstone, grq top, buff below, fixlatonedsmgTained, \di.p 
apparently very eteep; broken band at 35.80 - 35.97 a; 
wdl~ broken and omehed asndetone with mudlrtone fragnente 
from 30.2 01 TO baoe denoting poeeible fault 
Ewe complete 
Lithology 
Cementetone, minor eandetone 
sandetone 
Hairline crloite veinletr 
IIePPrtite-calcite veinlete 
Yinor pyrite and chalcopyrite in quartz 
vein at j2.59 m: (') aiderite vein vith 
pyrite at 32.74 n 
ZP 
cu3l Pb 
0 0 0 
7 9 0 
540 9 1 
. - 
APPEXDIXII TABLE Ia Background metal concentrations of non-mineralised cores 
selected from boreholes 6 to 13 
No. of 
LITH- samples 
OLOGY --1---- - 
Total 
CO= 
length,m 
-tFI 
A m------ 
11,gm 
B 4 
------- 
3.0Ym 
6 
c I---l)-- 
4.18m 
4 
D i----- 
j 3.4b 
E 5 
------- 
3JVm 
WEIGHlEDMEBNVAL~S 
I 
295 19 66 33 110 7.63 6.28 
100 21 53 10 13 14.60, 3.62 
294 5 30 7 9 6.94 2.58 
300 13 ‘35 1-l 34 5.87 4.59 
Miu Ti 
0.111 1.00 
0,180 0.21 
0.091 0.24 
0.043 0.56 
o.oj3 0.55 
I . 
APPENDIXII TABLE Ib Metal concentrations of combined mudstone and 
siltstone, mineralised and non-mineralised 
Cu Ni Ca 
I I I 
I Fe \ Mn I Ti 
I 
PP~ PP~ % % % 96 
r 4 
12 + 14 
E+B -------.- 611 428 222 39 42 5.02 4.58 0.060 0.435 
Lithologies: A - L,ava, B - Cementstone, C - Sandstone, D - Silts-tone, 
E '- Xudstone 
APPENDIX II TAB&E II Chemistry of siltstones (I4 samples) 
STD. DEV. RANGE 
CORRELATION 
EIJWEWZ SIGNIFICBNT 
Arith. LogI Arith. LogI MIN. MAX. 99-99.9% 99.9% 
Ba 422 2.50 444 0.305 123;o -18Ig.o - - 
Pb 652 2.06 1075 I.098 0.0 -3965.0 zn - 
2h 281 I*93 357 0.870 0.0 -113g.o Pb,Ni - 
Cu 40 I.25 70 0.505 4.0 - 258.0 - - 
Ca 6.78% 0.48 5.76 0.747 o.og- 15.36% -Ti Mn 
Ni 40 I.54 20 0.267 11.0 - 70.0 zn Fe 
Fe 4.09% 0.57 I.57 0.184 1.29. 7.46% - Ni 
Mn 0.08% -1.25 0.05 0.415 O.OI- 0.17% - Ca,-Ti 
Ti 0.38% -0.50 0.29 0.286 0.13- 1.18% -Ca -Mn 
L L 
DPBNDIX II TABIZ III Chemistry of cementstones (29 saqles) 
STD.DEV. RANGE COKREZATION ELtME%JT SIGNIKKUT 
&ith. LogI Arith. LogI MIN. MAX. 
I 
99.99*9* 799.9% 
Ba 
Pb 
zn 
cu 
Ca 
Ni 
Fe 
Mrl 
Ti 
628 2.44 827 0.571 24.0 -3285.0 - 
465 2.07 1092 0.744 7.0 -5717.0 - ’ - 
380 2*21 573 0.624 8.0 -2975.0 - -Cu 
46 0.87 1’87 0.646 0.0 -101g.o - -zn 
13.73% 0.99 6eog 0.540 O.II- 23.51% - -Ni, Mn,-Ti 
26 1.31 25 0.303 6.0 - 135.0 - -Ca, Fe,-Mn, Ti 
3.88% 0.56 I.89 0.141 2.01. 12.93% - Ni,Ti 
0.15% -0.89 0.07 0.353 o.oo- 0.32% - Ca,-Ni,-Ti 
0.2196 -0.80 0.22 0.327 0.03. 1.10% - -Ca,Ni,Fe,-Mn 
4 
^ -.__ 
I 
‘I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I . 
I 
I 
I 
--*-A.___ _--_ 
_ -. 
APPENDIX II TABLE IV Chemistry of samples of breccia, faulted rocks, silicified 
rocks and mineral veins (11 samples) 
ELEME3T 
Ba 
Pb 
zn 
cu 
Ca 
Ni 
Fe 
Mn 
Ti 
pgg&g 2 . - 
f 
- 
FiANGE 
CORRELATION 
SIGNIFICANT 
Arith. Loglo Arith. Loglo MIN 
3566 2.51 10708 0.813 44.0 -35837.0 
1428 2.49 2936 0.880 13.0 -10117.0 
1042 2.23 2286 0.963 7.0 -7818.0 
1030 1.95 1905 .I.103 8.0 -5479.0 
9.35% 0.71 7.48 0.610 0x9-19.61% 
40 I.52 25.5 0.295 11.0 -85.0 
3.91% 0.55 1.58 0.216 1.455.98% 
0.13% -1.07 0.11 0.500 0.01 -0.33% 
0.27% -0.65 0.17 0.308 0.08 -0.58% 
h 
, - 
Ba 
Pb 
!zn 
Cu 
Ca 
1 
Ni 
Fe 
Mn 
Ti 
99-99s p99.996 I 
Ti 
Ti. 
- 
Ni 
Ni, Fe 
Cu,Ca,m 
Ca 
Ni 
Ba, Pb 
%a 
Ba,Zn 
Ba,Pb 
- 
.m 
Fe 
Ni,Mn 
Ca,Fe 
- 
APPENDIX II TABLE V Chemistry of mudstones (12 mmples) 
Arith. Log10 Arith. Loglo 
801 2.56 1289 0.485 
204 1.71 - 250 0.948 
164 1.91 275 0.482 
37 1.23 54 0.593 
3.26% 0.21 3.1 0.618 
44 I.59 19 0.21-l 
5.07% 0.68 1.68 0.152 
0.04% -1.58 0.03 0.470 
0.49% -0*33 0.13 0.161 
STD. DEV. RANGE CORRELATION 
SIGNIFICANT 
MIN. MAX: 99099.9% 
119.0-3920.0 - 
2.0-791.0 Ca, -Fe 
15.0-1007.0 - 
0.0-181.0 - 
0.14-13.04 Pb, -Fe 
18.0-76.0 
2.86-7.914/o -Pb ,-Ca, Ti 
0.00-O. 14% - 
0.17-0.62% Fe 
_ . 
APPENDIX II TABILl VI Chemistry of sandstones (19 samples) 
I STD.DEV'. RANGE CORREUTION SIGNIFIC~ 
* 
Arith. Loglo Arith. Loglo MIN. MAX. 99-99.996 >99.* 
Ba 986 2.68 2050 0.412 214.0 -gig1 .o - 
n 428 1.35 1140 0.981 0.0 -4215.0 zn 
!zn 207 ~61 434 0.882 0.0 -1809.0 I Fb 
Cu 161 1.33 321 0,979 0.0 -1168.0 - - 
Us 4.5% 0.30 5.15 0.673 0.06- 17.81% Ti IYn 
Ni 22 1.14 24 0.442 2.0 - 80.0 - Fe, Ti 
Fe 3.12% 0.41 2.07 0.281 0.67. 8.32% - Ni 
Mu 0.074% -1.48 0.09 0.641 0.001 0.33% -Ti Ca 
Ti 0.369% -0.57 0.34 0,355 o.o$ 1.26% Ca,-tfn Ni 
APPENDIX II TABLE VII Chemistry of Birrenswark Lams (34 samples) 
I 
STD. DEV. RANGE CORRELATION SIGNIFICANT 
Arith. Log10 Arith. Loglo MIN. MAX. 99099.9% >99.9% 
Ba 
Pb 
zn 
cu 
Ca 
Ni 
Fe 
Mn 
Ti 
1262 2.68 1979 0.602 49.0 -8811.0 Ni zn 
55 1.49 53 0.513 4.0 - 175.0 M.n ztl 
190 1.96 275 0.521 8.0 -1305.0 Fe Ba,Pb,Ni 
f 91 1.57 149 0.609 0.0 - 676.0 - - 
6.73% 0.72 3.95 0.361 0.34- 17.08% -Ni Mn,-Ti 
107 1.99 44 0.167 51.0 - 237.0 Ba,-Ca Zn,Fe 
6.35% 0.77 ?a25 0.181 1.74. 11.83% mtm Ni 
0.11% -1.02 0.06 0.256 0.02. 0.24% Pb,Fe Ca,-Ti 
1.03% -0.03 0.46 0,234 0.16- 2.20% da,-Mn 
APPENDIX III 
LITHO~Y,MINERBLoGY~GEoC~CALplNBtysIS OF SURFACEROCX SAMPLSS 
FROM TED2 WRSTWATEE DISTRICT 
Preamble 
Petrographical data are listed in Tables I-XI for surface rocks from the 
main outcrops in the Westwater district and from the British Gas Frigg Pipeline 
trench. In addition to examination using binocular and polarising microscopes, 
X-ray diffractometry, X-ray fluorescence analysis and carbonate staining with 
Aliaarin-red S solution as described by Dickson (1965) and Hutchinson (1974) 
were carried out where appropriate. 
Tables I-III deal with samples of Lower Carboniferous sediments and 
Birrenswark Lavas collected from Frigg Pipeline trench. Sampling was from 
trench walls in the main but also from loose blasted material of local 
derivation and from glacial boulders in sections of trench wholly within the 
till profile. One group of samples (BFR 354-3554 in Table I) represent lavas 
and intercalated sediments from the trench section northwest of the B 7068 rdi 
(see Fig. 1). A second (BFR 3512-3582 in Table II) relates to lavas and 
mineralised basal Carboniferous sediments from the section immediately southeast 
of the road where an early inspection pit yielded mineralised blocks. 
Unmineralised sediments exposed by the trench southeast of Pokeskine Sike are 
dealt with in Table III. 
Table IV lists the main petrographical features shown by rock exposures in 
the headwaters of Pokeskine Sike and feeder drainage ditches (see Fig. 3). 
The petrography and geochemistry of mineralised boulders found in the 
middle reaches of Pokeskine Sike is summarised in Table V. Immediately to the 
east, sample BFR 1004 was collected from the small dumps at Westwater lead trial 
at the head of Mine Sike and the remaining samples listed in Table VI are from 
stream exposures and a small lava quarry (see Fig. 4). Further to the east 
near Westwater farm, outcrops in Glentenmont Burn immediately below the 
confluence of Green Burn, and in Green Burn itself provided mineralised 
cementstones and other rocks for study (see Table VII). Geochemical analyses 
of channel samples taken at the stream confluence and also from the two . 
exposures drilled in depth at Boreholes 4 and 5 (see Fig. 1) are listed in 
Tables VIII, IX and X respectively. A final table (XI) incorporates observations 
on scattered rock samples from outcrops and mineralised stream boulders east 
of Westwater on St Brides Hill, in Logan Water and Wauchope Water, and on 
Catfield Rig. 
APPEXDIXIIITABLEX 
Lithology and mineralogy of Birrenswark Lavas sampled from the l?cigg Pipeline trench NW of 
the ~7068. 
Sample No. NGR 
(35) 
Distance (m) 
NW of 
B7068 road 
3564 2708 8154 672 
3563 2711 8152 640 
3562 2714 8150 606 
3561 2718 8184 551 
3560 2724 8144 494 . 
2725 8143 487 
2728 8141 454 
2730 8139 420 
2730 8139 
2731 8139 
2733 8138 
lczo 
409 
380 
Lithology and Petrography Mineralisation 
Brecciated basalt in jasperoid 
material 
Calcite, quartz, malachite, 
Highly amygdaXoidal lava with red 
silty intercalations ’ 
Amygdaloidal. zeolitic lava 
Weathered lava with amygdales 
Relatively fresh, medium grained 
lava 
C&cite, 
Calcite 
Calcite 
Red siltstone with lava frwents 
Sparsely amygdaloidal lava with 
calcite veins 
Calcite 
Red siltstone with angular lava 
frwents . 
AmygdaJoidal ava with xenoliths 
AmygdaMdal,zeolitic lava 
Amy@aJ-oidal, zeolitic lava 
Calcite 
Calcite 
APPENDIX III TABLE II 
Lithology, mineralogy and geoohemical analysis of Birrenswark Lavas sampled from Frigg Pipeline trench SE of _ 
Megsfield, some 8 km WSW of Langholm. 
Sample No. NCR 
(35) 
Distance (m) SE 
of B 7068 road Lithology and petrography Mineralisation BFR 
3519 2773 8103 141.6 Altered basalt in a matrix of Quartz, calcite, baryte, 
vein material pyrite 
3518 2772 8104 140 Altered basalt clasts, 
and brown 
green Calcite, pyrite, baryte 
3517 2772 8105 134 Weakly vesicular brown 
brecciated and veined 
basalt, Quartz, oalcite, pyrite and 
(?) aphalerite in veins, 
baryte. 
3515 2770 8106 108 Basalt lava with elongated 
vesicles 
Traces of pyrite 
3513 2769 8107 95 Basalt lava, moderately Quartz, calcite, pyrite 
vesicular with mineral sphalerite, baryte 
segregations segregations, malachite 
3512 2769 8108 85 Basalt lava, moderately Traces of pyrite in 
vesicular, weathered vesicles 
3578 
3579 
2773 8103 140 Slaggy amygdaloidal lava 
2773 8103 cl41 Cementstone with argillaceous 
laminae. 
BEtryte 
Calcite, hematite 
3580 2773 8103 0141 Medium grained dolomitic Calcite, pyrite, galena, 
cementstone sphalerite 
cu 
20 
35 
20 
170 
PPm 
Zn & 
60 2 
.a 
120 2 
230 2 
280 2 
n.a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 
Appendix III, Table II continued. 
3581 2773 8103 0141 Veined cements-tone 
3582 2773 8103 Cl41 Grey cementstone 
3520 2773 8103 140.6 
3521 2773 8103 '42 . 
Cements-tone block Galena on joint 20 50 2 760 / 
Weakly banded cementstone 
block with sandstone and silty 
cementstone bands, and 
dolomitic areas 
3522 2733 8103 142.8 Banded cement&one block 
3529 2773 8103 149 Micaceous siltstone block 
3524 2773 8102 155 
3525 2775 8102 167 
Large cements-tone block Marcasite-sphalerite veinlets 
Strongly veined medium 
grained doleritic dyke rock 
3526 2775 8102 169.5 Limonitio block of porphyritic 
basalt. 
3528 2776 8100 192 Porphyritic dolerite 
Calcite, dolomite, pyrite, 
maroasite, sphalerite, galena 
Calcite, dolomite, marcasite, 
galena, baryte. 
Calcite-quartz-pyrite-galena 
hematitewtite with rare 
sphalerite and marcasite 
Calcite-pyrite-galena 
veinlets 
Pyrite veinlets, galena 
coatings 
Calcite 
Limonite 
Limonite 
n.a. 
n.a. 
‘5 240 
10 280 
20 1300 
n.a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 
Go 
120 
160 
APPENDIX III, TABLE III 
Litholo~, mineralogy and geochemical analysis of Lower Carboniferous sediments sampled from Frigg Pipeline trench 
SE of Megsfield, some 8 km WSW of Langholm. 
Sample No. 
3533’ 
NGR 
(35) 
2800 8078 
Distance (m) SE 
of B 7068 road 
523 
Lithology cu 
Peloidal dolomite boulder with rounded 
silts-tone clasts 
3548 2800 8005 1650 
3584 2903 7985 1895 
3502 2918 7972 2095 
3504 2932 7956 2300 
3506 2935 7953 2340 
Sandstone with shale clasts, ferruginous 
concretions and green reduction bands 
Fine-mined sandstone 
Muds-tone, brown to red 
Coarse sandstone with limonitic patches 
Sandstone with carbonaceous films and 
rootlets, (?) ganister 
s 
320 
25 
75 
3507 2942 7944 2460 Dark, (?) ashy sandstone 60 
3508 2945 7941 2500 Yellow siltstone with abundant rootlets 60 
3511 2961 7926 2725 Sandstone, fine-grained and spotted 10 
1 
PPm 
zn 
n.a. 
20 
40 
10 
10 
20 
10 
10 
Atic 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
Pb 
IO 
20 
IO 
10 
20 
IO 
10 
'Sphalerite disseminated, galena-calcite veinlets common. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
/ 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
APPENDIX III, !I!4BLE IV 
Lithology, mineralogy and geoohemioal. analysis of Lower 
sediments sempled from upper Pokeskine Sike. 
Sample No. 
1000' 
1001 
1003* 
lo493 
3400 
3573 
3574 
3575 
3594 2073 8194 Dolomite rock . 
NGR 
(35) 
2875 0182 
2870 8163 
2870 8163 
2069 0160 
2871 0159 
2875 0102 
2074 8100 
2870 0150 
Lithology Mineralisation 
White oaloareous sandstone 
Veined cementstone 
sandstone containing micritic 
intrac1asts. 
Galena, sphalerite,pyrite 
Galena, sphalerite, pyrite, 
maroasite, smithsonite 
Galena, sphalerite,pyrite 
Black cementstone rich in 
rounded cavities 
Sphalerite, galena 
Dark cementstone rich in 
rounded cavities 
Gypsum 
White calcareous sandstone Galena 
Dolomite rock with plant 
lWMi.IlS 
Bedded cementstone with small 
cavities 
Carboniferous 
Galena, pyrite 
1 - duplicate sample BPR 1002 contains 0 ppm Cu, 0 ppm Zn, 1 ppm Ag and 
1.2% Pb. 
2 - the galena contains 230 + IO ppm Ag and about 75 ppm Sb. 
3 - the sample contains 20 ppm Cu, 2300 ppm Zn, 4 ppm Ag and 70 mm Pb. 
APPRN~)M 111, TABI;E V Lithology, mineralogy and geochemical analysis of Lower Carboniferous sediments 
sampled from lower Pokeskine Sike. 
Sample No. 
BFR 
NGR 
(35) 
Lithology 
1007 2852 8121 Iron-stained sandstone Galena, sphalerite 
1008 2713 7989 Cementstone with sandstone 
bands 
1009 2722 7985 Veined fossiliferous 
cementstone 
1010 2730 7987 Cementstone 
1012 2812 8060 Fossiliferous cementstone 
1013 
1014 
2850 8107 Fossiliferous cements-tone 
2827 8075 Partly dolomitised 
cementstone 
Mineralisation 
Sphalerite, pyri'te, galena, 
marcasite. 
Galena, pyrite, sphalerite, 
cerussite, 
Galena, sphalerite, pyrite. 
Sphalerite, pyrite marcasite, 
galena. 
Galena, sphalerite, pyrite, 
PPm 
Cu Zn Ag Pb 
IO 6300 5 100 
IO 3000 4 7200 
Galena, sphalerite, pyrite, 10 3500 5 l.CW 
APPESDIX III, TABLE VI 
Lithology and mineralisation of rock samples from the Mine Sike district. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Sample No. 
BIER 
1004 
3572 
3576 
3595 2911 8191 
35% 2911 8190 
3597 2966 8194 
3598 2929 8180 
3599 
NGR 
(35) 
2931 8784 
Lithology 
Mineral vein rock 
2928 8189 Amygdaloidal doleritic lava 
2927 8189 AmygdaJoidal aphyric lava 
Red sandstone 
Fossiliferous dolomite rock 
1Friable white sandstone 
Sandstone with micritic 
cement. 
2955 8142 Amygdaloidal lava fragments 
set in coarse dolomite 
cement 
Mineralisation 
Sphalerite (66%), galena 
(I@& ba@e (6%), h-kite, 
goethite, marcasite, calcite. 
Calcite ’ 
Dolomite, calcite, marcasite, 
galena, sphalerite, pyrite, 
chalcopyrite. 
- 
Calcite, chalcopyrite. 
Calcite 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
_.. 
. - 
.*-I__-.- * .-l-^‘.u_ __ I - ~--,,...~-- ____._ _... . 
. . 
AJ?PEiiNDIX III, TABI VII 
Lithology and mineralisation of rock samples from Glentenmont Burn 
(3568-3616) and Green Bum (1005-3626). 
Ssmple No. 
Bl?R 
3568 
3610' 
3612' 
3613' 
3616' 
1005 
1006 
3565 
3566 
3567 
3571 
3621 
3623 
3626 
NGR 
(35) 
Lithology Mineralisation 
3044 8248 Cementstone 
3045 8248 Cementstone 
3045 8248 Cementstone 
3045 8248 Interbanded siltstone and 
sandstone . 
3045 8248 Cementstone with muddy 
lsminae' 
3032 8264 Cementstone 
3020 8252 Elriable limonitic sandstone 
3037 8251 Yellow calcareous sandstone 
3034 8251 Cementstone 
3029 8253 Fossiliferous cementstone 
3003 8250 Amygdaloidal lava 
3029 8253 Banded sandstone 
3029 8253 Cementstone 
3029 8253 Fossiliferous cementstone 
1 - see also Table IX 
Pyrite, marcasite, (?) 
chalcopyrite. 
Galena, pyrite. 
Sphalerite, galena, pyrite 
Pyrite, (chalcopyrite) 
Pyrite, marcasite 
Dolomite, Galena, pyrite 
Galena (approx. SSQ), 
sphalerite 
Galena 
Dolomite, galena, pyrite 
Galena, pyrite 
Galena 
Galena 
APPENDIX III, TABIJZ VIII 
Lithology and geoohemical analyses of channel samples from Lower Carboniferous sediments exposed in Glentenmont Burn 
near Westwater (NGR 35.3045 8248); channel 10 cm wide running 1150. 
Channel 
length, m 
0.62 
2.5 
I.5 
1.0 
1.5 
1.0 
Lithology 
I.DwER cARBoNIB!EBous SEDIIVJENTS 
Cementstone, dark grey, thin 
carbonate veinlets containing rare 
coarse @ena and pyrite. 
Cementstone, grey, hard, thin 
carbonate veins contain pyrite, 
trace $alena 
Cements-tone, dark grey, irregular 
sparry calcite patches, fine 
grained disseminated pyrite, 
carbonate veins contain coarse 
sphalerite-@ena-pyrite 
Siltstone interbedded with sand- 
stone, both lithologies dominated 
by detrital quartz, discontinuous 
pyrite-chalcopyrite veinlets part- 
replaced by goethite 
Cementstone, grey containing 
abundant calcite veinlets and 
patches. 
Estimated Dip and 
true direction 
thickness m of dip0 
0.13 12/280 
0.43 IO/290 
0.31 12/290 
0.28 16/310 
0.41 - 16/310 
0.24 14/300 
CU 
15 
10 
20 
30 
15 
25 
2h 
160 
180 
170 
220 
240 
1350 
PPm 
A@; 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
.3 
Sample no. 
BFR 
Pb 
60 3610 
150 3611 
190 3612 
1460 3613 
1460 3614 
1600 3615 
Appendix III, Table VIII contind. 
Channel 
length, m 
Lithology 
Estimated Dip and 
true direction PPm 
Sample no. 
thicbness m of dip Cu Zn Ag Pb 
BFR 
2.2 
I 
Cements-tone, dark grey, argillaceous / 
laminations and intercalations which 
are offset by sparry calcite veins 0.53 14/330 25 70 4 80 3616 
containing pyrite-marcasite. Patches 
and blebs of calcite'contain fine 
@ena and pyrite 
Weighted average metal content of mineralised sediments 2.33 17 290 3 670 
Analyses by US 
Lithology and geochemical analysis of channel samples across the faulted 
contact of the Birrenswark Lavas and basal Lower Carboniferous sediments 
exposed in the east bank of Glentenmont Burn (NGR 35.3044 8263); channel 
20 cm wide mng 134O. 
Channel 
Len&t, m. 
0.43 
0.43 
0*39 
0*39 
1.64 
Lithology 
Birrenswark Lavas 
brown rotted lava 
Fault zone breccia - 
grey, weakly banded 
Lower Carboniferous 
sediments - grey, 
rotten, brecciated 
Lower Carboniferous 
sediments - rotten, 
brecciated, with 
brown clay 
Weighted average metal 
content of mineralised 
fault zone 
Analyses by AAS. 
cu 
170 
25 
20 
40 
70 
PPm 
!zn 
1.a 
1100 
1040 
1200 
3970 
4s 
3 
1 
1 
1 
2 
Sample 
Pb No. BFR 
,550 3602 
110 3603 
50 3604 
100 3605 
340 
APPENDIX III TABIJZ X 
Lithology and geochemical analysis of channel samples from basal Lower Carboniferous sediment exposed 
in Green Burn, near Westwater (NGR 35.3029 8253); chavlnel 5 cm wide running 0400. 
Channel 
length, m. 
0.8 
1.3 Clay band, grey, limonite stained 
Lithology 
LOWER CARBONIlJ%ROUS SEDIMENTS 
Sandstone, white in beds O.l- 
0.4 m thick undisturbed 
Sandstone, grey sheared 
Fault 
Sandstone, grey, sheared, clay 
rich 
Cementstone, ,iron stained with 
brown carbonate veinlets 
Sandstone, white hard 
Clay gouge, grey, limonite stained 
Sandstone, grey, clay rich, thinly 
laminated, orange stained (see 
also Table IX) 
Cementstone, grey, hard with 
brown veinlets. 
I.4 
Clay, pale green 
Sandstone, grey 
(?) Caloareous siltstone, orange, 
clay rich with shaly partings 
Alternating orange sandy bands 
and dark grey clay bands 
Estimated Dip and 
true direction Cu znppm Ag Pb 
Ssmple No. 
thickness, m of dip0 
BFR 
2+ so/120 
0.4 80/i 20 
0.08 
0.11 
0.03 
0.05 
0.2 
0.2 
0.08 
0.08 
0.22 
0.10 
0.50 
n.a. 
n.a. 
56/l 05 
30 130 1 130 3620 
20/132 
30 230 2 1400 3621 
50 340 1 1040 3622 
Appendix III Table X Contd. 
Channel 
length, m 
Lithology 
0*7 
Cementstone, grey, hard with 
brown carbonate veins and galena 
on joint surfaces (see Table VIII) 
I.5 
1.0 
Cementstone, part of above unit, 
grading into calcareous sand- 
stone also with brown carbonate 
veins then into green clay 
with shalypartings 
Sandstone with shaly partings 
Calcareous sandstone, orange, 
laminated and veined 
(?) Caloareous siltstone orange, 
banded with patch of cements-tone 
containing brown carbonate veins 
(?) Siltstone, shaly 
I.7 
Cementstone, masaive, brecciated 
and intensely veined by brown 
carbonate, on joints (see 
alao Table IX 
1.0 
Sandy silts-tone and impure 
sandstone, rotten, green and grey 
2.4 
BImSWABK LAVAS 
Lava, purplish-coloured vesicular, 
highly altered with 8 cm band of 
orange aandy clay at top 
Weighted aver;tge metal content of 
mineralised sediments 
Estimated 
true 
thickness, m 
0*3 52/110 10 320 3 8200 3623 
0.35 
0.10 
0.05 
0.10 
0.6 32/l 14 
a3 
1 
3.5 
Dip and 
direction cu zn 
of dip0 Ag 
0 )40/134 
Sample No. 
Pb 
40 240 2 830 3624 
50 170 1 900 3625 
25 110 3 540 3626 
60 80 1 ‘90 3627 
40 40 1 30 3628 
30 200 2 1270 
n.a. - not analysed 
Analyses by AAS 
APPENDIX III, TABLR XI 
Lithology and mineralisation of rock samples from St Brides Hill, Logan 
Water, Wauchope Water and Catfield Rig. 
Sample No. 
3570 
3569 
3606' 
NGR 
(39 
3075 8252 
3075 8253 
3099 8291 
3591 
3592 
25922 
3166 8221 
31% 8252 
3317 8233 
2593 3252 8165 
3593 
2590 
3371 8259 
3326 8339 
1 
2 - 
Lithology Mineralisation 
Fine sandstone Quartz, dolomite, pyrite 
Amygdaloidallava, Zinc and lead present in clay 
highlyaltered and/or limonitic material 
Highly altered lava 
('bole') 
Sandstone 
Aphyric trachytoid 
basalt lava 
Galena,pyrite 
- 
Partly dolomitised 
cementstone (stream 
boulder) 
Galena, pyrite, chalcopyrite 
Partly dolomitised 
cementstone 
Pyrite 
Bedded cement&one Pyrite, chalcopyrite, 
part dolomitised malachite, marcasite 
Brecciated cementstone 
set in carbonate cement 
Marcasite, chalcopyrite 
sample contains 5 ppm Cu, 50 ppm Zn, 20 ppm Pb. 
sample contains 10 ppm Cu, 0.6% Zn, 3.36 Pb; also, sample m 2% 
from the same site contains 170 ppm Cu, 30 ppm Zn and 180 ppmPb. 
-. _ _, _._‘ __ __ _.__,_ .I _-___-._“___ .^.^ - 
1 
APPE3mIxrv TABLKC Results of till sampling along l%igg pipeline 
trench SW of Westwater 
Sample 
No. NCR 
(35) 
Distance 
() 
SErnof 
Sample 
Cu Fb Zn depth 
Bedrock 
B7068 Road pP m. 
lithology 
-v- 
Basal till 
3514 27698107 95 50 20 220 
3516 27728105 125 65 30 iii 
3523 27738103 146 60 620 190 
3527 27778101 188 & 40 150 
Lava 
Lava 
Cementstone 
Dolerite 
3530 2791So89 379 45 50 120 - 
3531 r7968084 454 50 40 1% 
2.0 
2.5 
2.0 
3.2 
3*5 
3.5; 
3532 28008078 517 20 20 70 2.0 Sandstone 
3534 28038076 554 54 40 160 3*0 Sandstone 
3535 28068075 604 40 40 120 3.0 ?Sandstone 
3536 28198062 787 45 40 loo 3.0 
3537 . 28238058 837 40 60 140 3*0 
3538 28288054 887 45 40 100 3.0 
3539 28328050 950 40 80 170 3.0 
3540 28368046 1000 40 60 140 2.0 
--35u 2&o&!&&2 1050 40 go180 2.0 
3542 28658038 1100 25 40 100 2.0 
3543 28688035 1150 20 50 no 2.0 
3544 28528031 1200 5 lo 30 2.0 
3545 28568028 1250 45 50 130 2.0 
?Sandstone 
Cementstone 
?Sandstone 
Cementstone 
?Siltstone 
Sandstone 
?Siltstone 
Sandstone 
?Sandstone 
?Sandstone 
?Sandstone 
Sandstone 
Silts-tone 
3500 . 
3501 
3503 
3505 
3509 
29227969 2175 
29277965 2225 
29357953 2335 
29357953 2382 
a 20 20 
12d 30 20 
llco 40 40 
105 20 20 
350 20 40 
2.5 
2,3 
2.5 
2.0 
29587930 2695 2.0 
Sandstone 
(ferruginous) 
Shale-mudstone 
Sandstone 
Sandstone with 
shale clasts 
Sandstone 
(fe3xuginous) 
Significant anomalies underlined 
?Sandstone - lithology deduced from examination of clasts at base 
Analysis by U.S. 
lithology 
Grey, leached 
Grey, clay rich 
Grey-brown stony 
Brown, stony,sand 
matrix. 
-, @;leyed, 
clay rich 
Brown,~manyla~ 
clasts. 
Grey-brown, sandy. 
Dark brown, clay 
rich 
Dark brown, clay 
rich. 
Brown, clay rich. 
Grey, clay rich. 
Dark grey, clay rich. 
Grey-brown, clay 
rich. 
Grey-brown,clay 
rich. 
Red-brown, clay rich. 
Red-brown, clay rich. 
Red, clay rich. 
Blue-grey, clay rich. 
Grey aud orange, 
@eyed. __ 
Grey,.leached. 
Green, sandy 
Grey-brown, sandy clay. 
Brown, clay rich. 
Orange clay, 
of profile. 
APPEJDIX V TABLE! II Mine Sike: Comparative metal content of 3 sample types 
srn downstream of mineralisation 3&h downstream of 7Om upstream of mineraliaat- m$neralisation ion (area of till anomaly) 
Concent- 
Element rate Sediment Fines Concent- rate Sediment Fines 
Concent- 
rate Sediment Fines 
PPm PPm PPm 1 
Ba 
Pb 
!zn 
cu 
Ni 
Fe 
Mn 
Y 0 818 615 3100 679 715 1425 793 725 
340 70 126 ’ 86 60 81 350 40 50 
2985 230 387 236 220 359 166 140 260 
157 15 28 38 20 37 39 30 35 
57 71 89 78 127 110 55 ~ 106 99 
3.65% 34% 6.43% 8.61196 4.4% 7&% 5.w% 4-w% 6.6% 
290 945 1550 490 1445 2600 280 1675 2150 

_ . 
APPENDIXV TABLEIVa Pokeskine Syke 
+I*0 mm -0.125 mm Total 
4.25 
7.08 
0.85 
- 
-1.0 mm 
+0.5 mm 
16.21 
3.69 
1.21 
0.10 
Tr 
Tr 
Tr 
-0.5 mm 
+0.25 mm 
19,85 
5.12 
0.10 
0.09 
1.72 
0.13 
-0.25 mm 
+0.125 mm 
8.30 
9.85 
0.03 
2.82 
2.14 
1.32 
3.1 
5.83 
- 
2.93 
1.33 
1.37 
- 
- 0.04 
51.77 
31.57 
2.19 
5.94 
5.19 
2.82 
- 
0.04 
12.18 21.21 27.01 24.50 14.62 100.00 
I Mineral 
Sphalerite 
Hematite 
Galena 
Garnet 
Zircon 
Pyrite 
Tourmaline 
Baryte 
Total 
1 
I 
I . 
I 
I 
APPE!NDIXV TAIBIJ3IV-b Green Burn 
Total 
I 
bin l era1 -0.5 mm 
+0.25 mm I 
0.11 
0.09 
15.34 
Tr 
c me I 0.25 0.18 
0.10 0.06 
3.90 o*47 
0.02 0.04 
!Pr Tr 
Tr !l?r 
0.74 
0.88 
98.26 
0.06 
Sphalerite 
Hematite 
Zircon 
Tourmaline 
Pyromorphite 
Pyrite/ 
Chalcopyrite 
Garnet 
Galena 
I 
1 
- 
Tr 
Tr Tr Tr 
T Tr 
Tr 
I 
I.+.28 0.75 15.54 Total 
APPESDIX V TABIS V Summezy statistics of 27 concentrate-sediment pairs from 
drw unaffected by mineralisation 
E3lement 
I 
Ba 
m> 
zn 
Cu 
Ni 
Fe 
r&-l 
Mean 
PPm 
1446 
35 
88 
32 
54 
8.47% 
330 
CON-ms 
standa;rd 
Deviation 
1986 
32 
,40 
24 
17 
4.7 
149 
- 
I 
Q-7692 
e-133 
35473 
o-98 
16-83 
1.48-21.5 
80-690 
Correlation 
coefficient 
between 
temple 
types 
-0.08 
0.02 
0.50 
0.19 
0.46 
0.06 
0.04 
Mean 
PPm 
402 
28 
78 
18 
77 
3.71 
772 
SEUMENTS 
st- 
Deviation 
'130 
11 
25 
9.5 
19.9 
0.83 
604 
200-635 
12-55 
42-146 
3-56 
32-105 
1.86-5.11 
274-2772 
APPENDIX V TABLE VI Summaq statistics of 25 concentrate-sediment pELirs from 
drainage affected by mineralisation 
Element 
Ba 6729 13488 302~5ioooo 
I% 1160 2432 o-11320 
2i.n 1964 4x56 74-14650 
cu 61 66 o-286 
Ni 66 27 24-123 
Fe U.YW 7*9 1.24-30.9 
Mn 506 327 40-1310 ... 
Mean 
PPm 
Standard 
Deviation 
Correlation I slim- 
coefficient 
between 
sample ,, Mean 
types PPm 
-0.03 638 
0.94 69 
0.64 221 
0.54 22 
o*47 99 
0.62 4.33 
0.001 1133 
st- 
Deviation 
185 322-918 
53 8-253 
190 74-1012 
9.1 64 
32 34-161 
0.98 2.59-6&i 
520 480-2943 
i 
APPEXDIX V TABIJZ VII Summaxy statistics of 14 concentrate sediment pairs 
from drainage affected by contamination 
L 
\ 
CON_ , Correlation 
coefficient SEDIMEN!l?S 
Element between 
Mean Standard sample Mean standard 
PPm Deviation 
types 
PPm Deviation y 
Pb 301 519 7-1830 0.59 31 11 22-59 
sn 106 is8 5374 0.00 2 0.4 0.5 
zn 121 75 39-337 O&l 88 30 38-158 
cu 75 115 B-452 0.50 18 7.5 8-30 
Ni 61 23 30-106 0.60 80 22 43-124 
APPENDIX V TABLE VIII Summa;ry statistics; 260 shallow soils from 
the azea of Poke&he Sike - Mine Sike, West 
of Langholm. 
Element TA Qa TL ?iJ T R=x@, PPm 
PPm Ppm %P$rn L 
cu 22 13 18 0.32 37 o-95 
Pb 46 81 32 0.31 65 3-1050 
zn 100 122 73 0.31 150 104100 
I I I I I I 
A denotes arithmetic data. 
L denotes loga~3.thmic. 
APPENDIX V TABLE IX Sumnazy statistics for 140 pairs of basal till minus 159 p fraction 
and panned concentrate 
-~ 
m 
zn 
cu 
Ni 
Ba 
Fe 
-- - 
TILL CONCENTRATE 
650 35 
237 98 
36 14 
79 48 
3270 
662 
72 
75 
15627 
4.14 
'0.9 
0.47 
0.64 
0.49 
0.62 
l3ANGE 
2-31967 
11-6024 
l-677 
2-458 
100-83053 
0.69-21.08 
All element concentrations in ppm except Fe (%) 
Mean of arithmetic data 
- 
SIG Mean of logarithmic data 
CI- Standard deviation of arithmetic data 
COF@ELATION MINUS lsO.ytn TILL FRACTION 
c0EFE1clENT STANDAFD 
DEWULTION 
ARlTH: 
METIC mlo XA x Ix)(: p =los 
RANGE 
0.88 0.63 156 4l 520 0.6s 1-5008 
0,68 1 Oe59.1 271 1 168 1 "41 0.38 1 11.3054 
0.57 1 p.211 35 1 23 1 381 0.45 1 l-265 
0.77 1 0.66 1 90 1 77 1 611 0.23 1 23-402 
0.59 1 0.731 983 1 78 1 34071 0.28 1 110-3856 
0.63 0.51 6.58 
I 
6.15 2.22 0.15 1.19-14.37 
L”glOs 
Standard deviation of logwithmic data 
APPENDIX V TABLE X Sv statistics of 130 pH determinations subdivided into 
dominant lithology. Number of saples shown in parenthesis 
Inferred bedrock 
z (PHI jf (Depth) RWF (PH) - 
CorrelatiOn 
lithology (Depth) m.' coefficient 
LATTlL (30) 6.8 3.7 4.9-8.0 Lo-9.1 0.44 
SBNDSTONE (20) 7.1 2.5 4.9-7.9 1.3-6.2 0.25 
PIINEULIZ~ION (29) 6.6 2.4 4.5-8.0 0.2-6.2 0.68 
MIXED cARBoNIFERous (51) 6.8 2.8 i+.o-8.4 0.2-7.3 0.55 
APPENDIX V TABLE XI Summaq statistics of pB determinations based on samples collected 
from till.depths of>2 m 
Inferred bedrock 
F (PH) z (Depth) RaJnge (EJ@ (&X 
Correlation 
lithology m. coefficient 
LAW (24) 7.0 lr.2 5.5-7.9 2e2-9.0 0.44 
SBNDSTONE (10) 7*3 3e2 M-7.9 2.O-6eZ 0.12 
-12~10N (17) 7.2 3.2 s.S_BeO 2mO-6eZ 0*45 
ITIXED cARBo~olJs (33) 7.3 
APPENDIX V TABLE XII Interelement correlations in tills 
- 150 pm till Till Concentrate 
Elelnent Correlation 
significant at 
Correlation 
9%vs.996 99*996 99-99.996 ! 99.996 8 
Pb - Cu,Ba,Zh Cu,Ni a,5 
5 I) CU;Pb Ba Cu,Fe,Ni,Pb 
Cu %5 Fe,Pb,Ni ‘Pb Ba,Zn,Ni,Fe 
Ni Cu,Fe -,J?JJ Cu,5,Fe m 
Ba cu Pb 5,Ni PWU 
